
R E V I E W S 

English Coins. B y G. C. B R O O K E . Third edition, 1950. Methuen & 
Co., Ltd. 
A new edition of Brooke's English Coins has been prepared under 

the general editorship of the late Mr. C. A. Whitton and with the 
assistance of various members of the British Numismatic Society. 
The late Dr. J. G. Milne kindly supplied the following review. 

The new edition of Brooke's English Coins is very welcome to the 
student, as a great deal of work has been done on most parts of the 
series since 1932, the results of which have been carefully summarized 
in the Supplement now published. A t the same time this arrangement 
can only be regarded as a temporary solution of the problem of keep-
ing the book, as a handbook, up to date: it is possible, though not 
convenient, to work backwards and forwards to one Supplement, with 
an eye on asterisks, but in course of time no doubt further Supple-
ments will become necessary, and if they are issued on the same plan 
the task of tracing out the relations of a coin will be complicated. It 
would be better to divide Brooke's work into two parts, a history of 
the coinage and a list of known types: the former could stand as he 
wrote it, possibly with footnotes drawing attention to later dis-
coveries or theories, while the list could be revised from time to time to 
incorporate additions. This would have the advantage, for the reader, 
of emphasizing the continuity of Brooke's argument; at present the 
thread is apt to be broken, and it takes some trouble to pick it up 
again. 

Coin Collecting. B y J . G. MILNE, C. H . V . SUTHERLAND, a n d J. D . A . 
THOMPSON. Oxford University Press ("Compass B o o k s " Series). 

T H I S book should be greeted with an expectate veni, for it fulfils 
a long-felt need. A third of its thickness is illustrations, the rest 
compact scholarship, and all for a price within the reach of the 
" y o u n g collectors" for whom it is expressly intended, and whom the 
three authors (who represent the traditional and unwieldy divisions 
of the subject into " G r e e k " , " R o m a n " , and everything else— 
"Medieval and Modern") mean to turn into intelligent numismatists. 
They set about this in very different ways. 

The author of the Greek section gives us a graceful little essay, 
conservative in chronology but radical in its treatment of the funda-
mental problems attending the birth of coinage. Some of the wisdom 
of his generalizations may be lost on omnivorous schoolboys, but it is 
hard to criticize so much quintessential learning in so little room. 
Nevertheless, I feel he misses the opportunity of familiarizing— 
" vulgarizing "—things Greek for his readers. Although he does appeal 
to their interest b y mentioning the incidence of Greek coins in Britain, 
he might have said—and illustrated—less of the "masterpieces" and 
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more of Hellenistic "small change", which is easy to come by and 
often preserves the traditional civic types; so doing, he might have 
recruited more students of these under-studied issues. 

The Romanist wisely concentrates on the ordinary and gives facts 
— j u s t what those with prodigious memories and immature judgement 
enjoy! He has judiciously combined an historical "out l ine" with a 
work of reference, comparable to, but much more palatable than, the 
admirable chapter on coinage in Collingwood's Archaeology of Roman 
Britain—this is high praise. The chronology appears to be a ("typi-
cally Roman ? ") compromise between conservative and radical views. 

The last author, with all the extra space at his disposal, is cramped 
by the sheer complexity of his subject. For him, it is not simply a 
question of concentrating on the essentials of a single evolution, but 
of something like showmanship—of selecting a few widely separated 
examples, and leaving the reader to fill in the gaps b y his own 
experience. On the whole, he makes a very good and memorable 
display: the coins he sets up as signposts in the reader's mind do 
mark the turning-points in numismatic history. Britain (not England 
only, I am glad to say) fares better than the rest of the world, and has 
a very fair summary, while British associations are cunningly intro-
duced into the other sections. The chapter on tokens, jettons, and 
such-like gives much information hard to find elsewhere. 

This book will doubtless soon call for a reprint: a few points might 
be remembered for the next edition. The numerous mints of the Old 
English coinage, for instance, had really ceased by 1218, not 1279 
(the reopening of extra mints in 1248 was an emergency arrangement, 
like those of 1280, 1300, 1464, and 1696). The list of English rulers, 
lifted out of Brooke, with all his doubtful hypotheses, ought to be 
acknowledged, if not in piety, at least in self-defence. 

The plates are excellently executed, but whereas the Roman plates 
show a most typical and, therefore, useful series, there is not a single 
Greek bronze coin illustrated before the sub-imperial period. (I am 
glad there is an ordinary " o w l " and " c o l t " shown, at least). One or 
two plate-descriptions need attention—e.g. the date of Louis the 
Pious (who was emperor of a great deal more than "Germany") , and 
several inscriptions—Lombardic type is dangerous to handle. 

S. E. R. 



O B I T U A R Y 

R. C. L O C K E T T 

R I C H A R D C Y R I L L O C K E T T spent the greater part of his lifetime in 
assembling his magnificent collection, which was one of the best ever 
formed in this country. 

He commenced collecting as a boy, after the gift of a small cabinet 
containing a varied gathering of coins, which he kept intact nearly aU 
his life; just before his end he gave many of them to a grandchild. 

About 1906 the late Mr. C. A. Watters of Liverpool introduced him 
to my father and recommended at the same time that my father should 
help him build up a first-class collection of English coins. 

From that time Mr. Lockett gave much serious time and thought 
to numismatics and was a large purchaser at all the important sales, 
especially so in the case of Rashleigh, Roth, Carlyon-Britton, Walters, 
Bruun, Huth, Morrieson, Lord Grantley. He purchased the Evans 
collection en bloc after the British Museum had made their selection; 
he also had the pick of the important Bearman and Webb collections 
which we had bought privately. 

As so many distinguished collectors before him, he succumbed to 
the beauty and interest of Greek coins when I showed him the 
catalogue of the Pozzi collection in 1920, and gave me instructions to 
spend up to £8,000 at the sale. After such a fine start he bought at 
all the Greek coin sales and the perusal of Sylloge Numorum Grae-
corum, Lockett Collection, will show the taste and assiduity he devoted 
to his Greek series. 

Between the wars he collected a few pre-1500 continental coins to 
show types from which many English coins were copied. When the 
Grantley collection came on the market during the Second World 
War he decided to make large additions to that series and bought 
largely, especially of Merovingian. 

For many years he had admired my Roman silver portrait collec-
tion and started late in the war to collect Roman portraits in brass 
and succeeded in forming a very fine gallery. 

His ancient British and Saxon to Charles II (hammered) are the 
finest ever to be in one collection, and include most of the great 
rarities. 

Although Mr. Lockett would usually buy anything he particularly 
wanted, he was never greedy and would nearly always stand aside 
for a collector he knew was specializing. One notable instance was 
when he withdrew his commission for the Crondall hoard so that it 
could be bought for the nation. 

Mr. Lockett was the author of the Coinage of Off a (1920) and the 
Coins of Truro and Exeter (1936), but his great interest was lending 
his coins to any student who wished to write, and his happiest moments 
were when his friends came to study and admire his collection. 

He always said that I knew his collection almost as well as he did 
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himself, but why not ? I had spent many hours of most weeks of my 
life in his coin room at Cadogan Place and never ceased to marvel 
at the grand display. 

His many services to numismatics were amply rewarded in his view 
when he received the Sanford Saltus Gold Medal in 1947. 

A. H. F. B. 

Q 



PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 1950 

P R E S I D E N T S O F T H E S O C I E T Y 

1 9 0 3 - 8 P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A. 
I 9 0 9 W. J. ANDREW, F.S.A. 
I G I O - I 4 P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A. 
I 9 1 5 - I 9 LIEUT.-COL. H. W. MORRIESON, R.A., F.S.A. 
I 9 2 0 - I FREDERICK A. WALTERS, F.S.A. 
1922 J. SANFORD SALTUS—til l 22 June 
1922 GRANT R. FRANCIS— from 28 June 
1923-5 GRANT R. FRANCIS 
1 9 2 6 - 7 MAJOR W. J. FREER, V.D., D.L., F.S.A. 
1 9 2 8 MAJOR P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., J.P., F . S . A . — t i l l 

20 February 
1 9 2 8 LIEUT.-COL. H. w . MORRIESON, F . S . A . — f r o m 22 February 
1929-32 LIEUT.-COL. H. W. MORRIESON, F.S.A., F.R.S.A. 
I 9 3 3 ^ 7 V - B - CROWTHER-BEYNON, M.B.E., M.A., F.S.A. 
1 9 3 8 - 4 5 H. W. TAFFS, M.B.E. 
1 9 4 6 - 5 0 CHRISTOPHER E. BLUNT, O.B.E., F.S.A. 

T H E J O H N S A N F O R D S A L T U S G O L D M E D A L 
This medal is awarded b y ballot of all the members triennially " to 

the Member of the Society whose paper or papers appearing in the 
Society's publications shall receive the highest number of votes from 
the Members, as being in their opinion the best in the interest of 
numismatic science". 

The Medal was founded by the late John Sanford Saltus, Ofhcier 
de la Legion d'Honneur, of New York, a Vice-President of the Society, 
b y the gift of £200 in the year 1910 ; and so that the triennial periods 
should be computed from the inauguration of the Society, the Rules 
provided that the Medal should be awarded in the years 1910 and 
1911, and thenceforward triennially. 

Medallists 
1 9 1 0 P. W. P. CARLYON-BRITTON, D.L., F.S.A. 
1 9 1 1 MISS HELEN FARQUHAR 
I 9 1 4 W. J. ANDREW, F.S.A. 
I 9 1 7 L. A. LAWRENCE, F.S.A. 
1 9 2 0 LIEUT.-COL. H. W. MORRIESON, F.S.A. 
1 9 2 3 H. ALEXANDER PARSONS 
1 9 2 6 GRANT R. FRANCIS, F.S.A. 
I 9 2 9 J. SHIRLEY-FOX, R.B.A. 
1 9 3 2 CHARLES WINTER 
1 9 3 5 RAYMOND CARLYON-BRITTON 
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1 9 3 8 WILLIAM C. WELLS 
1 9 4 1 CUTHBERT A. WHITTON, B.A. 
1944 Not awarded. 
1 9 4 7 R. C Y R I L LOCKETT, J .P. , F.S.A. 
1 9 5 0 CHRISTOPHER E. BLUNT, O.B.E. , F .S .A. 

O F F I C E R S A N D COUNCIL 1950 
President: CHRISTOPHER E. BLUNT, O.B.E. , F .S .A. 

Vice-Presidents: A . E. B A G N A L L ; E . C. CARTER, M.D., M.R.C.P. ; MISS 
HELEN FARQUHAR, F.R.HIST.S. ) H. H. KING, M.A. ; R. C. LOCKETT 
J.P. , F .S .A. ; H. W. TAFFS, M.B.E. 

Director: c . A. WHITTON, B.A. 

Treasurer: F. ELMORE JONES. 

Librarian: D. MANGAKIS. 

Secretary, E. J. WINSTANLEY. 

Council: LT.-COL. H. A L L C A R D ; A L B E R T H. F. B A L D W I N ; G. V. DOUBLE-
D A Y ; COL. M. H. G R A N T ; SIR JOHN HANHAM, BT. ; W. H U R L E Y ; 
COMMANDER R. P. MACK, R.N. J H. A. PARSONS; E. WILSON P E C K ; 
p. H. S E L L W O O D ; c . B. SMITH; D. F. S P I N K ; J. CLIFFORD THOMP-
S O N ; J. D. A. THOMPSON; L. V. W. W R I G H T ; CAPTAIN W. J. C. 
Y O U D E . 

O R D I N A R Y M E E T I N G 
25 J A N U A R Y I 9 5 0 

MR. c . E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The following resignations were reported: Mr. H. A. Parsons, Mr. 
T. Poole (Junior member), Mr. M. J. Lee, Mr. Wesander, Col. Steb-
bing, and Mr. H. Holmes. 

Voting on the increased subscription took place and the motion to 
increase it from one to two guineas was carried unanimously. 

Presentation 
The three medals bearing the name A M E T H Y S T were presented 

to the present H.M.S. Amethyst. The President announced that at the 
intended time of presentation, the Commanding Officer of H.M.S. 
Amethyst had been ill in hospital, but that this had not deterred him 
from receiving the medals with enthusiasm. 

Exhibitions 
B y t h e P R E S I D E N T : 

An unpublished satirical medal of the time of Queen Anne. The 
reverse suggesting the successful exploits of the British companies 
in India leading up to the formation of the British East India 
Company, or possibly the Treaty of Utrecht. 
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B y MR. DAVID SPINK : 
Commemorative medals, as follows: 
1. The arrival of Princess Mary in Holland, 1642. B y Sebastian 

Dadler. 
2. Peace with Holland, 1654. B y Sebastian Dadler. 
3. Admiral Michael de Ruyter, 1666. B y Christopher Adolfzoon. 
4. James II, Naval Reward, 1685. B y John Roettier. 
5. Capture of Louisburg, 1758. B y T. Pingo. 
6. Defence of Gibraltar, 1779-83. Given by General Picton. 
7. The Stephen Badcock Medal, 1899. Possibly the largest medal 

ever struck. 
8. The Russian Emperor, Alexander I. One of the smallest medals 

struck. 
9. Royal Cruising Club Medal, 1949. Obverse: reproduction of the 

Seal of Lord High Admiral, Lord Howard of Effingham, 1585. 
Service medals, as follows: Waterloo Medal, 1815 ; Military General 

Service Medal, 1793-1814; Naval General Service Medal, 1793-
1840; First Burma War, 1824-6; Crimea War, 1854-6; Egypt, 
1882-9 J British South Africa Company's Medal, 1890-7; Hong 
Kong Plague Medal, 1894; East and Central Africa, 1897-9; 
Ashanti, 1897-9; Natal, 1906; Naval General Service Medal, 
1915 ; India General Service, 1936. 

B y MR. ALBERT BALDWIN: 
1. A rare group of medals for gallantry: British Empire Medal 

(Civil Division); King's Police Medal (George V I ) ; Colonial 
Police Medal (George VI). All awarded to Albert Edward 
Conquest, of the Palestine Police Force. 

2. A very rare medal of Dutch origin with busts of William and 
Mary on obverse and reverse. Artist unknown. (M.I. 690/78.) 
Silver. 

B y CAPT. w . j . c . Y O U D E : 
An old Volunteer Medal of 1806, Royal Liverpool Volunteers, 

presented to his great-great-great grandfather. 
B y MR. w . S L A Y T E R : 

1. The Dunbar Medal. 
2. Pewter proof of the medal issued by the East India Company for 

the capture of Seringapatam, 1799. 
3. Medal struck for the opening of Epping Forest by Queen Victoria 

in 1882. 

O R D I N A R Y M E E T I N G 
I MARCH I95O 

MR. c. E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The following were nominated for membership: 
Dr. J. Lubran, Prospect House, Honley, nr. Huddersfield. 
Mr. John Weibel, 85 Clare Court, Judd Street, London, W.C. 1. 
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The following resignations were reported: Mr. Roy V. Farman and 
Major Diggle. 

The Agreement between the Warburg Institute for the housing of 
the Society's Library was produced and signed by the President and 
three members of the Council, all members present having agreed that 
this should be done. 

Exhibitions 
B y MR. P. j S E A B Y : 

1. Henry I penny, B.M.C. type VII , of Oxford. Obv. H(E)NR(X) 
(R)EX. Rev. KUNOD:OH : (O)XIN. Wt. 21 gr. 

2. Henry I round halfpenny of Winchester (?). Obv. HENRIE 
(R)EX around uncrowned head. Rev. 6 0 D P I N 7S (O)KPI. 
Cross potent with cross of pellets in angles. Wt. 9-75 gr. 

B y CAPT. Y O U D E : Pennies of the Hereford mint, of Stephen's Civil Wars: 
1. A n early die, possibly 1136-38. Rev RE . .ON: fcER . . 
2. Unusual work and probably local adaptation. Rev. SIBERN ON 

HER. 
3. Same dies, but badly struck. Perhaps 1138-39 between the two 

sieges. 
4. Henry of Anjou. Type 1 (c), with reverse of Henry I. Obv. 

HENR Rev. SIB(ERN ON) fcEREKGR. 1142-43. 
Other mints of the period: 

5. Lincoln. King's name removed by chisel work. Rev. REINH&D 
O N ( K I N ) from the S. K y m e hoard. 

6. Lincoln. " P E R E R I C ". Rev. RHPVUH :QN : NICO. 
7. Nottingham. Local die. Rev. SPEIN : ON : SNOT. 
8. York. Robert de Stuteville. 

Also the following: 
1. Charles I sixpence of Coombe Martin, i.m. Crown. 
2. Charles II sixpence of the second hammered coinage. 

By MR. TAFFS : Coins of the Lincoln Mint: 
1. TEthelred II. B.M.C. IV a. DRENG MOO LINc 
2. TEthelred II. B.M.C. IV a. VNBEIN MOO LINE 
3. Cnut. B.M.C. VIII . LEOFPINE MO LINGO 
4. Edward the Confessor. B.M.C. V. GODFUC ON LINLO 
5. „ „ ,, ,, ,, GODRJC ON LINCOL 
6. ,, „ ,, ,, ,, OSFEKD ON LIN 
7. „ ,, ,, ,, X I . OSLAC ON LINCO 
8. „ ,, ,, „ ,, OSLAC ON LINCOLNE 
9. ,, „ ,, „ ,, ODGRJM ON LINCO 

10. ,, ,, ,, ,, X I I I . ODGRJM ON LIPsCO 
11. William I. B.M.C. VIII . IILF ON L I N C O L N (Ulf) 
12. William II. B.M.C. III. FOLCIER.D ON LIN 
13. Stephen. B.M.C. I. (G)LADEP(IN): ON LIN. 
14. Henry II. i s t Issue, CI. A. + : 0 N : LINLO. 
15. Henry III. CI. III. ANDKEV ON NIC. 
16. Edward I. Three varieties of the Lincoln mint. 
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B y MR. BAGNALL: Pennies of the Lincoln and Hereford mints: 
1. Alfred, type X I V . Rev. HER.E.FERD. 
2. iEthelstan, type III. Rev. BYR.N HERE. 
3. ,, ,, V a. Rev. ECGBERHT MO HEREF. 
4. „ ,, V C. Rev.. HUMLAF MO HERFO 
5. i E t h e l r e d l l „ VIII . Rev. /EBELPI M«0 FERE. 
6. „ „ V . Rev. /Ef iELPIG O N HERFO. 
7. „ „ ,, Rev. D1L10N M - 0 HRE. 
8. ,, ,, I V a. Rev. BYRHSTAN MO HRE. 
9. „ „ I I I a. Rev. / E L F G E T M - 0 HERE. 

10. Cnut, t y p e V I I . Rev. SUMERLIB MO LIN + 
11. Edward the Confessor, type VII . Rev. ELFPI ON HEREFER 
1 2 . „ „ „ V . Rev. L / E O F N O B O N H E + 
13. William I, type VIII . Rev. L IFSTAN ON HRF+ 
14. ,, ,, ,, Rev. L I F S T A N O N HRFI. 
15 . ,, „ V . Rev. HEDEPI NO HERJ. 
16. William II, type II. Rev. ORDPI ON HREF. ex Bruun collection. 
17. „ ,, V. Rev. LI FPI N E O N HR. ex Drabble collection. 
18. Henry I. Hereford? 
19. „ t y p e X V . Rev. EDRI(c) O N hERE. 
20. Henry III, Lincoln. 
21. „ Rev. fcSNRI OJNfrQRQH. 

B y MR. ELMORE JONES : Four pennies of Stephen, type I, by unpublished i 
money ers. 

1. Worcester, moneyer Alard. 
2. Hastings, ,, Wenstan. 
3. Lincoln, ,, Arnwi. 
4. Hereford (?), ,, Willem. 

B y COL. ALLCARD : 
An Ancient British gold stater, Evans, B. 9. Found just north of 

Selsey, Sussex, in a mangold field by a farm labourer on Monday, 
30 January 1950. 

B y MR. J. D. A. THOMPSON: 
A gold medallion commemorating the capture of La Ville de Paris 

(110 guns), flagship of the Count de Grasse, at the battle off the 
Saintes, 12 April 1782. Obv. R O D N E Y . F O R E V E R . L A 
V I L L E D E P A R I S . 12 April 82. A P R O U D D A Y F O R OLD 
E N G L A N D . Rev. Top, blank space for an engraved name. 
L A V I L L E D E P A R I S . T O T H E MAN W H O H A S H U M B L E D 
SPAIN, H O L L A N D A N D F R A N C E . The events commemo-
rated are: (1) the defeat of the Spanish Fleet off Cape St. Vincent, 
1780; (2) the capture of the island of St. Eustacius from the 
Dutch, 1780 ; (3) the defeat of the French off the Saintes Islands, 
12 April 1782. There appear to be five specimens known, some 
of them smaller than this one. 

B y MR. D O U B L E D A Y : 
A penny of William I, B.M.C., type VIII , of Sandwich, in extremely 

fine condition. Rev. +1ELFEM ON SANDP. 
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During a discussion on the exhibits, Mr. Elmore Jones observed 
that Capt. Youde's No. 4 was in his opinion a Henry I, type X , 
of Norwich, and likewise Mr. Bagnall's No. 18 a Henry I, type X , 
of Shaftesbury (moneyer Saricus). 

Papers 
MR. PETER S E A B Y read a paper on a " Round Halfpenny of Henry the 

First" , possibly of the Winchester Mint, in which he compared it 
favourably with the middle types of Henry the First pennies, both 
in style and lettering. 

CAPT. Y O U D E then read a paper on " T h e Mint of Hereford for the 
Period of Anarchy during the Reign of Stephen", giving a detailed 
historical survey of contemporary local events and personalities. 
It is hoped to print these papers in the next number of the Journal. 

O R D I N A R Y M E E T I N G 
2 2 MARCH I 9 5 0 

ME. c. E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The resignation of the Winchester Public Library was reported. 
The following were elected members: Dr. J. Lubran and Mr. John 

Weibel. 

Exhibitions 
B y MR. BLUNT, in connexion with the paper. Sceatta, as follows: 

B.M.C., Pl. 11, No. 13; B.M.C., Pl. iv, No. 1 5 ; B.M.C., Pl. iv, 
No. 12; B.M.C., Pl. 11, No. 1 ; B.M.C., Pl. 111, No. II. 

Probably Merovingian. Cross pommee and pellets and degraded 
standard type. 

Merovingian: transitional to the denier, found at Blois. The coin 
illustrated in Belfort, No. 6628. 

B y MR. B A G N A L L : 
A collection of Sceatta. 

B y MR. SPINK: 
1. German Field-Marshal's Baton (Generalfeldmarschall von Brau-

chitsch). 
2. British Field-Marshal's Baton (Field-Marshal Sir Richard 

Dacres, G.C.B.) 
B y MR. L I D D E L L : 

1. Henry VI, Bristol angel. Restoration issue. No i.m. 
2. ,, York groat. Annulet coinage. I.m. pierced cross, 

lis on each side of bust. Believed to be the finest known. Wt. 
56-6 gr. 

B y MR. LINECAR: 
Silver commemorative medal. The Centenary of the Annand Smith 

& Company Token of 1849, the token coin to be struck in 
Australia. 
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B y MR. BALDWIN : 
Edwig penny, of an unpublished moneyer. Obv. +EADWI REX 

Cross in centre. Rev. .-./•FAR/+++/TEIN/v. 
B y CAPT. Y O U D E : 

1. Testoon, Tower Mint. Attributed to Edward VI , i s t coinage. 
Normal legends but o stops on obv.; " s l e e v e " stops on rev. 

2. William I, type V I I I , of Watchet. Rev. SIGOVLF:ON:PICEI. Obv. 
as B.M.C. 1054. The rev. differs. 

3. Henry I, type X I V , of Shaftesbury. Rev. SARJC:ON:SAFTE. 
(retrograde). 

4. A cast of Henry I, type VI , of Hereford. Rev. [ATH]EBRAND 
ON hE. (from the Fitzwilliam Museum). 

Paper 
MR. PHILIP HILL read a paper entitled " T h e Saxon Sceattas and their 

Problems". This paper is printed in the present number. 

O R D I N A R Y M E E T I N G 
2 6 APRIL I 9 5 O 

ME. c. E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The death was reported of Mr. H. M. Lingford. 
The following were nominated for membership: 

C. H. V. Sutherland, D.Litt. , P.R.N.S., Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford. 

R. A. Edwards, Kowloon Hospital, Hongkong. 
Mr. C. J. Firth, Mount View, 46 King Street, Hoyland, nr. 

Barnsley. 

Exhibitions 
B y the PRESIDENT on behalf of MR. H. SCHNEIDER: 

A cast of an entirely new variety of the early angel of Edward IV. 
A note on this coin appears elsewhere in this number [PI. B , No. 8]. 

B y MR. ELMORE JONES, to illustrate his paper: 
Twenty-one examples of Cross and Crosslets pennies of the North-

ampton mint. Classes A i , A2, C i , and C2 of the new B.M.C. 
classification, of the moneyers Ingelram, Iosep, Pieres, Reimund, 
Stefne, Waltier, and Warmer. 

B y MR. TAFFS : 
A collection of numismatic oddments, which included box thalers 

containing miniatures in oils, box medals of Nelson and Welling-
ton containing coloured prints, coins cut out in filagree fashion, 
and coins split in half. 

A finely bound volume containing a Roll of Royal Members. 
B y CAPT. Y O U D E : 

1. William I, B.M.C. I l l of Wilton. +S/EPI ON P I L T V N E I 
2. William II, mule. B.M.C. I/IV, of Shrewsbury. +HOBRNDON 
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[S-JR.V Found in a garden by itself at Barton near Cambridge 
in 1940. Wt. 19-9 gr. The exhibit was a cast of the original 
which is in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Unpublished 
and presumed to be unique. The moneyer is known in B.M.C. 
types II, III, and IV [ P l . B , N o . 2 ] , 

3. Henry I, B.M.C. I l l of London. * S i e i E R OH HVND 
Papers 

The PRESIDENT read a paper by MR. D E R E K ALLEN entitled " A n Irish 
find of Forged Scottish Coins". Although already published in 
the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, Mr. Allen had noted 
that the forgeries were made by the cliche method, a practice 
previously not known to have been applied to coins as large as 
groats, and never before, to Mr. Allen's knowledge, had it been 
possible to find the actual coins used to produce cliche forgeries. 

MR. F. ELMORE JONES read a paper entitled "Cross and Crosslets 
Pennies of the Northampton Mint" . He referred to the new name 
introduced by Mr. Derek Allen in his forthcoming catalogue of the 
first issue of Henry II, and then went on to give an account of the 
types and moneyers for Northampton with reference to the British 
Museum six-type classification. In spite of the rarity of Cross and 
Crosslets pennies of Northampton, Mr. Elmore Jones was able to 
exhibit coins of all the known types and moneyers for the mint. 

O R D I N A R Y M E E T I N G 
2 4 MAY 1 9 5 0 

MR. c . E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The death was reported of Mr. R. C. Lockett and Dr. E. C. Carter. 
The following were nominated for membership: 

Dr. E. C. Linton, 28 Avenue Close, Avenue Road, London, 
N.W. 8. 

Mr. W. Forster, 26 Brondesbury Park, London, N.W. 6. 
The following were elected Members of the Society: Dr. C. H. V. 

Sutherland, Mr. R. A. Edwards, and Mr. C. J. Firth. 
The Accounts for the year to 31 October 1949 having been circu-

lated, the President moved their adoption, and Mr. Liddell seconded, 
which was carried. 

Exhibitions 
B y COMMANDER R. P. MACK: 

Nine coins of William I including a mule of B.M.C. types 7 and 
8 of Winchester. 

Nine coins of Henry I including the following: 
B.M.C. type 3. Ipswich. 

Obv. + H6NRI R6X 
Rev. +HFPIN6 ON 6 I P 6 [Pl. B, No. 3], 
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B.M.C. type 13. Sandwich. 
Obv. -fhGNRIEVS R 
Rev. +60D[f t6SG ON S]HNDP [PI. B, No. 4], 
Believed to be the only specimen of this type of Sandwich. 

B.M.C. type 14 Canterbury. 
Obv. +J16NRIEVS R6X 
Rev. +HU6KR : ON : EHNTK B: [PI. B, No. 5], 

Unusual with inner circle on obverse complete above crown. 
From the Canterbury Find 1901. 
B.M.C. type 15 London. 

Obv. +J1GNRIEVS: 
Rev. [+DGRJM7JNON EON [PI. B, No. 6], 

Possibly a moneyer's error. 
Two pennies of Stephen, one " F l a g " type of York, and one 
" M a r t l e t " , type of Derby. 

B y MR. TAFFS : 
A large collection of countermarked and cut coins, mainly Spanish 

dollars, used as tokens in this country or as coins for the West 
Indies, &c. 

B y MR. W I N S T A N L E Y : 
Twelve groats and half-groats of Edward III, Richard II, Henry V, 

Henry VI , Edward IV, and Richard III. 
Nine groats, half-groats, pennies, and halfpennies of the leaf-mascle 

coinage of Henry VI. 
B y MR. J. D. A. THOMPSON: 

Three coin weights: (1) A sixteenth-century brass weight of 28 gr., 
the type showing a portcullis; (2) seventeenth-century of 201-8 
gr., the type showing I crowned, with a sword and coffee pot; 
(3) one showing G.R. crowned; a sword. Overstamped on a 
weight of Queen Anne; possibly for George I. Nos. 2 and 3 found 
in Oxford in 1882. 

B y MR. D. F. S P I N K : 
1. A n Ormonde shilling bearing two plate hallmarks, the lion 

passant, and the date letter H, for 1625. 
2. A n Edward the Elder penny in a contemporary Anglo-Saxon 

mount, for use as a brooch with original pin and catch found 
in Rome with a large hoard of Anglo-Saxon coins about 20 years 
ago [ P I . B , N o . 9 ] , This has since been acquired by the British 
Museum. 

3. A pair of campaign medals: Charles Aylmer, the first, the Naval 
General Service Medal with bar for 1 June 1794 and the second 
the Military General Service Medal with bar, Egypt . 

B y MR. p. J. S E A B Y : 
Eight Saxon coins believed to have come from the Cuerdale hoard. 

One of Archbishop Plegmund; three of Alfred, B.M.C., types V, 
moneyer Heahstan, X I V , X V I I I ; one of Edward the Elder, 
B.M.C., type II, moneyer Wulfred, and three St. Edmund 
"memoria l" coins. 



A N G L O - S A X O N B R O O C H F R O M T H E R O M E H O A R D 

deposited c. 930 

By courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum 

Plate B 
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B y MR. G. v . D O U B L E D A Y : 
Six pennies of the Colchester mint of William I, type VIII , of the 

moneyers iElfsi, Dorman, Wulfric, Wulfwine, and Wulfword. 
The last reading PIILFPOR,D:ON:COL being unpublished and pos-
sibly unique [Pl. B , No. 1], 

O R D I N A R Y M E E T I N G 
28 JUNE I 9 5 0 

MR. c. E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The resignation of Mrs. Seaby was reported. 
The following were elected members of the Society: Dr. E. C. 

Linton and Mr. W. Forster. 

Exhibitions 
B y MR. A. E. B A G N A L L : 

Coins of Archbishop Wulfred, iEthelwulf, Edmund, and Alfred 
from periods covering two of the evening's papers. 

B y MR. c . E. BLUNT: 
1. A photograph of the new type for Alfred found at Southampton 

in 1949. 
2. An Alfred penny of type I, the obv. corresponding to the new 

coin. 
3. The same of type V, the rev. corresponding to the new coin. 

B y MR. H. LINECAR: 
Five coins and fragments of pottery from the Sunbury find to 

illustrate his paper. 
B y DR. ARNOLD : 

Pennies of Alfred, iEthelstan, and Edward I. 
B y MR. j . c . THOMPSON: 

Two denarii of Otho. One from Kingston Museum. 

Papers 
COMMANDER R. P. MACK read a paper on a " New Type for Archbishop 

Wulfred, 805-832". It is hoped to publish this paper in the next 
number of the Journal. 

MR. BLUNT read a paper on a " N e w Type for Al fred" . This paper is 
printed in the present number. 

MR. H. LINECAR read a paper on a " F i n d of Early British Tin Coins 
at Sunbury-on-Thames". It is hoped to publish this paper in 
the next number of the Journal. 
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O R D I N A R Y M E E T I N G 
2 7 SEPTEMBER I 9 5 0 

MR. c. E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The death of Mr. W. J. Tadgell and Mr. A. P. Gray was reported. 
The following were nominated for membership: 

M. Emile Bourgey, 7 Rue Drouot, Paris, I X . 
Mr. W. C. French, of Messrs. Glendining, 7 Blenheim Street, New 

Bond Street, London, W. 1. 
The resignation of Mr. Charles Lovell and Mr. F. Muller was 

reported. 

Election to Honorary Membership 
MR. H. w. TAFFS was elected an Honorary Member of the Society. 

Exhibitions 
B y MR. c . E. B L U N T : 

Henry II Short cross pennies: 
1. Lawrence, 1 a XORDTW^HOSXEfc. 
2. 1 b, also Exeter. 7TSJReTIIi:ON:exea. 
3. 1 b, Oxford, ieFRei:0W:0X6Ne (no specimen in L. A. 

Lawrence collection. Hair omitted on one side of King's face). 
4. 1 c, London, eSTIVeN0:OH:L(V. (this moneyer questioned by 

Lawrence for 1 c. The reading Estivene apparently unrecorded). 
B y MR. W I N S T A N L E Y : 

Coins of the Bristol mint to illustrate the evening's paper. 
B y MR. A L B E R T BALDWIN : 

William I pennies from the Beaworth find (1833) not previously 
recorded. 

1. Type V. Winchester, ANDR.BOD : ON : PN. a new reading. 
2. Type VI , London, PULFPVNE:ON:LVN. unpublished. [PI. B,No.7.] 
3. Type VII/VIII , Mule, Taunton, lELFPINE:ON:TAN. BM.C. 494. 
4. Type VIII , Winchester, GODPlNE:ON:PINC. BM.C. 1081. 

B y MR. T A F F S : 
Two pennies of the Fourth Issue of Henry VIII . One of Canterbury 

and the other of London, and both extremely fine. 

Paper 
MR. WINSTANLEY read an abstract from the late c. A. WHITTON'S 

monograph on " T h e Coinage of Henry V I I I " , entitled " T h e Bristol 
Mint under Henry V I I I and Edward V I " . This paper is in course 
of publication in the Journal. 
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O R D I N A R Y M E E T I N G 
25 OCTOBER X950 

MR. c . E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The following was nominated for membership: 
The Deputy Master, The Royal Mint, Tower Hill, E.C. 3. 

The following were elected to membership of the Society: Monsieur 
Emile Bourgey and Mr. W. C. French. 

Exhibitions 
B y MR. B L U N T : 

Eight forgeries. Cast pennies of Offa and Eustace; Edward I groat, 
engraved; Henry IV, heavy penny, engraved; Henry IV light 
groat, cast; Richard III London half-groat, altered from a half-
groat of Edward IV ; Henry V I I third coinage "tressure" groats, 
the tressure engraved on a genuine coin. Also two Alfred pennies 
struck at Wembley in 1924, one in silver, reading PHILIP / E T 
WEMBLEY of which it is believed only nine specimens were 
struck. 

B y MR. BAGNALL: 
A large number of forgeries of various periods. 

B y SIR JOHN HANHAM: 
A forged penny of Cynethryth. 

B y MR. TAFFS : 
A selection of forgeries and electrotypes; also a half-crown of 

George V I and a 10s. note, both split in half. 
B y MR. J. D. A. THOMPSON: 

The following forgeries: A Charles I Tower half-groat weighing 
24-7 gr.; a penny of ^Ethelwulf with rev. of Archbishop Wulfred; 
a Dublin penny of Edward I ; a London groat of Edward I V ; 
a portrait penny of Mary I. 

Also a silver engraved Eisteddford Medal, Liverpool, 1840. 
B y MR. ELMORE JONES: 

Three pennies of Stephen and three "Tea lby " pennies of Henry II, 
all from irregular dies. 

B y MR. RIGOLD : 
A hoard of Edward IV groats from Norham Castle, probably 

buried in the siege of 1513. 
B y MR. p. j . S E A B Y : 

Pennies of Offa, TEthelstan, Wiglaf, Eadwald, and JEthelwulf and 
a halfpenny of Alfred, all from false dies ; a cast William I penny, 
type V, of Cricklade; an Edward IV penny altered to a Richard 
I I I ; a Henry V I I I "Sovereign" type penny altered to Edward 
V I ; a shilling and sixpence of George I, with sceptres added; 
a George IV sovereign, 1825, struck from false dies; a Victoria 
shilling, 1856, also from false dies, and a forged 1942 florin. 
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B y MR. w . S L A Y T E R : 
A forged Commonwealth half-crown, 1657, a n d a forged Cromwell 

crown, 1658, in copper and silver plated. 
B y DR. LINTON : 

A half-crown of William III , of the York mint, 1697, edge O C T A V O . 
A note on this exhibit appears elsewhere in this number. 

B y MR. D Q U B L E D A Y I 
A forged" crown of Edward VI . Wt. 527! gr. 

Paper 
MR. j . D. A. THOMPSON read a paper entitled " A Forged Penny of 

iEthelwulf " . It is hoped to print this paper in the next number of 
the-Journal. 

A N N I V E R S A R Y M E E T I N G 
3 0 NOVEMBER I 9 5 0 

MR. c. E. BLUNT, President, in the Chair 

The death of Mr. Roy Huntingford was reported. 
The resignation of the Colchester and Essex Museum was reported. 
Miss Helen Farquhar and Mr. L. Forrer, Sen., were elected to 

honorary membership of the Society. 
The following was elected to membership of the Society: 

The Deputy Master, The Royal Mint. 

Exhibitions 
B y MR. B A G N A L L : 

Five coins found on the river bank at Ribblesdale, Lanes.: A 
Canterbury half-groat of Henry V I I (King and Archbishop 
Morton); two Canterbury half-groats of Henry V I I I (Archbishop 
Cranmer); a York penny of Henry VII , and a Durham penny of 
the same. 

B y MR. A. H. F. B A L D W I N : 
A James I Britain crown with no initial mark, and reading RX for 

REX. (Unpublished.) 
B y COL. L . s . F O R R E R : 

1. A William III 1700 crown DECIMOTERTIO on a very large 
flan; possibly overstruck. 

2. A George V I brockage of a 6d. 
B y MR. p. j . S E A B Y : 

1. A Henry II Shortcross penny, Class 1 b 0 S B 6 R:0N:W I R I C : 
(over HVND). 

2. An Elizabeth brass coin weight for a gold half-pound, square, 
and a half-groat of the period for comparison. 

3. Burnham Norton (Norfolk) Prisoner-of-war camp, Penny token 
(1918). 

4. Onchan (Isle of Man) Internment camp, Penny token (1939-
4 5 ? ) -
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B y MR. D. F. S P I N K : 
1. The first Victoria Cross ever to be gazetted, awarded to Capt. 

C. W. Buckley, R.N., May/June, 1855. 
2. New Zealand Cross awarded to a native constable in 1868. 

Presidential Address 
The P R E S I D E N T then delivered his Annual Address, and afterwards, 

in moving a vote of thanks to the President, Mr. Winstanley, paid high 
tribute to Mr. Blunt's great work for the Society. The Secretary said 
that he had great pleasure in seconding the motion, which was carried 
unanimously. 

Ballots for Officers 
The President declared the result of the Ballot for Officers for 1951 

as follows: 
President: E. J. WINSTANLEY, ESQ. 

Vice-Presidents: A . E . B A G N A L L ; MISS HELEN FARQUHAR, F.R.HIST.S. ; 
SIR JOHN HANHAM, BT. ; H. H. KING, M.A. ; H. W. T A F F S , M.B.E. 

Director: c . E . BLUNT, O . B . E . , F . S . A . 
Treasurer: F . ELMORE JONES. 
Librarian: w . FORSTER. 
Secretary. G. v . DOUBLEDAY. 

Council: LT.-COL. H. A L L C A R D , D.S.O. ; A L B E R T B A L D W I N ; W . H U R L E Y ; 
COMDR. R. P. MACK, R.N. ; D. MANGAKIS ; C. WILSON P E C K ; S. E . 
R I G O L D ; W . S L A Y T E R ; C. B. SMITH; D. F. S P I N K ; J. D. A . THOMP-
SON ; L. N. W . WRIGHT. 

The ballot for the Sanford Saltus Medal for 1950 was taken and the 
Scrutators announced that it had been awarded to Mr. C. E. Blunt. 
The Secretary moved a vote of congratulation to Mr. Blunt upon the 
award, which was seconded by Mr. King, and carried with applause. 
After thanking members the President expressed pleasure at the 
Society's choice of his successor, to which Mr. Winstanley made 
suitable reply. 
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T H E B R I T I S H N U M I S M A T I C S O C I E T Y 

E X P E N D I T U R E A N D INCOME ACCOUNT F O R T H E Y E A R E N D E D 31 OCTOBER 1949 

EXPENDITURE 

9 Printing and Stationery 
6 Postages . . . . 
o Expenses of Meetings, Rent, &c. 
9 Sundry Expenses . 
6 Library Expenses. 
4 Expenditure on account of Journal 

— Provision for 1949 Journal 
— Balance Surplus, carried to General Purposes Fund 

£ s. d. 
15 2 11 
12 5 3 
15 15 0 
17 16 6 

375 ° ° 
7 10 4 

1948 £ * 

212 

22 

4 4 
44 8 
45 10 

488 18 

INCOME 

Subscriptions received for 1949 
Subscriptions in arrear received during 

the year . . . . . . 

Entrance Fees . . . . . 
Expenditure on account of Journal over 

reserved in year to 31 October 1948 . 
Donations: 

A. E. Bagnall . 
A. E. Barnes . 
L. C. Briggs . 
Dr. E. C. Carter 
Sir J. Hanham 
Miss H. L. Farquhar 
Comm. R. G. Liveing 

Interest received. 
Sale of Back Volumes . 
Balance Deficiency, carried to General 

Purposes Fund . . . . 

£ s. 
270 17 

13 2 

14 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 

14 
1 
1 
2 
o 
3 
2 

£ s. d. 

284 
16 

o 
16 

6 3 

26 
45 
64 

3 
13 
14 

£817 11 10 £443 10 o £817 11 10 £443 10 o 
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£ 
4 

58 
39° 

d. 
o 
o 
7 

d. 

195 
156 

35° 

12 
17 

Subscriptions received in advance . 
Subscriptions compounded 
Sundry creditors and outstanding 

charges . . . . . 
J. Sanford Sallus Medal Fund: 

Capital Account 
Income Account 

Publications and Research Fund 
Provision for estimated cost of 

1949 Journal 
General Purposes Fund: 

Balance as at 31 October 1948 
Add Excess of Income over Ex-

penditure for the year 

166 14 
11 19 

11 
1 

1,095 13 2 

7 10 4 
1,103 3 6 

£2,215 14 9 

194 8 
£ d. £ s. d. 

51 3 0 

346 12 9 

1,083 5 1 

178 14 0 
161 1 6 166 14 11 

151 12 5 
375 0 0 10 7 6 

839 

Investments at cost : 
£250 i \ per cent. National War 

Bonds . . . . . 
£833. 5s. 1 d. 3 per cent. Defence 

Bonds . . . . . 

J. Sanford Saltus Medal Fund: 
£166. 14s. 11 d. 3 percent. Defence 
Bonds . . . . . 

Library at cost . . . . 
Furniture at cost . . . . 
Cash at Bank: 

Bank Current Account. 
Post Office Savings Bank 
Petty Cash in Hand 

£ s. d. 

250 

833 

£ s.d. 

1.083 5 1 

166 14 11 
151 12 5 

10 7 6 

286 11 4 
516 17 8 

5 10 

£2,251 

803 14 10 

£2,215 14 9 

1,095 13 2 

£2.251 2 3 

WE beg to report to the Members that we have obtained all the information and explanations we have required. No credit has been taken for Subscriptions in 
arrear. We have examined the above Balance Sheet with the Books and Vouchers of the Society and are of opinion that subject to the above remark the same is 
properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the Society's affairs, according to the best of our information and the explanations 

given to us, and as shown by the Books of the Society. 

GILBERTS, H A L L E T T , & EGLINGTON, Chartered Accountants, 
51 Coleman Street, London, E.C. 2. 



A D D R E S S B Y C H R I S T O P H E R E. B L U N T , ESQ., O.B.E., 
F.S.A. 

P R E S I D E N T OF T H E B R I T I S H NUMISMATIC S O C I E T Y 

Delivered at the Anniversary Meeting, 30 November 1950 

THE past year has been a sad one for the Society. Not only have we 
lost seven members by death, but those seven include two Vice-
Presidents and the Director. 

Mr. R. C. Lockett was a member of forty-five years' standing, an 
enthusiastic and generous supporter of the Society and a regular 
attendant at its meetings. For half a century, so he told us in 1948, 
he had studied and collected coins, and this he had done in no ordinary 
way. Like Dr. Hunter, some two hundred years before him, he 
realized the value to the student of numismatics iand of history of 
the opportunity to consult a really large collection fully recorded and 
arranged with care and discrimination. Like him, too, he set about 
the building of such a collection, not from mere pride of possession, 
though he enjoyed his coins as all collectors do, but for the pleasure 
it gave him to study them and, even more, to make them available 
to others for study. B y the end of his life his English collection was 
the finest ever got together by one man and his Greek collection 
ranked high among the private cabinets of international repute. To 
gauge the debt which British numismatics owes to Mr. Lockett one 
has only to look at the pages of our Journal. Hardly a paper on a 
medieval subject has been written in recent years that has not drawn 
liberally on his cabinets for information, sure evidence both as to the 
wealth of their contents and of the willingness of the owner to make 
them accessible. It is, I think, fitting that the name of Richard Cyril 
Lockett should be associated with the name of that other great 
numismatist, William Hunter, and it must be a source of particular 
pleasure to the members of this Society that in 1947 they voted the 
award to him of the Society's Gold Medal in recognition of the 
contribution he had made to the study of British numismatics over 
so many years. 

It will also be a source of great satisfaction to members to learn that 
his widow is presenting to the British Museum in his memory one of 
the most outstanding coins in his collection, namely the unique gold 
penny of Edward the Confessor, a recent acquisition which was the 
subject of a detailed study by Mr. Derek Allen in the Journal for 1948. 

What is to happen to his collection we do not know. It has for 
some time been our ambition in this Society to see produced a cata-
logue of the British portion on a scale more detailed than an auction 
normally allows. The cost of such a project would be considerable 
and would only be justified if an assured sale of a reasonable number 
of copies could be obtained. So long as there is a possibility of ulti-
mate dispersal by auction at a later date, this assurance could not be 
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given because the sale catalogue would undoubtedly be of high quality 
and repeat much of the information given in the earlier work. For 
the time being therefore we must be content to wait, but our desire 
remains as keen as ever to see published, in one form or another, a 
worthy record of so remarkable an assemblage of coins. 

Dr. E. C. Carter, elected only a year after Mr. Lockett, was also 
a Vice-President and until lately was a well-known figure at our 
meetings. Quality was the keynote of his collection and it had in 
consequence not the range of Mr. Lockett's. But everything in it was 
of the best. Dr. Carter never claimed to be a student, though he knew 
a great deal more about the subject of numismatics than he would 
have one believe. In Council he was a man of few words, but his words 
always commanded respect and earlier Presidents must, like myself, 
have often profited from his wisdom. 

In Mr. C. A. Whitton the Society has lost one of its most erudite 
members and one of the chief contributors to the Journal. His major 
contributions were a detailed study of the coinages of Henry V I 
and Henry VIII , the latter a work completed shortly before his death 
and now in course of publication. To him I personally owe a special 
debt of gratitude for his collaboration with me in a study of the coinage 
of Edward IV. He joined me at a moment when much of the raw 
material, so far as the silver was concerned, had been collected and 
there was an urgent need for it to be digested and ordered in a 
manner fit for publication. The gold was almost entirely his own 
work. If the paper in the form in which it appeared in print is found 
to have merit, the credit for it is due to the scholarly marshalling of 
the facts which Mr. Whitton undertook. His last major work was the 
editing of the third edition of Brooke's English Coins, an edition that 
included much new material and brought up to date the book 
originally published in 1932. In one of his last letters, written a few 
days before his death, Mr. Whitton told me of the pride and joy he 
felt at having just had placed in his hands the edition to which he had 
devoted so much care and attention. 

His friends have for many years watched with admiration his 
struggle against physical adversity. From the day when it forced him 
to abandon his career as a schoolmaster to the time of his death, he 
displayed rare courage and, even when things were at their worst for 
him, his letters never lost that sparkle that made them welcome to his 
large circle of correspondents. To the Society he was a good friend 
and valued servant and his final gesture of leaving it a legacy in his 
will is typical of a man whom we shall long remember. 

The other members whose death falls to be recorded today were 
less well known to us. Mr. H. P. Hall, who was elected in 1919, was 
chiefly interested in the Roman series of which, as the catalogues 
recently published show, he had a collection of high merit; Mr. H. M. 
Lingford, an enthusiastic English collector, paid special attention to 
the reign of James I and to the styca series. His work, especially a 
very detailed study of stycas, remained unpublished and it is to be 
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hoped that a means will be found of ensuring that it is available to 
future students. Mr. W. J. Tadgell, a member since 1944, was Presi-
dent of the Cambridge Numismatic Society whose success he did much 
to promote. Mr. A. P. Gray had only been elected a year ago. 

We were also sorry to lose fifteen members through resignation. 
The subscription was in January put up for the first time in the history 
of the Society and it was realized that some resignations would in-
evitably follow. The names of three members were removed for non-
payment of subscriptions. 

Against these losses, which total twenty-five, there were nine new 
members elected, and we are particularly pleased to number among 
them Dr. C. H. V. Sutherland, the President of the Royal Numismatic 
Society. You have also by your vote elected Mr. H. W. Taffs to 
Honorary Membership in fitting recognition of "his long service to the I 
Society as Secretary, President, and, latterly, Vice-President. 

For the first time since the war we have seen our numbers reduced. 
This, provided it does not continue, need not be a cause for undue 
concern, because in that strangely unsettled period when we were all 
trying to readjust our lives and our mental outlooks from war to peace 
many believed that in numismatics they would find a mental stimu-
lant for their leisure hours. Most remain confirmed in this belief, but 
a few have decided otherwise, and the increase in the subscription 
no doubt precipitated their resignations. The greater part of those now 
retiring were elected in the last few years. Rare indeed it is to find a 
numismatist of long standing prepared to abandon the subject. It 
must be our aim to ensure that the body of members to whom the 
subject is still a comparatively new one are encouraged to continue 
their interest because we know, from our own experience, the fascina-
tion it has, once it has established its hold, and the contribution to 
knowledge that numismatic study can produce. 

For those able to attend the Society's meetings it is hoped that 
these prove occasions for getting to know other members and for 
the exchange of ideas. In arranging programmes for the meetings the 
Council has always held firmly to the view that they must be the 
occasion for presenting original research whether in the form of 
detailed monographs or of shorter notes. The result is of course that 
papers are often technical and not easy to assimilate. This is in-
evitable, but we endeavour to get out the notices of our meetings in 
time for members to look up, if they so wish, the subject that is to 
be discussed and so arrive the better equipped to enjoy the paper and 
to take part in discussion. 

T H E Y E A R ' S W O R K 

The papers laid before the Society in the past year cover a wide 
range as has been the case in all recent years. This must be a healthy 
sign, but I note with some surprise that no contribution was made on 
the milled coinage. To me this series is something of a closed book, 
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but I know well that it engages the serious attention of many mem-
bers and as such it should figure more extensively in our proceedings. 
May I hope that in the coming season we shall be offered papers on 
this series ? 

Mr. Linecar read at our June meeting an account of a recent find 
of Ancient British tin coins from Sunbury-on-Thames, and Mr. P. V. 
Hill, at another meeting, spoke on the Saxon sceat series and its 
relation to the barbarous sub-Roman issues, a subject to which he 
has given much thought in recent years. His conclusions on this 
controversial subject which will be published in the Journal will be 
studied with interest. 

As new readers we welcomed in the last session Commander Mack, 
Mr. Peter Seaby, and Captain Youde. Commander Mack described a 
hitherto unpublished penny of Archbishop Wulfred of which two 
specimens are known to exist. One of these was offered for sale in 
Spink's Numismatic Circular many years ago and its significance was 
there noted. It is a reflection of the general lack of interest at that 
time in the early Saxon series that nobody saw fit to record it in the 
Journal. It has as a result remained virtually unknown. 

In October Mr. Thompson spoke on a forged penny of iEthelwulf 
and raised again the thorny problem of the so-called ^Ethelbald coins. 
By demonstrating that the same obverse die suitably altered was 
found on the iEthelbald coins and on a coin with a reverse which, if 
genuine, would be some fourteen years earlier he strengthened the 
general belief that the /Ethelbald coins were spurious. 

At another meeting I contributed a note on a new type of Alfred 
penny from the excavations of the Saxon site at Southampton, and 
in March Mr. Peter Seaby described and exhibited, on behalf of the 
owner, a curious halfpenny which he believed might well prove to 
have been struck b y Henry I and so to be the first round halfpenny 
in the English series. A t the same meeting Captain Youde read on 
the Hereford mint under Stephen. We look forward to further papers 
from both these members. 

The forthcoming catalogue of the British Museum collection of 
coins of the first issue of Henry II has proved the occasion for much 
detailed study of the series by Mr. Elmore Jones, and in April he spoke 
on the Northampton mint in this series. A t the same meeting a paper 
was read on behalf of Mr. Derek Allen on an Irish find of forged 
Scottish coins where the forger had shown considerable ingenuity in 
producing, by casting, variants from a single original. 

A t our Anniversary Meeting a year ago Dr. Arnold reverted to the 
question of the coinage of Edward V and by remarshalling the evidence 
made it clear that this problem must be regarded as far from settled. 
Finally Mr. Winstanley, in September, read a further portion of 
Mr. Whitton's paper on the coinage of Henry VIII , to which reference 
has already been made. This part dealt with the peculiarly inde-
pendent mint of Bristol both under Henry and his son. 

One evening, in January, was devoted to an exhibition and dis-
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cussion on medals, a subject to which it is to be hoped the Society 
will pay increasing attention. 

Our thanks are due to all these readers and to those who have sent 
or brought coins for exhibition. Exhibitions contribute in my view 
in no small measure to the success of our meetings. 

PUBLICATIONS 

From the point of view of British Numismatics the publication of 
the year has of course been the new edition of Brooke's English Coins 
to which I have referred. The first and second editions were ex-
hausted and the price of copies had become excessive. The new 
edition places this standard work within the reach of all and, with the I 
aid of the fund established b y Lieutenant Marshall with the Royal 
Numismatic Society, copies have now been distributed to a number 
of schools. 

We also welcome the publication b y three Oxford scholars, Dr. 
Milne, Dr. Sutherland, and Mr. Thompson of a very useful general 
book on Coin Collecting. There is a mass of material, exceptionally 
well presented and well illustrated, in its pages. A book of this sort, 
suitable for the serious-minded beginner, was undoubtedly needed. 

The Numismatic Chronicle has published three numbers since our 
last Anniversary Meeting, thus bringing it up to date to the end of 
1949. In the volume for 1948 Mr. Philip V. Hill writes on " Sceatta-
l ike" barbarous imitations and Mr. Shortt places on record the sources 
for his lists of coins of the Wiltshire mints which were published in the 
Archaeological Journal. This record will be of great value to future 
students. Mr. O'Neill publishes the account of the finding of the 
minimissimi in the bath-house at Canterbury which is likely to prove 
important evidence in dating this difficult series, though its proper 
interpretation still seems in doubt. Mr. John Allan contributes notes 
on two Ancient British hoards from Snettisham and Cam Brea and 
on a single coin each of Egbert, Charlemagne, and Lothaire found in 
South Wales, and Dr. Philip Nelson gives notes on several York coins 
in his cabinet. 

The volume for 1949 contains an important paper by Mr. Carson 
on the mint of Thetford, a paper prompted by the bequest b y the 
late Mr. W. A. Brooke in 1944 to the British Museum, of his collection 
of coins of that mint. The work involved in this paper can be gauged 
from the fact that 686 coins of this one mint are recorded in detail 
and tables are added showing readily the relation of types to moneyers. 
For the rest the number has various useful notes of a lesser character. 
Dr. Sutherland enters the lists on the Canterbury minimissimi, Mr. 
Carson and Mr. Jenkins record hoards from Skipton, Lambourn, and 
Upwey, and Dr. Nelson has notes on two unpublished Norman coins. 

Finally a welcome must be given to a new publication by the Numis-
matic Society of South Australia. 
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T H E L I B R A R Y 

When I last addressed you I reported that preliminary arrange-
ments had been made for the housing of the Society's library at the 
Warburg Institute at South Kensington. These arrangements have 
now been satisfactorily concluded and our library is housed in a con-
venient room with the library of the Royal Numismatic Society. 

Owing to a posting outside London our librarian, Mr. Mangakis, felt 
obliged to offer his resignation in the course of the past year, an offer 
which the Council accepted with much regret. The Council is now 
nominating Mr. Forster as librarian and if, as I trust, you elect him 
to that office tonight you will find, I believe, that we have secured the 
services of a member who is exceptionally qualified to arrange and 
catalogue the books (which now include the important Paget bequest) 
and who will, over a period, find it possible to devote the time neces-
sary for the work. 

Whether a catalogue will be published remains to be decided, but 
it would be of value to numismatists if it proved possible to prepare a 
joint catalogue of the libraries of the two Societies. It would then be 
readily apparent whether or not any given work was available and, 
if so, where. Meanwhile the library may be used by members, on 
application to the librarian of the Warburg Institute, between the 
hours of 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. from Mondays to Fridays and from 10 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. on Saturdays. The librarian of the Warburg Institute is, how-
ever, often at the Institute till 7 p.m. and sometimes on Saturday 
afternoon. Members wishing to use the library outside the normal hours 
should telephone to Dr. Barb at the Institute to ascertain if he is 
going to be there. Books may be borrowed and application, if made 
by post, should be sent to the Librarian, British Numismatic Society, 
c/o Warburg Institute, Imperial Institute Building, London, S.W. 7. 

Members will recollect, moreover, that the arrangement made with 
the Warburg Institute allows us to consult their remarkably extensive 
library on art and its associated subjects. 

MUSEUM ACQUISITIONS 

The past year has been one of outstanding importance in the British 
section of the British Museum. Two coins of the first importance were 
acquired from the Ryan sale, thanks to a generous grant from the 
National Art Collections Fund. We particularly welcome this indica-
tion of the Fund's interest in numismatics. Bequests have in the past 
been made through it, but I believe this to be the first occasion on 
which they have directly contributed to make possible an important 
purchase. The coins in question are the unique half-George-noble of 
Henry VIII and the heavy London half-noble of Henry IV. At the 
time of the sale this was believed also to be unique, but news reached 
London shortly after that a second specimen had been found in May 
1950 in a hoard, mostly of French gold, found at Amiens. M. Jean 
Lafaurie is understood to be preparing a detailed report on this hoard. 
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Under the terms of Mr. Lawrence's will his important collection to 
forgeries passed to the British Museum and he also made provision 
for the Museum to take, at a valuation, such of his coins as they might 
choose to purchase. Full use of this provision has been made b y the 
Keeper of Coins and a large number of important pieces have been 
added to the National Collection. Here it is only possible to refer to 
them in a general way. In the Saxon series were a few coins, some of 
them fragments, the most significant being perhaps a new type for 
Cuthred with bust on the obverse and a cross crosslet on the reverse. 
In the post-Conquest series the Museum had already acquired the 
bulk of the Tealby and Edward III coins that they required, but the 
opportunity was taken to secure the unique early groat of Edward III 
from the same reverse die as the Hunter coin which has crowns in 
place of the usual pellets on the reverse. On the Lawrence coin these 
crowns have been erased and pellets substituted. This clearly is the 
earliest and experimental issue for the groat type. A large selection 
of other series was made, including a fine light noble of Henry IV, a 
piedfort of a York penny of Henry VI , two heavy half-groats of 
Edward IV, and a useful lot of small varieties of Henry V I I and 
Henry V I I I . In the latter reign this was particularly welcome as the 
National Collection has in the past not been as complete as it 
generally is. 

Accessions to the British series at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cam-
bridge, include an Ancient British stater (Evans, Pl. B, 2) and seven 
Gaulish billon staters from the St. Brelade hoard, Jersey, the latter 
given by the Societe Jersiaise. 

The most significant acquisition by the Ashmolean Museum at 
Oxford has been a superb specimen of the Oxford triple unite of 
Charles I, 1643, with rosette stops, from the R y a n sale (lot 522). 
Other acquisitions include a sceat similar to B.M.C., Pl. 11, 1, with 
recorded provenance (it was found at Selsey in Sussex); Wallingford 
coins of Edward the Confessor, B.M.C., type I X , of Brihtwin and of 
William I, B.M.C., types I and II, both of Swartling; contemporary 
forgeries of Richard II half and quarter nobles; an Elizabeth ham-
mered sixpence, 1572, countermarked with the arms of Zeeland 
(Proclamation of the Prince of Orange, 1573); and finally a Naval 
General Service medal, 1794-1815, with the bars for Trafalgar and San 
Sebastian. 

T H E OFFICERS OF THE S O C I E T Y 

For some little time past Mr. Winstanley has expressed the desire 
to be relieved of the office of Secretary so that he might have more time 1 
to devote to the study of the coinage of Henry V I I on which he is 
working. As you know, he has filled this office since 1945 in accord-
ance with the finest tradition of the Society. The Council with much 
regret acceded to his request in the past year, and I feel sure that I 
shall be expressing their wish as well as yours if I offer him our warmest 
thanks for all the work that he has done for us. In his place we were 
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fortunate to secure the services of Mr. Doubleday to whom we are 
grateful for taking on this essential duty. 

The Treasurer, Mr. Elmore Jones, has been assiduous in collecting 
arrears of subscriptions and as a result of this and of the increased 
subscription payable for 1951 will be presenting the Society, when 
the accounts are completed, with a financial statement that does 
credit to him as Treasurer and reflects the healthy position of our 
finances. 

B y the death of Mr. Whitton we were deprived of one who had done 
much work in the editing of the Journal. Mr. Anthony Thompson 
has now kindly agreed to assist in this. 

I will finish, if you will allow me, on a personal note. My term of 
office as President comes to an end with this meeting, for under the 
wise rules of the Society the office may not be held for more than five 
years. I have felt it a great and enjoyable privilege to be allowed to 
lead the Society during this period which has been marked by so 
great an increase in the interest in numismatics. We have had our 
sadnesses in the losses I have referred to tonight and on previous 
occasions, but we have on balance recruited far more, in numbers, than 
those that we have lost. The Society today is in a healthy, thriving 
condition, and this it owes to the good work of officers and council 
for whose support during the past five years I tender my warmest 
thanks. 

I must also thank you for your attendance here tonight. 



T H E " S T A N D A R D " A N D " L O N D O N " S E R I E S OF 
A N G L O - S A X O N S C E A T T A S 

By P H I L I P V . H I L L 

I . T H E " S T A N D A R D " S E R I E S 

The Prototype 
OF the many and varied types employed on sceattas one of the most 
popular with die-engravers was a square of pellets, containing letters, 
blundered attempts at letters, or some form of abstract design. The 
prototype for this composition was one of the two Constantinian 
VIR.TVS EXER.CIT t y p e s — a standard, inscribed V O T XX, between 
two captives (Pl. I , 1) . The fact that the engravers of thrymsas and 
sceattas sometimes modelled their productions upon fourth-century, 
or even third-century, Roman coins need occasion no surprise, since 
finds in cemeteries both here and on the Continent show that the 
Teutonic peoples had long been familiar with coins of the Roman and 
Byzantine Empires, although for ornamental purposes and not, it 
seems, as media of exchange. Moreover, hoards and site-finds must 
have turned up as frequently in early Saxon times as they do today 
and, indeed, an entry in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, s.a. 418, suggests 
a long-established tradition of buried Roman treasure: "This year 
the Romans collected all the hoards of gold that were in Britain ; and 
some they hid in the earth, so that no man afterwards might find 
them, and some they carried away with them into Gaul." 1 

Early Versions 
Far from being a separate series from the earlier gold thrymsas, 

sceattas were in their origin merely debased thrymsas, as is indicated 
by the fact that occasionally the same types are found in gold, 
electrum, and silver.2 If, as seems likely, the sceattas of early style 
with the Runic legend Pada were the coins of Peada of Mercia (654-6), 
it is probable that this debasement began in Mercia about the middle of 
the seventh century,3 although it must have varied in date in different 
districts. The final supersession of gold and electrum by silver, how-
ever, may not have taken place until some years later, probably 
c. 680-90, about a century before the sceattas themselves gave way 
to pennies. 

The " s t a n d a r d " type first appears on the Pada coins with the 
closest rendering ( T O T XX) on any sceattas of the original V O T XX 
inscription (Pl. I , 2). With the triangle of pellets above the square 

1 Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, translated b y the R e v . James Ingram, p. 25 (Everyman's 
Library ed.). A footnote reminds us that the word " g o l d " is not to be taken literally, 
but is to be understood as coin in general, whether gold, silver, or bronze. 

2 Brooke, English Coins (3rd ed., London, 1949), p. 5. 
3 Or a few years earlier, if Peada struck his coins during his reign as vassal-king of the 

Middle Angles (c. 632-54). 
S 
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and the cross below, the composition assumes the rather top-heavy 
form which it retained, probably for two decades, until the first of 
its many modifications was made. A slight alteration is seen on 
another sceatta of Peada (pi. i , 3), on which the " s t a n d a r d " has been 
elongated into a panel containing the royal name, but the triangle 
and cross (the limbs of which end in annulets) remain and, as if to 
stress the connexion of this design with the more normal "s tandard" , 
the engraver has transferred part of the t o t xx inscription to below 
the p a n e l — t t inverted flanking the lower annulet of the cross, which 
thus becomes the o of the inscription. 

Only a little less accurate in their rendering of the standard-
inscription ( t o t ii) are the best-style sceattas of B.M.C. type 2a 
with obv. radiate bust r. and " l e g e n d " t i c ( p l i , 4). The obverse type 
of a Pada thrymsa and another Pada sceatta, a diademed bust with 
t i c or t h c {rev. Pada within wreath), is almost identical in style 
and obverse type with that of 2a, and this, together with the similarity 
in style between the "s tandards" of Peada and of 2a, links the two 
issues chronologically. 

Type 2a circulated freely on both sides of the Channel and many 
examples are forthcoming from Holland, though they are compara-
tively rare in France. Of the Dutch examples two from Domburg1 

are interesting. In workmanship they are considerably below the 
normal coins (one (pi. i , 5) having the t o t li inverted), and they 
closely resemble in style the better-style Runic pieces. Whether they 
represent copies made in Frisia, as is more likely, or a degeneration 
in the style of the English issue is a moot point: if the latter they 
would be links between the early 2a and the slightly later Runic, 
which we shall consider in the next section. 

In Mr. Elmore Jones's collection is an unusual piece (PI. I, 6), with 
a normal early " s t a n d a r d " containing t o t ii on the reverse. Its 
obverse, however, is quite unlike any of the other radiate obverses. 
A t first sight it appears to be a variant of z& (cp. PI- I. 4), but on 
closer examination several points emerge which militate against such 
a possibility. The type is a head, not a bust ; its style is certainly 
not that of aa> in spite of the reverse connexion; and the " l e g e n d " 
is very far removed from the t i c of za, Indeed, the letter-forms and 
the unusually large number of letters point t o Merovingian influence. 
The weight (17-3 gr.) is in conformity with that of the early 
" s t a n d a r d " types, with which the piece m a y be contemporary, and 
we need not doubt that it was struck in this country, probably in the 
south-east which, more than any other, was subject to Prankish 
influences, There is even a possibility that the raoneyer was a Frank. 

latter Vmiom, I 

Degeneration of style in the sceatta series is an interesting hut 
difficult question and it is to be seen in many types, particularly in 

1 i t B . . K , h P L % 
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those of long duration. As Baldwin Brown has pointed out,1 how-
ever, this process is not so much "degeneration" in the accepted 
sense of the word as the evolution of an entirely new type by dint of 
constantly copying the original. The Saxon artist showed himself a 
versatile and imaginative imitator and his individualism found expres-
sion in a multitude of ways. Far from being slavish copies, his pro-
ductions were often charming compositions, full of vitality and 
individuality and not infrequently proving to be distinct improve-
ments upon the prototype. In our researches into sceatta-types we 
shall come across numerous examples of this so-called "degenera-
tion", perhaps the best being the wolf-derivatives of the "London-
connected" group in the second part of this paper. 

Keary in the British Museum Catalogue considered that type 2b 
( P I . I , 1 5 ) was a degraded version of type 2a, but there are reasons 
for suspecting this to be an error of judgement. The blundered 
legends, mostly attempts at rendering Runic characters, force one to 
the conclusion that these coins are in reality blundered Runic coins, 
for, had they been copies of 2a, they would hardly have failed to 
present attempts, however crude, of the Roman legend T I C . A 
close study of the B.M. examples of 2b corroborates this. The styles 
of their obverse busts are nearly all paralleled in the Runic series and 
one of the coins still retains on its reverse the more accurate form of 
the standard-inscription, T O T II ( P I . I , 9 ) , although the remainder 
have blundered letters. The majority have attempts at a Runic name 
on the obverse, although a few present Roman letters, such as VER. 
A more likely copy of 2a is seen in a Richborough coin with obv. 
radiate head r. and rev. " s t a n d a r d " ( P I . I , 1 6 ) . That all but one of 
the reverses of 2b show later forms of the 2a " s t a n d a r d " there can 
be no doubt and we should perhaps bracket this type with the Runic 
series, dating it to the period c. 670-90. One interesting development 
may be noted: type 2b, with all its blunders and crudeness of execution, 
replaces the top-heavy composition of 2a by a far more symmetrical 
and pleasing design—the first step towards the symmetrical "stand-
ards" with purely abstract designs of its late seventh- and early 
eighth-century successors. 

We must now pass on to a consideration of the Runic coins. A few 
approximate in style to type 2a and these may be the earliest of the 
series, though, of course, we cannot state categorically that this is 
the case from a study of style alone: we can only say that that is the 
impression which they give. We do not know whether the Runic 
names are those of rulers or of moneyers, although, as I have argued 
elsewhere,2 the evidence is weighted in favour of the former alter-
native—ealdormen or members of royal families, though not of kings. 
The obverses may be divided into six subdivisions, those with the 
names of (i) Epa, (ii) Apa, (iii) Lefa, (iv) Spi, (v) Wigraed, and (vi) 
those with uncertain or blundered names. Of these the first two may 

' The Arts in Early England, rii (London, 1915), p. 67. 
1 H.N.J., 1950, pp. 139-40, 
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represent different forms of the same personal name, which may or 
may not be Eoba, an ealdorman of Mercia (Dux Merciorum) during 
Wulfhere's reign (656-75). The reverses may also be subdivided: 
(i) those which approximate most closely to type 2a (i.e. with TOT II 
and a triangle of pellets above), with or without lines radiating 
from the corners of the " s t a n d a r d " (Pl. I, 7, 8 ) ( i i ) those 
still with TOT II but with a cross at each side (Pl. I, 10); and 
(iii) those with blundered letters, lines from each corner, and 
either a cross or an annulet at each side (Pl. I, 14) (all obv. readings). 
Three variations, which connect with the next group of Later Ver-
sions, have (i) two angles, (ii) two angles and two diagonal lines, and 
(iii) four diagonal lines around the annulet (Pl. II, 10, 12). The style 
of these Runic pieces seems to indicate a date following type 2a, so 
that they probably fall in the 70's and 8o's of the seventh century. 

The next type to be considered is B.M.C. type 3b (Pl. I, 17). We 
are omitting for the moment type 3a, since only the obverse of 3b is 
derived from 3a, its reverse being connected rather with the radiate 
series (2a, 2b, and Runic), with the more degenerate types of which, 
therefore, it may be contemporary. The importance of 3b lies in its 
linking the radiate and diademed series by the form of its "standard ", 
and this link may well be chronological as well as stylistic. The other 
coin listed under 3b in the Catalogue (no. 53) is not of that type but 
is a neater version of the ? Merovingian type 11 (cp. Pl. II, 21 and 
18). On a coin formerly in the Montagu collection (Pl. I, 18) the 
obverse bust has become extremely stylized and the reverse "stand-
a r d " has lost its outer square altogether, although retaining the 
central annulet, crosses, and pellets of B.M.C. 3a, no. 51 (cp. Pl. II, 2). 
There is no doubt that the obverse of this piece is a very degraded 
version of type 3a and we have placed it here because it appears to 
show one of the stages whereby the obverse of 3b was derived from 3a. 

We come now to the two most common types of the sceatta series, 
B.M.C. types 4 and 5, each of which shows an incredibly large variety 
of "s tandards" . The derivation of the obverse type2 (a spiky com-
position which, following Dr. Sutherland, we may conveniently term 
the "porcupine") has occasioned much barren argument, some seeing 
in it a very debased version of the diademed bust of type 3a (Pl. II, 
1 ,2) , others deriving it from the "wolf and twins " of type 7 (Pl. I, 25). 
Generally speaking, English students follow the former theory, con-
tinental students the latter, but as examples may be quoted in support 
of both theories, it is likely that we have before us a "contaminated 
t y p e " — o n e derived from two or more prototypes. However, the al-
most universal use of the " s t a n d a r d " reverse in conjunction with this 

1 A n interesting reverse var iety is on a coin of Epa in the Ashmolean Museum (Pl . 1,8), 
wi th a " s t a n d a r d " of fairly early style (i.e. wi th a triangle of pellets at the top and 
radiating lines from the corners), but containing four T ' s placed end to end in pairs around 
a pellet (instead of an annulet). 

2 A var iant of t y p e 4 shows the " p o r c u p i n e " to 1. instead of to r. A similar variant of 
t y p e 5 was in the Bais hoard (Le Gentilhomme, Melanges de numismatique merovingienne 
(Paris, 1940), Pl. v . 34), and t w o or three other examples are known. 
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"porcupine" obverse and the completely different idiom of the more 
probable derivatives of the "wolf and twins" (e.g. types 32a and32ft— 
Pl. IV, 2, 3) suggest little more than a vague influence for the " w o l f " 
and support the English theory. One possible argument against it 
must here be mentioned. We noted just now that there is no stylistic 
connexion between the reverse of type 3& and that of 3a, and indeed 
it is not until the "porcupine" has become the "plumed b i r d " of 
type 6 that the connexion, with a few exceptions in type 5, is notice-
able. A t first sight this may be thought to constitute a serious 
objection to our deriving the obverses of types 4 and 5 from 3a, but 
there is no intrinsic reason why they should not have been so derived 
while the reverses were taken from those of the radiate series (2a, 2b, 
and Runic). 

The reverses of type 4, numerous though their minor varieties are, 
fall into four main categories—those with (i) TOT II (Pl. I, l l ) , 1 

(ii) blundered letters (Pl. I, 19), (iii) four pellets about an annulet 
(Pl. I, 22), and (iv) four horizontal lines about an annulet (Pl. I I , 4). 
The first class may well be the earliest. In class (ii) there is frequently 
some attempt at a symmetrical design, but usually the " l e t t e r s " are 
scattered about the square without rhyme or reason. The reverses of 
class (iii) exhibit extreme simplification, while class (iv) is interesting 
and important in that, unlike the other classes, it connects stylistically 
with one of the reverses of type 6 ("plumed bird"), the obverses of 
which are descended from this type and from type 5. 

Type 5 is undoubtedly the most common of all the sceatta types. 
Since its "porcupine" obverse, together with that of type 4, is used 
as the universal obverse for the coins reading Mthilirced or Mthilrced 
in Runic on the reverse—almost certainly .Ethelred II of Mercia 
(675-704)—the "porcupine" sceattas should perhaps be placed in the 
last quarter of the seventh century. Type 5 is easily distinguished 
from 4 in that the latter invariably has a complete triangle joined to 
the top of the central " s p i n e " of the obverse. Reverses are varied 
and complicated but may be reduced to five main classes—those with 
(i) TOT II (Pl. I, 12) ;2 (ii) blundered letters (Pl. I, 20); (iii) four pellets 
about an annulet (Pl. I, 23, 24) ;3 (iv) four equal-armed crosses, or 
three crosses and a line or an angle, about an annulet (Pl. I I , 16); 
and (v) four horizontal lines about an annulet (Pl. I I , 5). Frequently 
the central annulet encloses a pellet. There are also five minor 
varieties, three of which (vars. (a), (c), and (d)) are probably unique— 
(a) four semicircles about an annulet (Pl. II, 15); (b) two or four angles 

1 Actua l ly T T above and t w o horizontal lines below, a central annulet—Carlyon-
Britton sale (Sotheby, 17 N o v . 1913), lot 157 (a). The B.M. specimen (the only one I h a v e 
so far discovered with the normal T O T 11 inscription (B.M.C., no. 53)), is a very doubtful 
type 4: its worn obv. makes it difficult to decide whether it is type 4 or 5, which latter 
type is fairly often found with the normal T O T II inscription. 

2 A few specimens, such as the coin from Cimiez (Le Gentilhomme, op. cit., Pl. v i . 45), 
actually retain one of the X s from the original V O T X X inscription, though perhaps b y 
accident rather than design. 

3 One specimen from Domburg (R.B.N. , 1870, Pl. F . 22) has t w o obtuse angles flanking 
the annulet. 
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and an annulet, one with two diagonal lines as well (PI. I I , 7, 8, 11); 
(c) an annulet enclosing a pellet and flanked by four angles, two T's 
and two l's (PI. I I , 13); (d) a "Union J a c k " pattern of pellets (PI. I I , 
19), which is especially interesting as it connects with the later 
"sa l t i re" forms of the " s t a n d a r d " type,1 and (e) four oblique lines 
and an annulet. The TOT il of class (i) suggests that it is the earliest 
class, or at least that its coins were struck by moneyers who had some 
idea of the meaning of the prototype: probably only slightly later 
may fall the coin in the Carlyon-Britton sale with four T's (PI. I, 21). 
These early coins at one end of the chronological scale and the con-
siderably later "Union J a c k " variety at the other indicate a com-
paratively long life for this type. Similarly, both early and late styles 
are found in type 4, from which it appears that 4 and 5 are con-
temporary with each other and that they are really one and the same 
type, the division adopted by Keary in the catalogue being a purely 
arbitrary one based on the presence or absence of the triangle on the 
obverse. There is nothing in the style of the reverses to indicate that, 
as Keary thought, type 5 was a debased version of type 4, even 
though the obverses of the latter resemble a degraded head more than 
do those of the former. The connexion between them is further illus-
trated by the fact that several classes of reverses are common to both. 
Type 5 also shares reverse varieties with the purely Frisian type 8 
(obv. cross and pellets) (cp. PI. II, 8 and 9)2 with type 6 (PI. II, 5, 15),3 
and, more important, with type 3a (PI. II, 16).4 Both 4 and 5 are 
commonly found on the Continent, and it has been suggested that 
local imitations of them were produced at Duurstede in Holland.5 

Later Versions, II 
The "diademed b u s t " type (B.M.C. 3a) presents a stereotyped 

" s t a n d a r d " with none of the diverse varieties of the first group of 
later versions. Nevertheless the type as a whole is not entirely devoid 
of interest, one of its features being a gradual change, itself connected 
with the two varieties of the reverse, from a " R o m a n i z e d " to a 
" Saxonized " style of obverse bust. On the " Romanized " (and there-
fore, probably, earlier) specimens, four saltires surround an annulet 
(PI. I I , 1), while the " S a x o n i z e d " pieces have three pellets in the 
form of a triangle in the place of one of the saltires (PI. I I , 2). From 
its style type 3a seems to be fairly early in date, not as early as 2a 
perhaps, but fitting reasonably well into the period centring on 670.6 

1 Carlyon-Britton sale, lot 159 (6) (now in m y collection). A n interesting elaboration of 
class (iii), which, is probably late and which connects wi th this variety, is on a coin in the 
Middelburg M u s e u m — t h e lines normally radiating from the corners are turned inwards 
towards the central annulet ( P I . I , 2 4 ) . 

2 V a r . (b), above. 
3 Class (v), above (probably Frisian imitations of t y p e 5). 
4 Class (iv), above, except that t y p e 3a lias saltires. The obverses of 3a, it will be 

remembered, m a y have been the prototypes for the obverses of 4 and 5. 
s See Col. N. T. Belaiew in J.A.A.B.I. x x x v i i , 1932, pp. 190-215. 
6 A very degraded coin, struck in copper on a small flan (7-8 gr.), was in the Grantley 

sale (Glendining, 27-28 Jan. 1944, lot 738) and is now in m y collection. I t m a y be a con-
temporary forgery. 
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With one exception the reverses of the " p l u m e d b i r d " type (B.M.C. 
6) are connected with those of 3a, with horizontal lines (Pl. II, 6), 
annulets enclosing pellets (Pl. II, 14), as well as with saltires (Pl. II, 3). 
We have seen that both reverses, at the most only slightly modified, 
are also found on types 4 and 5—exceptions to the rule which con-
nects the reverses of 6 with those of 3a. As the obverses of 6 are 
modifications of the "porcupines" of 4 and 5, most of which may be 
dated provisionally to the last quarter of the seventh century, type 6 
itself may fall in the early years of the eighth century. Judging from 
its frequent occurrence from sites in Frisia, it is possible that it was 
widely imitated there and two such coins show an obverse variety 
with the type to left.1 The exception to the usual reverses, mentioned 
above, is on a coin from the Cimiez hoard, with the " e a r l y " form of 
standard-inscription, TOT II—an interesting piece which may show 
that the type is nearer in time to its prototypes than we have hitherto 
thought (Pl. I, 13). 

Some numismatists hold that the final stage in the development of 
the " s t a n d a r d " type is represented by the " Celtic Cross " (e.g. B.M.C. 
type 14, Pl. Ill, 12). This, as I point out elsewhere,2 is doubtful: the 
origin of this type is more likely to be found in jewellery, cross-heads, 
and other products of Saxon art. Without going too deeply into the 
question, it may be noted here that my contention against deriving 
the "Celtic Cross" from the " s t a n d a r d " revolves upon the complete 
absence of any intermediate stage between it and the " five-annulets " 
reverse of type 6 (Pl.II, 14), from which it is supposed to be immediately 
derived, and upon the fact that it is associated with completely 
different obverse types from those normally associated with the 
" s t a n d a r d " group. Moreover, the "Celtic Cross" was a type used 
(probably for the first time) at the London mint, which probably 
operated under the aegis of the ecclesiastical authority, and this 
would suggest that it is more conceivably an original composition of 
a Christian character than the result of the modification of a different, 
and earlier, type, which never at any time, as far as we know, had 
any connexions with the London mint. 

Variations 
There are several variations of the " s t a n d a r d " reverse, mostly 

later in style than the usual forms, and to these we must now turn. 
Stylistically connected with, but more mature than, the "Union 
J a c k " variety of type 5 are three types with either (i) a square con-
taining a large saltire with three pellets in each angle, as on a Runic 
piece of Epa in the Hunterian Museum (Pl. II, 17); (ii) a square con-
taining diagonals of pellets, with three pellets in each angle, as on 
type 51 (Pl. II, 26), the obverse of which connects it with the 
" L o n d o n " coins; and (iii) a small square with diagonals and one 
pellet (or three) in the angles, as on the ? Merovingian type 11 (Pl. II, 

1 R.B.N., 1870, Pl. F . 21 (Domburg): Baldwin Brown, op. cit., Pl. VII. 20 (Middelburg 
Museum)—obv. only. 

2 B.N.J., 1950, pp. 132-3. 
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21, 18). A blundered Runic coin in the Carlyon-Britton sale (lot 
142 (a)) has a similar reverse type to class (iii) (Pl. II, 20). A further 
modification of the " square-with-diagonals " motif is seen on a coin 
in the Hunterian Museum with a wolf (as on B.M.C. type 32a, 
reverse) on the obverse (Pl. II, 28). 

Two uncatalogued coins in the British Museum and two unpub-
lished pieces in the collection of Mr. F. Elmore Jones should here be 
noted.1 Three have the " s t a n d a r d " type on both sides. Of these, 
two (the ex-Lawrence coin in the B.M. (Pl. II, 22) and Mr. Elmore 
Jones's specimen (Pl. II, 23), have as reverse the usual " degraded 
standard" and the third, the B.M. coin from the Barnett bequest 
(Pl. II, 24), has a " s t a n d a r d " reverse similar to that of type 51. The 
obverse type of all three—a small square containing a saltire and 
pellets—resembles the reverse of type 11, except that it has crosses 
flanking the " s t a n d a r d " instead of a legend. These coins serve to 
connect very definitely our variations (ii) and (iii) with the more 
normal " s t a n d a r d " of 2b, 3b, 4, and 5. The other coin in Mr. Elmore 
Jones's collection is a mule of types 23a ("dragon") and 51 ("stand-
ard") (Pl. II, 27), which is important in that it links, chronologically 
as well as stylistically, variation (ii) with the Animal Series, itself 
frequently connected with the " L o n d o n " sceattas. The direct link 
between the " L o n d o n " and " s t a n d a r d " types, which is provided by 
type 51, is thus supported b y the indirect evidence of this coin. I have 
recently found an even more important chronological link in a B.M. 
coin with a Runic (Epa) obverse and a reverse of type 51 (Pl. II, 25), 
which latter type, therefore, must be considerably earlier than I had 
at first thought, falling in the seventh century in spite of its (appa-
rently) late form of " s tandard" . Its connexion with the London 
Series as well indicates a fairly long life, beginning with the Runic 
pieces of, probably, the 70's of the seventh century and ending at 
least c. 700, the London Series having begun c. 690, as we shall see. 

A second series of variations starts with another Epa coin (Pl. II, 
29) which has a cross with annulets at the ends of the limbs, enclosed 
in a triple circle of pellets—a theme found also on Northumbrian 
sculptured stones and on a bracteate which is probably of English 
manufacture. B.M.C. type 46 (Pl. II, 30) may be a later modification 
of this theme, with a similar cross in a square of pellets enclosed in 
a circle of pellets. The unusual piece in the Norwich Museum (Pl. II, 
34)2 has an obverse which is only vaguely traceable to the " standard " 
type: a very complex motif, it seems to be a mixture of the "sal t i re" 
and "cross with annulets" themes. 

1 A n apparently similar piece is described but not illustrated in the Carlyon-Britton 
sale catalogue (lot 160 (&)), but I h a v e been unable to discover whether it is to be identified 
with any of these coins. T h e weight given in the sale catalogue (15-5 gr.) certainly does 
not correspond. I t m a y b e the Ashmolean specimen ( P l . I I , 3 2 ) . Other examples of this 
type, one wi th a reverse identical wi th the obverse of the Norwich coin (described below), 
h a v e come to l ight since this paper was wri t ten: these will be published in a forthcoming 
paper in N.C. 

2 Ful ly described and discussed in N.C., 1950, pp. 150-1 . 
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These two series of variations are very definitely linked by two 
coins (PI. II, 32, 31), one in the Ashmolean Museum and the other in 
the museum at Middelburg, Holland. The obverses show the cross-
with-annulets, that on the Ashmolean specimen being enclosed in 
a square and that on the Middelburg coin in a circle, like the Epa 
coin of PI. II, 29. The reverses of these pieces, which are of course 
further examples of the hitherto unpublished "standard-standard" 
type, bear types which are similar to B.M.C. types 51 and 11 re-
spectively. 

Finally, a second variant of type 4 in the Ashmolean (PI. II, 33) has 
obv. "porcupine" 1. (instead of r.) and rev. circle containing a central 
cross surrounded b y four annulets, each enclosing a pellet and alter-
nating with the letters S - E - D - E . Although very far removed from 
the usual "s tandards" of type 4, this unusual composition appears to 
owe its inspiration to that type and to be just another example of the 
amazing individuality and ingenuity of the Anglo-Saxon craftsman. 
Whether the SEDE means anything or whether it is merely a com-
bination of random letters it is quite impossible to say. 

The popularity of the " s t a n d a r d " type is shown not only by its 
longevity and its innumerable variations but also by the fact that its 
T O T II inscription was in one instance superimposed upon another 
type. B.M.C. type 240 (PI. II, 35) is a Merovingian coin struck at 
Auxerre, probably early in the eighth century.1 It was in circulation 
in south-eastern England, not in any great quantity, but in sufficient 
numbers to be copied b y native moneyers (type 24ft, PI. II, 36). In 
doing so, however, they surrounded the central design with the 
familiar T T or T O T II, sometimes inverted, in an attempt to fill up 
vacant spaces—which, as every student of barbarous imitations and 
sub-Roman coins knows, just had to be filled up! The result was not 
altogether happy: apart from being quite inappropriate in its new 
context, the T O T II marred the austere simplicity of the original 
composition and made for overcrowding, which was as unattractive 
as it was unnecessary. This is one of the very few examples—perhaps 
the only example—of a failure on the part of the Saxon die-engraver 
to improve upon the prototype and to give the copy that charm 
usually possessed by Saxon art. 

Relations between the Types (see Appx. I and Fig. 1) 
We may summarize our results in a diagram showing the stylistic 

and other connexions between the " s t a n d a r d " types. A continuous 
line means the "degeneration" or modification of the original, a 
dotted line, stylistic affinity. It need hardly be said that only the 
more important " s t a n d a r d " variations can be shown. 

Dating 
Chronological arguments based solely on the evidence of style and 

typology are notoriously unsatisfactory, since there is no way of 
1 Prou, Les Mommies merovingiennes de la Bibl. Nat. (Paris, 1892), no. 585, PI. x . 30. 
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Pada 

F I G . I 

differentiating between changes of style due to constant copying and 
those due to contemporary imitation by less skilful or less educated 
craftsmen. The foregoing stylistic analysis, therefore, has no pretence 
to finality, but from it a rough chronological sequence may be 
deduced. Dates (which, it must be remembered, are only suggested 
and not even approximate) are placed after each type. The earliest 
form of the V O T XX inscription on sceattas is undoubtedly the 
T O T XX of Peada (c. 654-6). This is followed, perhaps almost im-
mediately, by the T O T II of type 2a (c. 660-70),1 and at a slightly 
later date by the T O T II of certain Runic pieces, a few of types 4 
and 5, and one each of 2b and 6 (c. 665-85). The blundered versions 
of 2b, Runic, 4, and 5 may follow the more intelligible specimens or, 
more likely, may be contemporary copies of unpractised moneyers. 
Type 3a may be contemporary with the T O T II coins (c. 670-80), 
followed at a later date by those with geometrical and often sym-
metrical designs on the "s tandards" (types 3b, 4, 5, and 8) (c. 680-
700), the "plumed b i r d " obverse development (type 6) perhaps falling 
a little later (c. 700-10). The saltire motif of the Runic varieties must 
be contemporary with the more normal Runic reverses (c. 665-75), 
but its development on types 51 and 11 and on certain of the 
"standard-standard" pieces may be somewhat later (c. early eighth 

1 The early date of 2a is suggested not only b y its standards but also b y the similarity 
of its obverse (including even the " l e g e n d " T I C ) to that of a Pada thrymsa and sceatta 
(p. 252, above). 
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century). Similarly, we have the "cross with annulets" as a con-
temporary variety on one Runic piece and, as a probable later variety, 
on the other two "standard-standard" coins and on type 46. A t the 
end of the series we should probably place the two coins with an 
animal type on one side—the Hunterian coin with obv. wolf (c. 710) 
and (? later still) the Norwich coin with rev. dragon (c. 720). To sum 
up: perhaps it would not be too fantastic a suggestion if we allow 
a period of not less than seventy years for the use of the " s t a n d a r d " 
motif, say from c. 650 to c. 720. 

The conclusions'to which a study of style and types has led us are 
corroborated to a remarkable degree by the only hoard which can be 
dated with any accuracy—the Cimiez hoard, buried according to Le 
Gentilhomme in 737, the year of the destruction of the town by the 
Lombards.1 This deposit contained examples of nine " s t a n d a r d " 
types—Peada (a thrymsa), 2a, Runic, 3a, 3b, 4, 5, 6, and 8—and it is 
clear that, if we make allowances for a certain time-lag for circulation 
and arrival at their place of burial, all these types must have been 
produced before (say) c. 720-30. 

Provenances (see Appx. II)3 

A study of provenances yields only partially successful results, and 
no more than an approximate idea of the distribution of types can 
be obtained from it, since finds have not been very thoroughly re-
corded in the past. B y this means, therefore, we can reach a not very 
satisfactory conclusion regarding only a few of the types which we 
have been considering in this paper. Type 2a comes mainly from 
Kent and may possibly be a native of that region. Type 2b appa-
rently shifted its focal point to the east Midlands and East Anglia, 
which supports the contention that it is connected with the Runic, 
with their Midland associations, rather than with the Kentish 2a. 
The Runic Epa and Apa coins are distributed evenly throughout the 
Midlands, East Anglia, and south-east England, excluding Kent but 
including London and Essex. Finally, types 4 and 5 (which are not 
always differentiated in the reports) cover the Midlands, southern 
England, and Kent. It is highly probable, therefore, that the centres 
of production for all the above types must be sought in Kent and 
Mercia. On this showing, the impetus for the sceatta coinage seems 
to have originated in Kent (having come from Merovingian Gaul), 
spreading in course of time to the north and the north-west. 

Metrology and Fineness 
The following table gives the maximum, minimum, and average 

weights of each individual type and of each class of the Standard 
Series: 

1 " L a Circulation des sceat tas" , in Melanges, p. 72. There seems no reason to doubt 
this dating. 

2 See also Sutherland in N.C., 1942, pp. 51-58. 
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No. oj Total Aver. Total Aver. 
Max. Min. coins wt. wt. No. in base Total wt. wt. 
(gr.) {gr.) loeighed (gr.) (gr-) metal qty. (gr.) (gr.) 

EARLY: 
Peada 2 0 - 3 1 6 - 2 5 9 2 - 0 18 -4 

- ] 
2 a . 2 0 * 2 1 6 - 8 2 8 533-2 1 9 - 0 4 (1 plated) 34 6 4 2 - 5 1 8 - 9 

Rad. head—standard 17 '3 1 I7'3 17-3 - J 
1 8 - 9 

LATER : 
2 b . IS'5 IO-2 1 0 1 5 1 - 0 1 5 ' 1 1 
Rad. head—standard i S '9 1 1 8 - 9 1 8 - 9 1 
Runic (? lea) . I4'3 i o - 5 5 55'2 1 1 - 0 4 1 

„ (Epa) . 2 0 - 3 9'2 2 8 431-3 1 5 - 4 2 — 

„ (Apa) . 20'0 " • 5 1 2 1 9 2 - 6 1 6 - 0 5 — 

„ (Lepa) . iS -6 17-3 2 35'9 17-95 1 
„ (.Spi) . 1 7 - 0 I2-0 3 4 2 - 2 1 4 - 0 7 — 

„ (Wigraed) 1 4 - 0 II-I 5 6 o - 6 1 2 - 1 5 1 
„ (blundered) 

Za . 
lS '2 
1 9 - 8 

10-8 
7-8 

7 
17 

9 8 - 6 

243-4 
1 4 - 0 9 

1 4 - 3 2 2 (1, JE) > 1 9 7 2,896-7 1 4 - 7 

3a var. 13 •9 1 13-9 I3-9 — 

3 b . . . . 17 •8 1 1 7 - 8 1 7 - 8 — 

4 . . 21-8 u-7 3 1 533-4 1 7 - 4 — 

4 var. (i) . 13 '2 1 1 3 - 2 1 3 - 2 1 (JE) 
5 • 2 1 - 5 9-2 54 8 9 9 - 4 1 6 - 6 2(JE) 
S var. 2 0 ' 2 1 6 - 8 2 37'° 1 8 - 5 •— 
6 . . . . I9'5 1 2 - 4 15 258-8 1 7 - 2 6 — 

8 . . . . 2 0 ' 4 1 4 - 6 11 2 0 3 - 7 1 8 - 5 2 — 

VARIATIONS : 
11 (including " 3 J " ) . iS-S 13-1 3 49"7 1 6 - 5 7 — 

51 . 1 9 - 0 iS-S 2 37-8 1 8 - 9 — 

2 3 0 / 5 1 . 

Runic /51 . 
!4'5 
1 4 - 2 

1 
1 

I4"5 
1 4 - 2 

14-5 
1 4 - 2 

1 • 11 1 7 1 - 6 1 5 - 6 

Standard-dragon 1 5 - 0 1 1 5 - 0 1 5 - 0 — 

Standard-standard . 15-7 n - 8 8 1 1 4 - 0 14-25 4 

The majority of the above types are of good weight, with the 
exceptions of 2b, the Runic lea, the "standard-dragon", and the 
"standard-standard", which fall considerably below the average of 
18 gr. The first two of these exceptions are undoubtedly imitations, 
hence their consistently low weight, and the 15 gr. of the third is 
only to be expected, since it is typologically connected with the 
Animal Series, many of which are of low weight and probably late. 
Otherwise the "s tandard" types maintain a fairly good average and, 
if weight be any criterion, this fact confirms our main chronological 
deduction—that they are mostly early, before the beginnings of the 
general debasement of metal and weight which are seen in certain 
of the Animal types. 

I I . T H E " L O N D O N " SERIES 

Three sceatta-types (B.M.C . types 12, 13, and 14) are interesting 
and important in that they bear an obverse legend—LVNDONIA, or 
a blundered version, which, unlike the majority of sceatta "legends", 
means something and undoubtedly stands for London. This is the 
only example of a mint-name on sceattas and one immediately con-
nects it with a similar legend, LONDVNIV, on certain earlier thrym-
sas: apart from these there are no other instances of a mint-signature 
on Saxon coins before the introduction of the penny at the end of the 
eighth century. To these "London-inscribed" sceattas may be added 
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numerous pieces of identical style, which are presumably derivatives 
from them, and others which are connected by either the obverse or 
the reverse type with the London Series. 

'Meoli (5) 

Reiser (") Dorchester (4.5) 

PROVENANCES- 'STANDARD' TYPES 
(R) = Blundered or uncertain Runic 
NOT SHOWN = 
Bedfordshire (Uncertain prov)(4.̂ ) 

•Whitby (]Epa. 3a. 4.5.5l) 

Compton (2a, 5) 
•Coventry (Epa) 

^ . \Caister-on Cauter St.Ed.(2b) \ e a (R) 
• Burqh (R) Norwich (Apa) ' 

•Castor (2a) 

Cambridge (2b. Epa. Apa) 
•Borrinqton (4,5) . \WoJdbr,d,e (Epa) 

• Lonqford gb) lps^(2b) 
'Houqhton Req.s (Apa) & ^ 

• Biniey (5) ccSfBradwell (4 or 5) 
•Abinqdon (4 or 5) , * I J /"o A wlSouthend (Apo. 3a) London (R.ApaF̂  . .. \ ,r . 

(Poda)|TCh'nq!on (_Ep<j) 
Breech Down (4 or 

^ y Milton(2o) l|(2o.4or5; 
Borham- R„.hborouqh 

(2a.4or^ a 2b. Ap^ 

Southampton (3q) .Pyecomb (3j 

F I G . 2 

Those with the London legend have on the obverse a bust, usually 
diademed but in one instance helmeted, the style of which is, with 
one exception (from Hallum, Holland), typically Saxon: the hair 
dressed in Saxon fashion, the features often displaying the almond-
shaped eye and prominent chin which are the usual characteristics of 
Saxon portraiture, the large bust decorated with lines and pellets for 
drapery, &C.1 Except for their style, the "London-derived" types 
differ from the inscribed types only inasmuch as they lack the London 
legend and have a cross or other object before the face. The " London-
connected" types are mostly of the Animal Series (Sutherland's 

1 See m y paper in N.C., 1949, p. 52. 
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"bird-beast" class,1) which is thereby linked both stylistically and 
chronologically with the London coins. The reverse types of the series 
are: a man holding two crosses (or various other objects), two men 
with crosses, a seated figure, the "Celtic Cross", and a Victory. 

Prototypes 
The prototypes of the London coins are not easy to determine, but 

owing to the proved familiarity of the Saxon moneyer with Roman 
and Byzantine coins it is not unlikely that many of them are to be 
found in those series. The " man with crosses " may have been derived 
from a Byzantine solidus with rev. Victory facing holding cross and 
globe surmounted by a cross (PI. Ill, 1) and the " m a n with cross and 
b i r d " probably from the late fourth-century solidus with rev. Em-
peror standing holding labarum and Victory (PI. Ill, 2), but it is far 
more probable that these types are of purely English origin. The 
"seated figure" seems to have come from a Roman reverse, such as 
the Constantinian Romae Aeternae bronze type (PI. Ill, 3) or the later 
Urbs Roma siliqua (PI. Ill, 4). The " t w o m e n " type may possibly be 
traced to the common Byzantine obverse of two seated emperors 
(PI. Ill, 5), though it is more likely to have been a mere duplication 
of the " m a n with crosses" type. The Victory, used only on type 22, 
is quite a faithful copy of the Victory on the late Theodosian JE 4 
(PL III, 6). Finally, the so-called "Celtic Cross" is undoubtedly 
copied from contemporary art-forms.2 

Relations between the Types (see Appx. I) 

Of the reverses of the "London-inscribed" coins the " m a n with 
crosses" is represented on the derivatives by a similar reverse (Pl. III, 
14) and its variants; the "seated figure" (PL III, 11) is not met with 
at all elsewhere and probably fell into disfavour as a motif very early; 
the "Celtic Cross" appears in both its complete form (PL III, 12) and 
in its simplified form of five rosettes (Pl. III, 24). 

The connexion between the "London-connected" types and the 
rest of the series is shown by the use, either on the obverse or on 
the reverse, of one of the London types, the other side usually having 
some form of animal or bird. Obverse busts or heads are stylistically 
identical with the " S a x o n " busts of the "London-inscribed" and 
"London-derived" coins. They may be subdivided into—(a) busts 
which are closest to the " inscribed" busts (Pl. IV, 1), (b) those allied 
in style to the " d e r i v e d " busts with a cross before the face (PL IV, 2) 
or a bird on the shoulder (PL IV, 5); and (c) variations—a head in 
a wreath (Pl. IV, 29) or in a cable (Pl. IV, 9 ) , a helmeted bust (Pl. IV, 
7) and a facing bust (Pl. IV, 8). Other types represented are the 
" m a n with crosses" (Pl. IV, 11) and its variants and the "Celtic 
Cross" (PL IV, 22). 

1 N.C., 1942, p. 59. 2 See p. 257, above. 
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The "London-inscribed" Types 
The fact that one of the specimens of type 12 in the British Museum 

shares an obverse die with the B.M. specimen of type 13 suggests that 
all the inscribed types were contemporary with each other. Only very 
few present a reasonably accurate form of the legend, e.g. LVMOON1A 
(Pl. I l l , 7). Type 12 has such blundered attempts as Nl/100Ni/l+ 
(Pl. I l l , 8), NOONl/lw, DNDOV—versions in which Haigh, in the 
Numismatic Chronicle of 1869, tried to read a personal name, Nunna, 
king of the South Saxons c. 710. Of the two specimens of the mules 
(types 12/5), one reads /\VVOOHIA (Pl. I l l , 9) and the other bears 
the remains of a legend, +ANVM (Pl. I l l , 10). Type 13 (Pl. I l l , 11) 
reads NMOONI/1+ and type 14 (Pl. I l l , 12) XVIIOONVOO, in which 
may be seen a barbarized and retrograde version of the original 
legend. In spite of their blunders, however, these attempts un-
doubtedly represent the word LVNDONIA and suggest that the 
London mint, which had operated for about thirty years at the begin-
ning of the seventh century for the production of thrymsas, was 
reopened at a later date for sceattas. As in the thrymsa period, it 
seems to have been working under the authority of the bishops of 
London, if the evidence of the universally ecclesiastical character of 
the types is at all reliable. 

The 12/5 mules (Pl. I l l , 9, 10), mentioned above, have a "London-
inscribed" obverse and a "porcupine" reverse and are probably of 
Frisian manufacture, as no examples have so far been recorded from 
this country, only from Domburg and Hallum.1 However, they are 
almost exactly the same as the "London-connected" type 9 (cp. 
Pl. IV, 1), except that the legend of the latter is Lev+ instead of an 
attempt at LVNDONI A.2 It appears that the "London-inscribed" 
types are the earliest of the series and their connexion with the 
"porcupine" type in these mules (even though the mules were prob-
ably of Frisian origin) would place them during the reign of ^Ethel-
red II of Mercia (675-704), who, as we have seen, consistently used 
the "porcupine" as an obverse type. If we place the beginning of the 
London Series, therefore, to c. 690-700, we may not be far wrong and, 
indeed, this dating is supported by the only exception to the usual 
Saxon style of the London bust—the 12/5 mule from Hallum on 
which the bust is essentially " Romanized " and which therefore could 
easily fall before the end of the seventh century.3 

The "London-derived " Types 
From a chronological point of view, there seems little doubt that 

these coins are a direct continuation of the inscribed pieces. Stylisti-
cally they exhibit a more mature form of art. The obverse busts are 

1 See p. 263, above, and p. 276, below. (Strictly speaking, they are, from the circum-
stance of the " p o r c u p i n e " to 1., 12/5 var. mules.) 

2 This t y p e will be dealt with in its own context, the " L o n d o n - c o n n e c t e d " group. 
3 Cp. the date (c. 670) which I have assigned to the sceatta of the same types as the 

Victoria Augg. thrymsa, one of the latest of the " R o m a n i z e d " thrymsas, in m y paper in 
B.N.J., 1950, pp. 136, 142. 
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more naturalistic, though at the same time even more typically 
" S a x o n " in appearance, and the individualism of the engravers is 
brought out by a pleasing device—that of varying the composition 
by including an object, such as a cross, before the face. The rather 
plain hair-style of the inscribed coins (Pl. Ill, 11) is at first con-
tinued, but gives place in course of time to one with an extension 
down the nape of the neck (Pl. Ill, 18), and finally to a complicated 
coiffure with interwoven plaits (Pl. Ill, 23). The last-named style is 
not unlike the interlocked legs and tails of the " A n g l i a n " birds and 
beasts on crosses, jewellery, and a few of the " a n i m a l " type sceattas. 
Baldwin Brown1 also gives this chronological sequence for the 
" S a x o n " hair-styles and notes2 that busts with " S a x o n hair" are not 
found on tomb-furniture until the seventh century. The drapery, too, 
undergoes a change from the simple style of the inscribed coins to 
a more realistic representation of a tunic, ornamented with lines and 
pellets (cp. Pl. Ill, 18 and 23). 

As we have seen, the rather plain form of the inscribed pieces is 
usually improved upon on the derivatives by placing a cross before 
the face on the obverse (e.g. Pl. Ill, 14)—a device which not only 
varies the composition but also may be thought to emphasize the 
ecclesiastical nature of the London mint at this time. On other pieces, 
however, the place of the cross is taken by a cup or chalice (type 20, 
Pl. Ill, 23), a branch (type 16, Pl. Ill, 16), two rosettes of pellets 
(Pl. Ill, 21), or even random " l e t t e r s " (Pl. Ill, 15), all of which show 
the originality of the artists in the days before the early English 
coinage became stereotyped and monotonous. On a coin in the 
Carlyon-Britton sale (lot 162 (c)) and on a coin from the Barnett 
bequest in the British Museum a small cross appears above the c u p — 
mules with the reverse of type 18 (B.M.C., no. 101). A n interesting 
variation on another B.M. coin of the same type (B.M.C., no. 103) is 
the addition of a rather superfluous " h e l m e t " on the obverse head, 
which is also diademed: it takes the usual form of helmets on Saxon 
and Merovingian coins of this period—an arc of pellets terminating 
in a hook behind—so that there is little doubt as to what it is intended 
to represent. 

The reverses of the derivatives fall into the same general pattern 
as those of the inscribed coins—the " m a n with crosses" of types 15a 
(Pl. Ill, 14), 16 (Pl. Ill, 16), and 17, and the "Celtic Cross" of type 34 
(Pl. Ill, 25). Several variants of the former exist, as may be expected 
from the more individualistic artists of the der ivat ives—"a man with 
branch and cross" of type 156 and one of its variants (Pl. Ill, 18, 19), 
" a man with two branches" of the other variety of 156 (Pl. Ill, 20), 
" a man with cross and b i r d " of types 18, 19, and 20 (Pl. Ill, 22), 
and " a man with cross and s ta f f " (Pl. Ill, 21). A n uncatalogued 
British Museum coin has obv. two men with crosses, rev. five rosettes 
(a variant of the "Celtic Cross") (Pl. Ill, 24), and another B.M. coin, 
from Whitby, is a mule of two reverses—types 12 and 34 (Pl. Ill, 13). 

1 Op. cit., p. 85. 2 Ibid., p. 110. 
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Instead of the usual bust, type 22 has as obverse type a curious little 
Victory holding a wreath ( P l . I l l , 1 7 ) , reminiscent of the Theodosian 
Victoria Auggg. M 4 ( P l . I l l , 6 ) , from which it was probably derived. 
Generally speaking, the reverses of the derivatives conform in style 
to the standard set by the inscribed coins and, apart from a more 
individualistic treatment, show little advance upon the originals, 
except in the case of one of the coins of type 19,1 on which the drapery 
of the reverse figure is carefully delineated by small pellets and lines. 

The "London-connected" Types 

It is not until we come to the "London-connected" types that we 
find the most marked differences in style, and the impression which 
we form is that we have here to deal with a group which, although 
its earliest pieces may have been contemporary at least with the 
derivatives, continued until much later, perhaps almost to the end 
of the sceattas. Indeed, the differences are so marked in a few cases 
that it may be doubted whether such pieces are at all connected with 
the London coins, in spite of the similarity of types. 

The "London-connected" coins may be divided into four classes 
according to the type which connects them with the London Series— 
(i) London-style bust or head, (ii) man with crosses, (iii) two men with 
crosses, and (iv) Celtic Cross. Hitherto we have come across the " t w o 
m e n " type only once (on the " t w o men—rosettes" derivative in the 
British Museum), and this almost universal association with the 
"London-connected" group indicates that the type may be a later 
derivative from the purely London type of a man holding two crosses 
rather than an original type copied from a Byzantine prototype.2 

Class (i) can be further subdivided into: (a) coins with the " L o n d o n " 
bust proper, similar in style to B.M.C. 12 ; (b) coins with a bust having 
stylistic affinities with the "London-derived" group; and (c) coins 
with variations of the " L o n d o n " bust. 

The only example of Class (i) (a) is type 9 ( P l . I V , 1 ) , with the 
"porcupine" reverse, identical, except for the obverse " legend" , with 
the Frisian mules, 12/5, from Domburg and Hallum. Like these coins, 
type 9 shows that the London Series was circulating at the close of 
the seventh and beginning of the eighth centuries. Class (i) (b) has 
animal reverses—the wolf and its derivatives on types 32a ( P l . I V , 2 ) , 
32b ( P l . I V , 3), and 33 ( P l . I V , 4), a hound running past a tree on 
type 42 ( P l . I V , 5), and on one of its two variants, the hound standing 
in front of a tree on the other variant of type 42, and the "bird and 
branch" type on a coin formerly in the Grantley collection with AR.IP 
before the obverse bust ( P l . I V , 6 ) . The variations of Class (i) (c) are: 
"head in wreath" (type 21, P l . I V , 2 9 ) , "head in cable border" (type 
38 and two uncatalogued coins in the Hunterian and Ashmolean 

1 Ibid., Pl. v i . 2 (de Man collection). 
2 I think, on the whole, that this is the most likely origin for the type, though there 

may have been in it a memory of some Byzant ine prototype. 

T 
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Museums, PI. IV, 9, 27, 28, 10), "helmeted b u s t " (another uncata-
logued Hunterian coin (PI. IV, 7)), and "facing b u s t " (type 52, 
(PI. IV, 8)). Of these, type 52 is the one most closely allied in style 
to the London busts: the hair is knotted at either side of the head, 
the drapery is decorated with lines and pellets, and the bust is large 
and prominent. The "helmeted b u s t " type is perhaps a little too 
Romanized, and therefore too early in date, for the London Series, 
but even so it compares in style with some of the earliest inscribed 
coins.1 The "head in cable border" is connected stylistically with the 
London Series only on the (apparently) earliest examples of type 38 
(e.g. B.M.C., no. 169, PI. IV, 9). Other specimens of this type (e.g. 
PI. IV, 27) and the Hunterian coin with "head in cable border" 
(PI. IV, 28) are far removed from any stylistic connexions with the 
London Series. The same may be said of the "head in wreath" of 
type 21 (PI. IV, 29), of which neither the obverse bust nor the " m a n 
with crosses" reverse is in the London style. The reverse is identical 
in style with that of type 23c (PI. IV, 30), which exhibits the same 
rather crude execution, and it may be that these types, together with 
the even cruder " b i r d — m a n with crosses" sceatta (PI. IV, 31), are 
later or unskilful contemporary imitations of the London motif. Type 
23c, however, is connected with the London Series by a coin in the 
British Museum from Whitby, a mule with the " Celtic Cross " reverse 
of type 34 (PI. IV, 24). 

Class (ii)—the " m a n with crosses" reverse—is found on five types, 
23a, 23b, 23d, 22>e, and 40 (PI. IV, 11-14, 32, 18), as well as on the 
three types which we have just rejected as probable copies. There 
are three variants—a man with a staff and a cross (on another coin 
of type 23a, PI. IV, 18), a man with a bow and a cross (a variant of 
the same type (PI. IV, 16)), and a man with two crosses and a flower 
(235 var., PI. IV, 17). Obverses are: " d r a g o n " (23a and 40), "bird 
and branch" (23b), the same bird developing into a whorl (23d), and 
a whorl of three wolves' heads (230 and var.). Types 23a and 23^ 
are of low weight and it has been suggested, with some reason, that 
they are amongst the latest productions in the sceatta series.2 If 
so, this would place them in the second half of the eighth century, 
thus indicating that the influence of the "London-inscribed" coins, 
in spite of their short life, extended long after they themselves had 
gone out of circulation. 

Class ( i i i)—"two men with crosses"—is represented by types 41a 
and 41& (both with obv. dragon) (PI. IV, 19, 20) and by 51 {rev. 
standard, PI. II, 26, which we considered earlier). Type 41 a is not 
quite in the London style, although the reverse type, with the two 
men facing each other instead of facing the spectator, shows an 
originality of treatment which is fully in that tradition. Its com-
panion-type, 416, is cruder and may be slightly later in date—a sug-

1 Another example was in the Grantley sale (lot 739) and a third, rather cruder in style, 
is illustrated b y L e Gentilhomme, op. cit., PL iv . 22. 

2 B y Brooke, op. cit., p. 13. 
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gestion which is confirmed by a mule from Whitby with the reverse 
of 236 (Pl. IV, 15). Indeed, the extreme crudity of 416 and of some 
of the examples of type 51 (not that illustrated, which is unusually 
neat) indicates that they are very bad attempts at copying the 
London composition.1 Another interesting mule from Hallum has a 
"porcupine" obverse and a " t w o m e n " reverse (Pl. IV, 21). Although 
we probably have here another example of what certainly appears to 
be the Frisian aptitude for muling types, this coin serves to connect 
still further the Standard and London Series and to indicate a late 
seventh-century date for the original appearance of the latter. 

Class ( iv)—"Celtic Cross" reverse—is used with two animal types: 
39 (Pl. IV, 22, obv. " fantastic bird") and 48 (Pl. IV, 23, obv. "wolf-
whorl"). The double-reverse mule from Whitby (12/34) connects type 
34 chronologically with the " inscribed" coins. Some numismatists 
have seen a derivative of the "Celtic Cross" on type 49 (Pl. IV, 25), 
with its so-called "face-in-shield" obverse (rev. "fantastic bird"). If 
this last-named type were developed from the "Celtic Cross", it was 
by assimilation with the facing heads of various continental types 
(e.g. B.M.C. 31), which occasionally circulated in this country. 
However, it is more likely that it may have been a purely original 
design based on other forms of Teutonic art, like the "Celtic Cross" 
itself. The central head is paralleled on, for example, the ceremonial 
whetstone from the Sutton Hoo treasure, and the motif of a central 
boss surrounded by similar bosses is found on Teutonic art from quite 
early times.2 Nevertheless, even though type 49 may not be con-
nected directly with the " L o n d o n " coins, its indirect connexion is 
shown by a mule in the British Museum (provenance: Whitby) with 
the "face-in-shield" obverse conjoined with the "wolf-whorl" of the 
"London-connected" type 48 (Pl. IV, 26). 

Dating 
Little can be said on the subject of dating, since very few pointers 

are available. We have deduced from the evidence of type 9 and the 
12/5 and 5/416 mules that the earliest coins seem to be contemporary 
with iEthelred II of Mercia towards the close of the seventh century, 
while at the other end of the chronological scale we may place some 
of the "London-connected" pieces with animal types. Beyond that 
we can only guess. The issue of the inscribed pieces may have ceased 
early in the eighth century. Their derivatives, rare though certain 
types are, may have had a longer circulation until, say, the middle 
of the century, while the "connected" pieces show examples of both 
early and late styles and may have extended throughout almost the 
whole period until the sceattas were finally superseded by pennies 
c. 790. 

1 See p. 257, above, for t y p e 51, which connects both with the early Runic pieces and 
with the later London Series—probably c. 675-700. 

2 e.g. the t w o bronze plaques, probably breast ornaments, from Thorsberg Moss in 
Schleswig (Kiel Museum), ? 4th century; and the bronze plaque from Rochester (Rochester 
Museum), late 5th century (Baldwin Brown, op. cit, p. 324, Pl. LXI). 
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As in the case of the Standard Series, a more certain pointer is the 
great Cimiez hoard, probably deposited in 737, although it concerns 
only two " London-connected " types—two coins of types 23s and 416. 
We have already seen1 that the date of the contents of this hoard 
must be assigned to c. 720-30 at the very earliest. 

F I G . 3 

Provenances (see Appx. II) 
As might be expected, the "London-inscribed" types are found 

mainly in the London area, four of the seven specimens recorded in 
Dr. Sutherland's list of provenances2 forming part of a hoard from 
the Thames, of which the other pieces were " d e r i v e d " (9 examples) 
and "connected" types (4 examples).3 Many " d e r i v e d " types also 

1 p. 261, above. 
2 N.C., 1942, pp. 5 1 - 5 8 and m a p on p. 68. For the " L o n d o n " provenance, see n. 47 

on p. 56. 
3 The numbers according to B.M.C. t ypes were: B.M.C. 12 (2), 13 (1), 14 (1), 15a (i), 

156 (1), 16 (2), 18 (4), 19 (1), 23s (1), 32a (1), 33 (2). 
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come from the London area: of eighteen coins in Sutherland's list no 
less than thirteen had a London provenance. These facts not only 
point out the close connexion between the " inscribed" and " d e r i v e d " 
groups but also suggest that London has been rightly considered to 
be their place of origin. It should be noted in passing that both these 
groups are conspicuously absent from K e n t — a fact which cannot 
possibly be due to lack of information, since that area has been as 
well written up as any district in England. The "connected" coins 
naturally show a wider distribution. Kent claims three of the eight 
specimens of recorded provenance in the "London-bust" sub-group, 
while the " m a n with crosses" and its variants seem to come mainly 
from London and Oxfordshire. The " t w o m e n " type is centred on 
London and Kent, so far as we can tell, with a few odd specimens 
from other parts of southern and eastern England. The "Celtic 
Cross " and the " face-in-shield " emanate mainly from Hampshire and 
Dorset, Southampton having yielded thirty-five examples alone.1 

Several of the "London-connected" coins are represented at Whitby 
in Yorkshire. The presence of these undoubtedly "southern " sceattas 
at such an outlying site is quite unexpected and has not yet been 
adequately explained. 

Metrology and Fineness 
The average weight in grains of each individual type, together with 

that of each class, is given in the table on p. 272. 
From this table several interesting points emerge, (i) Generally 

speaking, the weights of the " L o n d o n " coins fall well below those of 
the Standard Series, which is precisely what their (generally) later 
date would lead one to expect, (ii) The inscribed group, while main-
taining a fairly good average weight, is largely struck in base metal: 
of a total of ten coins, no fewer than six are of base silver or billon, 
(iii) The " d e r i v e d " group weighs slightly less than the inscribed 
(though the considerably smaller numbers of the latter make it unsafe 
to draw a comparison) and the base metal characteristic is still con-
spicuous. (iv) There is a very great variation in the weights of the 
" d e r i v e d " coins, ranging from 18 gr. down to 10 gr. If this group 
extended to the mid-eighth century, when it appears that the sceattas 
were undergoing a depreciation in weight and fineness, this is not 
surprising, (v) The lack of variety in the average weights of the 
inscribed coins, few though they may be, suggests on the other hand 
a considerably shorter period of circulation, (vi) It is noteworthy 
that, although many of the coins in the "connected" groups are 
stylistically late, and although the group may contain some of the 
latest productions of the sceatta series, the proportion of base coins 
is very much smaller than in the other two groups: out of 64 coins, 
only 8 are of base silver compared with 8 out of 10 inscribed and 14 

1 Most of these were in t w o finds. One (a probable hoard) contained—32a (1), 39 (1), 
48 (1), 49 (3) wi th a t h r y m s a (B.M.C. (N) type 3), and one 27b. The other (definitely 
a hoard), found in 1947, consisted of types 39 (2) and 49 (21)—N.C. , 1946, p. 73. 
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out of 30 "derived", (vii) The high average weight of the copies and 
the total absence of base coins may be due solely to the few specimens 
available for weighing and, until more are available, nothing can be 
deduced from their weights and fineness. 

Max. Min. No. of Total Aver. No. in Total Aver. 
wt. wt. coins wt. wt. base Total wt. wt. 

(gr-) (gr-) weighed (gr-) (gr-) metal qty. (gr.) (gr.) 

INSCRIBED : 
12 . 16-2 13-2 8 121-9 I5-24 6 1 
13 . 15-3 1 I5'3 15-3 1 10 I5I-7 15-17 
14 . '5 1 R4'5 R4'5 

DERIVED : 
15 a. 16-0 15-2 2 31-2 15-6 2 
15a var. . 14-0 1 14-0 14-0 1 
15 b. 13-4 1 I3-4 I3'4 I 
16 . 15-3 15-0 2 30-8 I5'4 2 
17 . I4'3 13-6 2 27-9 I3-95 1 
18 . I5'3 IO'I 8 93"7 I3-39 3 
20/18 12-7 II-4 2 24-1 12-05 — 3° 43°-7 14-36 
19 . 17-2 1 17-2 17-2 1 
20 . 18-0 12-7 7 105-9 15-13 1 
22 . 17-0 1 17-0 17-0 1 
34 • 12-8 n - 8 2 24-6 12-3 1 
12/34 13-5 1 13-5 I3-5 — 

Bust with rosettes 17-4 1 I7'4 17-4 — . 

CONNECTED: 
9 . 15-0 13-8 2 2S-8 14-4 — 

23a . 13-8 2 27-6 13-8 — 

230/51 . I4'5 1 I4'S 14-5 1 
23b . 18-7 I4'5 3 49'7 16-57 — 

23^34 • I4'7 1 14-7 14-7 — 

23d . 13-8 12-7 2 26-5 I3-25 — 

23C . 16-7 10-3 2 2-J-O I3'5 1 
23c var. . IO-7 1 10-7 10-7 — 

416/236 . 13 •0 1 13-0 13-0 — 

32a . 17-6 9-I 12 178-6 14-88 1 
32b . 14 •3 1 14-3 I4-3 — 64 990-6 I5-48 
33 • lS-2 H-5 4 63-2 15-3 2 
38 . . . 18-2 I5-I 4 64-2 16-05 — 

39 • 12-4 I 12-4 12-4 — 

41a . . . . 19-2 IS'4 2 34-6 17 '3 — 

41b . . . . 20'2 12-9 12 214-3 17-86 2 
42 . 16-4 7'4 4 53-8 13-45 1 
48 . 17-7 9'4 4 5 7 7 14-45 — 

49/48 15-7 1 15-7 15-7 — 

5I 19-0 18-8 2 37'S 18-9 — 

52 . 15-9 15-6 2 3*'S 15-75 — 

COPIES : 
21 . 16-5 12-5 2 29-0 14-5 
23c . 11 •3 1 12-3 12-3 8 127-9 I5'99 
40 . 18-9 IS'4 5 S6-6 I7-3 

The large proportion of base metal coins in the "inscribed" and 
"der ived" groups is an interesting phenomenon explainable, perhaps, 
not so much by a late date, as by an observation of Baldwin Brown:1 

" T h e Romans of the later empire coined chiefly in gold and bronze, 
and the predilection for bronze rather than the silver of old Teutonic 
tradition is supposed to have lingered in highly Romanized centres 
such as London and York." This supposition would also partly 
explain the early adoption of bronze for the Northumbrian stycas, 
which may have been struck at York. 

1 Op. cit., p. 80. 
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like to thank: The Keeper of Coins, the British Museum; M. Jean 
Babelon, of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris ; Mr. R. Rainbird Clark 
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The following abbreviations have been used in the footnotes and 
key to the plates: 

A.M.—Ashmolean Museum. 
B.B.—Baldwin Brown, The Arts in Early England, iii, London, 1915. 
B.M.—British Museum. 
B.M.C.—British Museum Catalogue of Anglo-Saxon Coins. 
B.N.—Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 
B.N.J.—British Numismatic Journal. 
C.B.S.C.—Carlyon-Britton Sale Catalogue, Sotheby, 17 Nov. 1913. 
Cohen—Les Monnaies frapp ees sous I'Empire romain, 2nd ed., Paris, 1880-92. 
F.E.J.—-F. Elmore Jones collection. 
F.M.—Fitzwilliam Museum. 
G.S.C.—Grantley Sale Catalogue, Glendining, 27/28 Jan. 1944. 
H.M.—Hunterian Museum. 
J.A.A.B.I.—Journal of the Archaeological Association of the British Isles. 
M.M.—Middelburg Museum. 
N.C.—Numismatic Chronicle. 
N.N.M.—Numismatic Notes and Monographs. 
P.L.G.—P. Le Gentilhomme, La Circulation des sceattas (in Melanges de numismatique 

merovingienne, Paris, 1940). (Translated in B.N.J., 1943-4, pp. 195-210.) 
P.V.H.—Own collection. 
R.B.N.—Revue beige de numismatique. 
Ruding—Annals of the Coinage. 3rd ed., London, 1840. 

A P P E N D I X I 

Type-groupings 

A . " S T A N D A R D " SERIES 

1. Early Versions 

{a) T O T XX: Pada. PL I, 2. 
Variety: Royal name in panel: Pada. PI- I, 3-

(b) T O T II: 2a, Radiate head—standard. PI. I, 4. 5- PI- I. 6. 

2. Later Versions, I 

(a) T O T II, triangle of pellets: Runic. PI- I, 7, 8. 
(b) T O T II, no triangle: Runic, 2b, Runic var., 4, 5, 6. PI. I, 9-13. 
(c) Blundered letters: Runic, Runic var., 2b, 3b, 4, 4 var. (i) 5, 5 var., radiate 

head—standard. PI- h 14-17. I9~ 2 1 -
(d) Four pellets and annulet: Runic var., 4, 5. PI- I, 22, 23. 

Varieties: (i) Four pellets, four oblique lines and annulet: 5. PI. I, 24. 
(ii) Four pellets, two obtuse angles and annulet: 5. 
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3. Later Versions, II 

(a) Four saltires and annulet: 3a, 3a var., 6. PL II, 1 - 3 . 
(b) Four horizontal lines and annulet: 4, 5, 6. Pl. II, 4-6. 

Varieties: (i) Two angles and annulet: Runic var., 5, [Standard-standard, 
see 4 (&)]. Pl. II, 7 . 

(ii) Four angles and annulet: 5, 8, 30J/8, [Standard-standard, 
see 4 (6)]. Pl. II, 8, 9, 22, 23. 

(iii) Two angles, two oblique lines, and annulet: Runic, 4, 5, 5 var., 
[Standard-standard, see 4 (&)]. PL II, 10, 11. 

(iv) Four oblique lines and annulet: Runic. Pl. II, 12. 
(v) Four angles, two T ' s , two I's, and annulet: 5. Pl. II, 13. 

(c) Five annulets: 6, 6 var. Pl. II, 14. 
Variety: Four semicircles and annulet: 5. Pl. II, 15. 

[ct) Four crosses and annulet: 5. Pl. II, 16. 

4. Variations, I 

(a) Saltire and three pellets: Runic, " 3 b " ( = 11) [Standard-standard: see 4 (b) 
and 5 (a)]. Pl. II, 1 7 , 18 , 24, 3 1 . 

Variety: "Union J a c k " pattern of pellets: 5. Pl. II, 19. 
(b) Saltire and one pellet: Runic var., 11, Standard-standard. Pl. II, 20-24. 
(c) Diagonals and three pellets: Runic/51, 51, 23*1/51, [Standard-standard, see 

4 (b)]. P l . I I , 2 5 - 2 7 . 
(d) Diagonals and one pellet: [Standard-standard: see 5 (a)]. Pl. II, 32. 
(e) Diagonals and crosses: Wolf-standard. Pl. II, 28. 

5. Variations, II 

(a) Cross with annulets: Runic var., 46, [Standard-standard, see 4 (a) and 4 (d,)]. 
P l . I I , 2 9 - 3 2 . 

Variety: Central cross, four annulets and SEDE: 4 var. (ii). Pl. II, 33. 
(•b) Square of pellets in circle of pellets and annulet: Standard-dragon, [Standard-

standard, see 4 (6)]. Pl. II, 34. 
(c) Whorl-pattern: hound-wheel.1 

B . " L O N D O N " SERIES 
1. "Inscribed" 

(a) Man with crosses: 12. Pl. I l l , 7, 8. 
Variety: " P o r c u p i n e " : 12/5. Pl. I l l , 9, 10. 

(b) Seated figure: 13. Pl. I l l , 11. 
(c) "Celt ic Cross": 14. Pl. I l l , 12. 

2. "Derived" 

(a) M a n w i t h c r o s s e s : 12/34, 1 2 v a r - < J5ffl> x5a V A R-> 22. P l . I l l , 1 3 - 1 7 . 
Varieties: (i) Man with branch and cross: 15b, 15b var. (i). Pl. I l l , 18, 19. 

(ii) Man with two branches: 15b var. (ii). Pl. I l l , 20. 
(iii) Man with cross and staff: Bust with rosettes—man with cross 

and staff. Pl. I l l , 21. 
(iv) Man with cross and bird: 18, 20/18, 19, 20. Pl. I l l , 22, 23. 

(b) Two men with crosses and staves: Two men—rosettes. Pl. I l l , 24. 
(c) "Celt ic Cross": 34 [12/34: see 2 (a)], [Two men with crosses—rosettes: see 

2 (6).] Pl. I l l , 25 , 1 3 . PL HI, 24. 

1 T o b e p u b l i s h e d in f o r t h c o m i n g p a p e r in N.C. 
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3. "Connected." 

(a) "Inscribed" style of bust: 9, 9 var. Pl. IV, 1. 
(b) "Der ived" style of bust: 32a, 326, 33, 42, 42 var. (i), 42 var. (ii), Bust with 

AR.IP—bird and branch. Pl. IV, 2-6. 
Varieties: (i) Helmeted bust—small cross. Pl. IV, 7. 

(ii) Facing bust: 52. Pl. IV, 8. 
(iii) Head in cable: 38, Head in cable—dragon. (N.B.: " L o n d o n " 

style only.) Pl. IV, 9, 10. 
(c) Man with crosses: 23a, 23b, 23d, 232, 416/23^. PI. IV, n - 1 5 . 

Varieties: (i) Man with bow and cross: 23a var. Pl. IV, 16. 
(ii) Man with crosses and flower: 230 var. Pl. IV, 17. 

(iii) Man with cross and staff: 23a. Pl. IV, 18. 
(d) Two men with crosses: 41a, 4i5/4i«, 416, 5/416. Pl. IV, 19-21. 
(e) "Celtic Cross": 39, 48, 23C/34. Pl. IV, 22-24. 

4. Copies 

(a) Bust or head in cable: 38, Head in cable—dragon. (Not " L o n d o n " style.) 
Pl. IV, 27, 28. 

(b) Head in wreath: 21. Pl. IV, 29. 
(c) Man with crosses: 23c, 40, Bird—man with crosses. Pl. IV, 30, 31, 32. 
(d) Two men with crosses: [51: see Standard Series, 4 (c)]. Pl. II, 26. 

A P P E N D I X I I 

Provenances 

A . " S T A N D A R D " SERIES 

Peada. Kent'. Sarre. France: Cimiez. 
2a. Kent: Barham, Broadstairs, Milton, Richborough. Northants.: Castor. Staffs.: 

Compton. France: Bais, Cimiez. Holland: Domburg, Duurstede. 
2b. Beds.: Dunstable, Langford. Cambs.: Nr. Cambridge. Kent: Richborough. Nor-

folk: Caister St. Edmund. Suffolk: Ipswich. Holland: Domburg. 
Rad. head—standard [in B.M.]. Kent: Richborough. 
Runic (lea). London and district. Suffolk: Burgh Castle. 
Runic (Epa). Cambs.: Nr. Cambridge. Kent: Birchington. Warwickshire: Coventry. 

Yorks.: Whitby. France: St. Pierre-les-Etieux. Holland: Domburg. 
Runic (Apa). Beds.: Houghton Regis. Cambs.: Nr. Cambridge. Essex: Southend-on-

Sea. Kent: Richborough. London and district. Norfolk: ? Norwich. Suffolk: 
Woodbridge. France: St. Pierre-les-Etieux. Holland: Domburg, Duurstede. 

Runic (Lepa). Holland: Domburg. 
Runic (Spi). Suffolk: Woodbridge. 
Runic (Uncertain). Cambs.: Nr. Cambridge. Holland: Domburg. 
Runic (Uncertain details). Norfolk: Caister-on-Sea. Holland: Domburg, Duurstede. 
4. Beds.: (Uncertain provenance). Cambs.: Barrington. Dorset: Dorchester. Sussex: 

Cackham. France: Bais, Cimiez, Nantes, Rouen. Germany: Wiesbaden. Hol-
land: Domburg, Duurstede, Franeker, Hallum. 

4 or 5. Berks.: ? Abingdon. Essex: Bradwell-on-Sea. Kent: Barham, Broadstairs. 
Yorks.: Whitby. 

5. Beds.: (Uncertain provenance). Cambs.: Barrington. Dorset: Dorchester. Lanes.: 
Meols. Oxon.: Binsey. Staffs.: Compton. France: Bais, Cimiez, Nantes, Rouen, 
St. Pierre-les-Etieux. Germany: Wiesbaden. Holland: Domburg, Franeker, 
Hallum. 

5 (var.). France: Bais. 
6. France: Cimiez. Holland: Hallum. 
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6 (var.). Holland: Domburg, Middelburg. 
8. France: Bais, Cimiez, St. Pierre-les-Etieux. Holland: Domburg. 
3a. Beds.: Dunstable. Essex: Southend-on-Sea. Hants: Southampton. Sussex: Pye-

comb. Yorks.: Whitby. Belgium: Etaples. France: Bais, Cimiez. Holland: 
Domburg, Hallum. 

3a (var.). France: Cimiez. 
51. Yorks.: Whitby. 
11. Sussex: Selsey (noted as " 3 b " ) . France: Cimiez. 

B . " L O N D O N " S E R I E S 

12. London and district (including the Thames). Norfolk: Norwich. 
13. London and district. 
14. London and district. 
15a. London and district. 
155. London and district (including the Thames). 
16. London and district (including the Thames). 
17. Northants.: Irchester. 
18. Glos.: Chedworth. London and district (including the Thames). Yorks.: Whitby. 
19. London and district. 
20. Dorset: Dorchester. 
34. Sussex: Brighton. 
12/34. Yorks.: Whitby. 
9. Lines.: Stamford. 
12/5. Holland: Domburg, Hallum. 
32a. Hants: Southampton. London and district. Yorks.: Whitby. Holland: Dom-

burg. 
33. London and district. 
42. Oxon.: Nr. Oxford. 
38. Kent: Reculver, Richborough. 
52. Kent: Richborough. 
23a. London: The Thames. 
23a (var.). Oxon.: Dorchester. 
23b. Oxon.: Dorchester. 
23s. Cambs.: Malton. London and district. 
23s (var.). France: Cimiez. 
416/230. Yorks.: Whitby. 
40. Herts.: Hemel Hempstead. Suffolk: Framlingham. Yorks.: Whitby. 
40 (?). Oxon.: Dorchester. 
41a. Leics.: Saxby. Wilts.: ? Marlborough. 
41 b. Kent: Richborough. London: The Thames. Norfolk: ? Norwich. France: 

Cimiez. 
51. Yorks.: Whitby. 
5/51. Holland: Hallum. 
39. Hants: Bitterne, Southampton. London: The Thames. 
39 (?). Yorks.: Whitby. 
48. Hants: Southampton. 
49. Dorset: Dorchester. Hants: Southampton. 
49/48. Yorks.: Whitby. 

K E Y T O P L A T E S 
" S T A N D A R D " SERIES 

P L A T E I 

1. Constantine II, M 3, rev. VIR.TVS EXER.CIT, vexillum and captives. B.M. 
Cohen, vii, p. 397, no. 252. 

2. Peada. B.M. B.M.C. (Mercia), no. 2. 
3. Peada. B.M. B.M.C. (Mercia), no. 1. 
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4. 2a. B.M. B.M.C., no. 12. 
5. 2a. Domburg. R.B.N., 1870, Pl. F. 9. 
6. Radiate head—standard. F.E.J. 
7. Runic (Epa). C.B.S.C., lot 147 (b); G.S.C., lot 753. 
8. Runic (Epa). A.M. B.M.C., no. 37 var. 
9. 2b. B.M. B.M.C., no. 24. 

10. Runic (Apa). B.M. B.M.C., no. 48. 
11. 4. C.B.S.C., lot 157 (a). 
12. 5. B.M.C., no. 61 var. 
13. 6. Cimiez. B.N. P.L.G., Pl. vi, 57. 
14. Runic (Wigraed). P.V.H. 
15. 2b. P.V.H. As B.M.C., no. 23. 
16. Radiate head—standard. Richborough. B.M. 
17. 3b. B.M. B.M.C., no. 52. 
18. 3a (debased form). Ex-Montagu. B.M.C., no. 51 var. 
19. 4. B.M.C., no. 54 var. 
20. 5. P.V.H. B.M.C. no. 60 var. 
21. 5. C.B.S.C., lot 154 (e). 
22. 4. B.M. B.M.C., no. 55. 
23. 5. H.M. Ruding, Pl. 1, 11. 
24. 5. M.M. B.M.C., no. 69 var. 
25. 7. B.M. B.M.C., no. 77. 

PLATE I I 

1. 3«. F.E.J. As B.M.C., no. 50. 
2. 3«. F.E.J. As B.M.C., no. 51. 
3. 6. Cimiez. B.N. P.L.G., Pl. vi, 59. 
4. 4. F.M. B.M.C., no. 58 var. 
5. 5. P.L.G., Pl. iv, 24. 
6. 6. B.M. B.M.C., no. 74. 
7. 5. F.M. B.M.C., nos. 70 var. 
8. 5. Cimiez. B.N. P.L.G., Pl. vi, 52. 
9. 8. B.M. B.M.C., no. 79. 

10. Runic (Epa). B.M. 
11. 5. B.M. 
12. Runic (Epa). B.M. B.M.C., no. 31. 
13. 5. Domburg. R.B.N., 1870, Pl. F. 19. 
14. 6. B.M. B.M.C., no. 75. 
15. 5. Domburg. R.B.N., 1870, Pl. E. 1. 
16. 5. F.M. B.M.C., no. 68 var. 
17. Runic (Epa). H.M. Ruding, Pl. 11, 16. 
18. " 3 6 " . B.M. B.M.C., no. 53. 
19. 5. P . V . H . C.B.S.C., l o t 1 5 9 (b). 
20. Runic (? Elhu). C.B.S.C., lot 142 (a). 
21. 11. B.M. B.M.C., no. 87. 
22. Standard-standard. B.M. (Ex-Lawrence.) 
23. Standard-standard. F.E.J. 
24. Standard-standard. B.M. (Ex-Barnett.) 
25. Runic (Epa)151 (mule). B.M. 
26. 51. B.M. B.M.C., no. 197 var. 
27. 230/51 (mule). F.E.J. 
28. Wolf-standard. H.M. B.B., Pl. vn, 8. 
29. Runic (Epa). H.M. Ruding, Pl. 11, 17 
30. 46. B.M. B.M.C., no. 188. 
31. Standard-standard. M.M. 
32. Standard-standard. A.M. 
33. 4 var. (ii). A.M. 
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34. Standard-dragon. Norwich Museum. N.C., 1950, pp. 150-1. 
35. 24a. B.M. B.M.C., no. 118. 
36. 246. B.M. B.M.C., no. 119. 

" L O N D O N " SERIES 
PLATE I I I 

1. Justin II, solidus, rev. V I C T O R I A A V G G G , Victory holding long cross and cross 
on globe. B.M. B.M.C. (Byzantine), i, p. 27, no. 8. 

2. Honorius, solidus, rev. V I C T O R I A A V G G G , Emperor holding labarum and Vic-
tory. B.M. Cohen, viii, p. 185, no. 44. 

3. Constantine I, M 3, rev. R O M A E A E T E R N A E , Roma seated r. B.M. Cohen, vii, 
p. 2S3, nos. 469 ff. 

4. Honorius, siliqua, rev. V R B S R O M A , Roma seated 1. B.M. Cohen, viii, p. 188, 
no. 70. 

5. Heraclius, ^R, obv. Two Emperors seated. B.M. B.M.C. (Byzantine), i, p. 246, 
no. 441. 

6. Magnus Maximus, M 4, rev. V I C T O R I A A V G G , Victory 1. B.M. Cohen, viii, 
p. 168, no. 11. 

7. 12, obv. L V H O O N I A . B.M. B.M.C., no. 89. 
8. 12, obv. N H O O N M + . B.M. B.M.C., no. 88. 
9. 12/5 (mule). Hallum. M.M. R.B.N., 1S70, Pl. C. 14. 

10. 12/5 (mule). Domburg. R.B.N., 1870, Pl. F, 4. 
11. 13. B.M. B.M.C., no. 92. 
12. 14. B.M. B.M.C. no. 93. 
13. 12/34 (two revs.—mule). Whitby. B.M. 
14. 15a. B.M. B.M.C., no. 94. 
15. 15a var. F.E.J. 
16. 16. B.M. B.M.C., no. 97. 
17. 22. B.M. B.M.C., no. 110. 
18. 155. B.M. B.M.C., no. 96. 
19. 156 var. (i). B.M. N.N.M., 80, Pl. xv, 5 (described as a variant of type 16). 
20. 156 var. (ii). A.M. B.B., Pl. viii, 16 (rev. only). 
21. Bust with rosettes—man with cross and staff. C.B.S.C., lot 163 (d). 
22. 18. B.M. B.M.C., no. 101. 
23. 20. B.M. B.M.C., no. 106. 
24. Two men with crosses—five rosettes. B.M. Ruding, Appx., Pl. x x v i , 13. 
25. 34. B.M. B.M.C., no. 162. 

PLATE I V 
1. 9. B.M. B.M.C., no. 85. 
2. 32a. B.M. B.M.C., no. 151. 
3. 32b. B.M. B.M.C., no. 156. 
4. 33. B.M. B.M.C., no. 157. 
5. 42. B.M. B.M.C., no. 180. 
6. Bust with ARIP—bird and branch. G.S.C., lot 691. 
7. Helmeted bust—small cross.1 H.M. Ruding, Pl. I, 27. 
8. 52. B.M. B.M.C., no. 198. 
9. 38 ("London" style). B.M. B.M.C., no. 169. 

10. Head in cable—dragon ("London" style). A.M. 
11. 23a. B.M. B.M.C., no. 112. 
12. 23b. B.M. B.M.C., no. 113. 
13. 23d. B.M. B.M.C., no. 116. 

1 T h e e x a m p l e i l lustrated is u n f o r t u n a t e l y broken, so t h a t t h e h e l m e t is off the flan, 
b u t the f a c t t h a t t h e b u s t is h e l m e t e d is shown b y t w o other pieces, one of w h i c h w a s the 
v e r y fine coin in the G r a n t l e y sale, lot 739 (collection of the late Mr. R . C. L o c k e t t ) : its 
pale yel low colour, however , gives the impression t h a t i t is a v e r y base t h r y m s a . 
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14. 23s. B.M. B.M.C., no. 117. 
15. 416/230 (mule). Whitby. B.M. 
16. 23a var. Dorchester, Oxon. A.M. N.C., 1841/2, p. 32, no. 4; R.B.N., 1870, p. 117. 
17. 23^ var. Cimiez. B.N. P.L.G., PI. vi, 75. 
18. 23a. B.M. B.M.C., no. 111 . 
19. 41a. B.M. B.M.C., no. 173. 
20. 416. P.V.H. As B.M.C., no. 178. 
21. 5/416 (mule). Hallum. M.M. R.B.N., 1870, PI. C. 13. 
22. 39. B.M. B.M.C., no. 170. 
23. 48. B.M. B.M.C., no. 191. 
24. 23C/34 (mule). B.M. 
25. 49. B.M. B.M.C., no. 192. 
26. 49/48 (mule). Whitby. B.M. 
27. 38. C.B.S.C., lot 168 (6). 
28. Head in cable—dragon. H.M. Ruding, PL 1, 27. 
29. 2T. B.M. B.M.C., no. 108. 
30. 23c. B.M. B.M.C., no. 115. 
31. Bird—man with crosses. Ex-Montagu. 
32. 40. B.M. B.M.C., no. 171. 



A R O U N D H A L F P E N N Y OF H E N R Y I 

By PETER S E A B Y 

THE round halfpenny was introduced into England during the reign 
of Alfred, probably by Danish raiders or settlers who had become 
familiar with the Prankish obol while campaigning on the Continent. 
They were struck for Halfdene and later Viking leaders, and by Alfred 
and some of his successors, though probably never in great quantities 
as they are rare. From the late ninth century onwards pennies cut or 
broken in half (and sometimes into quarters), passed in circulation 
together with the round halfpennies, the last Saxon round halfpennies 
now known being struck during the reign of Eadgar. It had been sup-
posed until recently that, from the reign of Eadgar until the great 
recoinage of Edward I, pennies cut into halves or quarters were the 
only form of small change in circulation. There is, however, some 
literary evidence which points to a possible issue of round halfpence 
during the reign of Henry I. Several of the twelfth-century chroniclers 
record a proclamation of Henry I of 1108 dealing with debasement 
and falsification of the coinage which also refers to halfpennies ordered 
to be made in round form. This literary evidence will be dealt with 
separately b y Dr. Philip Grierson and Mr. Christopher Brooke. 

B y kind permission of Mr. Allen Forbes the writer was able to ex-
hibit the little coin under discussion at the March 1950 meeting of 
the Society. Its find-site is, unfortunately, unknown, but it is known 
to have been in the collection of the present owner's great-uncle in 
1877, as there is some correspondence concerning it with Sir John 
Evans and the Rev. A. Leigh Barker. 

This coin weighs 9-75 grains and has a diameter of 15 millimetres. 
It is not perfectly struck and the inscriptions are not completely 
legible, but the main features of the design are intact. On the obverse 
there is a facing head with what appears to be a wreath around it, and 
an inscription reading HENRI . .EX, which can certainly be completed 
as HENRIC REX. On the reverse is a plain cross potent with a cross 
of four pellets in each angle, and an inscription reading G O D P I N A . . I. 
The last letter but one is partially obliterated but seems to be either 
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P or NP ligated, and the inscription might therefore be extended to 
G O D P I N A O N PI (PI . A , 7). 

A t first sight there might seem little reason for assigning this coin 
to the reign of Henry I, or, for that matter, to England even. There 
is certainly something familiar about the style and fabric, but, on the 
other hand, there are numerous continental coins, and particularly 
German coins, which owe their origin to the Norman coins of England. 
Neither Professor Walter Havernick nor Dr. Peter Berghaus, however, 
has ever seen a similar coin. Professor Havernick has suggested that 
it might conceivably be a light weight denar, showing English in-
fluence, of the Emperor Henry V (1106-11). If this was the case he 
would be tempted to assign it to the mint of Aix-la-Chapelle, as a 
somewhat similar head is found on some of the coins of Cologne of the 
same period. Dr. Berghaus does not think it emanates from a Ger-
man mint, but would assign it to the beginning of the reign of Henry 
I of England, though he suggests that the head could have been copied 
from certain coins of the Rhineland or the Netherlands (e.g. Utrecht). 
The use of a moneyer's name on German coins of this period is almost 
unknown, and the name Godwin could hardly be more English. 

If this is in fact an English coin, then it must surely have been 
issued during the reign of Henry I, for it is scarcely conceivable that 
during the reigns of Henry II or Henry III , when die-engraving was so 
standardized, a halfpenny coin could have been issued so unlike the 
then current penny. 

It may seem strange that if English round halfpennies had been 
issued subsequent to the proclamation of 1108 none should have 
appeared before now; but when one recalls that the gold florins of 
Edward III were known to have been issued, though they did not 
come to light until 1857, then it does not appear so remarkable after 
all. It must also be remembered how rare even the pennies are of the 
early and middle years of Henry's reign. There were certainly many 
more halfpennies and farthings in circulation during the Middle Ages 
than there would appear to be from the records of coin hoards. 
Hoarders did not usually bury the small change that was so necessary 
for day-to-day.purchases. There is one other factor to be considered: 
it may be that moneyers would not pay the fees for round halfpenny 
dies, knowing it to be less profitable to make coins of this denomina-
tion than to make pennies and then cut them in half. 

It is when we look at the lettering on this coin that we find definite 
evidence for dating it to the middle years of the reign of Henry I of 
England. The lettering is of the type Brooke1 calls " Series V and V I " 
which is used on the pennies of types I V - X I V . This is quite a different 
form of lettering to that used on the first four types of the reign. The 
earlier lettering had straight or concave uprights without serifs, but 
this was superseded by lettering of new style which has slightly con-
vex uprights with definite serifs at the ends. Peculiar to the earlier 

1 See G. C. Brooke's Catalogue of English Coins in the British Museum, Norman Kings, 
vol. i, pp. liii-lv, and Epigraphical Table. 
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years of this new lettering are the wide almost horizontally barred N 
which is found on many coins of types V - I X , and the very narrow D 
such as appears on this coin in the name GODWIN. On the pennies of 
Henry I the Roman H used at the beginning of the reign was super-
seded during the run of type IV by the round ti but it is interesting to 
note that the large Roman H on this coin is not made from a punch of 
the old type, but from a new punch which has the new convex uprights 
and serifs. We cannot, therefore, on the strength of a Roman type H 
attribute this coin to a date earlier than the end of type IV. 

To return to the reverse inscription: Godwin is a common name, 
and during the reign of Henry I moneyers of this name are known to 
have operated at London, Chichester, Gloucester, Southwark, Thet-
ford, Wallingford, Warwick, and Winchester. If we are correct in 
assuming that GODPIN A ON PI is the full reading, then this coin 
would seem to be the work of a moneyer of Winchester. Now in the 
Winton Domesday a "Godwinvs Socche" is described as magister 
monetariorum during the reign of Edward the Confessor, and after the 
conquest we have a complete run of types by a moneyer named God-
win from type IV of William I to type V I of Henry I, with the solitary 
exception of type III. After type V I we have no other coins of God-
win struck at Winchester until type X V , the last type of the reign. 
Now if we reckon that the types of Henry's coinage were changed 
every two years (and Brooke reckoned that four different types were 
used in the first eight years of the reign), then both types V and V I 
were struck within two or three years following Henry's proclamation 
of 1108. The A following the moneyer's name presents a problem. It 
could either be the first letter of a mint name, ON being omitted, which 
is unlikely, or it could have been used in mistake for a final E—also 
rather unlikely. It seems more probable that the letter A represents a 
surname. If this is a coin of the middle years of Henry's reign, then 
this would be the earliest example of a surname being used on a Nor-
man coin. There is a London moneyer DEREMAN RJ who struck coins 
of type X V , and there is another coin of uncertain mint of the same 
type by a moneyer GODPINE GV, who may be the moneyer described in 
the Pipe Roll of 1130 as " Godwinus Quachehand " (Godwin Lefthand). 

The obverse inscriptions on Henry's coins are remarkably consis-
tent, and it may be of interest to note here that, with one exception, a 
mule of type IX/X, the only pennies of Henry I with the inscription 
HENR.IC R.EX that the writer has been able to trace are the coins of 
type V. 

If this coin is a halfpenny of Henry I, then one would expect it to 
have a design corresponding to one of his pennies. A t first glance it 
does not, for there are certainly no English pennies of this period 
which have a wreathed instead of a crowned head. There are, how-
ever, certain points of resemblance to several types of pennies, namely 
those of types V, VI , I X , and, to a lesser extent, the obverse of type X. 
On all the pennies of Henry I the obverse legend starts at the bottom-
left of the king's head and finishes at the bottom-right, with the excep-



tion of type X which has an inscription completely circling the coin. 
However, we cannot attribute this halfpenny to the period of type X 
for this reason alone, as the reverse type does not remotely correspond 
to the penny. The fact that the inscription entirely encircles the king's 
head might be explained by taking into account the difficulties the 
engraver may have had in getting the inscription HENR.IC REX on to 
the smaller flan of a halfpenny, using the letter punches he had at his 
disposal. 

If the obverse of this Henry halfpenny is compared with the pennies 
of Henry I we find that, though no penny has a wreath around the 
king's head, pennies of type VI have three small fleurs-de-lis above the 
king's head instead of a normal crown. Type V has one star and type 
VI has two or three stars to the right of the king's head. Is it possible 
that the lower part of what appears to be a wreath on the halfpenny is 
really meant to represent a couple of stars ? The actual head of the 
king, excluding the hair or wreath, is made from a punch very like 
that used on the pennies of type VI. The pennies of type I X also have 
a star and quatrefoil to the right of the king's head. 

The reverse of this halfpenny also does not exactly correspond with 
any known penny, but there is some resemblance to types V, VI, and 
IX. Type V has a voided cross with a voided lis or quatrefoil in the 
angles, and type VI has a plain cross pattee with sceptres and stars in 
the angles. A die-sinker might well be excused for adapting either of 
these designs when copying them on to a smaller die of halfpenny 
size. If the penny designs had been copied unaltered, merely being 
reduced in size, they would have been most difficult to execute and 
would have looked markedly cramped on a small coin of this size. 
If type V is the model for this halfpenny, then the die-sinker might 
well have inserted a plain instead of a voided cross, or, if it was type 
VI that was copied, then he might similarly have omitted the sceptre 
handles and changed the sceptre-head and stars into a group of four 
pellets. Again, if type I X was the model, then the engraver would 
possibly have left out the quatrefoil that surrounds the cross pattee 
on the penny of that type. 

u 
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There is another factor to be considered in the attempt to date this 
halfpenny. We know that the pennies of types V I I - X I I were officially 
mutilated before issue, being snicked through the flan for a quarter-
inch or so. One would expect any halfpennies issued during this 
"snicked flan" period to have a snicked flan also, as there is no reason 
to suppose that they would have been exempted from this mutilation. 
As this halfpenny is not snicked there is some reason for assuming 
that it cannot be contemporary with type IX, but that it must have 
been issued either earlier or later than the pennies of types V I I - X I I . 

Finally, let us consider the weight of this halfpenny, 9 7 5 grains. 
If this was struck at about the average weight for a coin of this type, 
then we should expect it to be issued at a time when the penny was 
being struck at around 19-5 grains. The table below gives the average 
weight for the various types of Henry I pennies in the British Museum 
collection.1 

I I 11 
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m w * * K X JL M xm m w 

\ \ 
/ • - - - i - • - 1-1 - - - • 

4, 

j 
V 
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V 
This table cannot be said to supply any definite evidence for dating 

this halfpenny, but it does tend to confirm the other evidence which 
points to the period of types V or V I as the date of issue. 

In conclusion, the points mentioned above can be summarized as 
follows: 

a. We have here a halfpenny with the inscription HENR.IC REX. 
b. There is no evidence against it being an English coin. 
c. If English, it should be assigned to the reign of Henry I rather 

than Henry II or Henry III. 

1 This table is compiled from figures given in Brooke 's Norman Kings. Coins of obvious 
short weight h a v e not been taken into account, but even so, the weights given for those 
types marked wi th an asterisk cannot be considered absolutely reliable as there are so 
few specimens from which to work out a mean. 
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d. There is some literary evidence that suggests an issue of round 
halfpennies was authorized in 1108. 

e. The lettering is of the type used on the pennies of Henry I's 
middle years (after type IV). 

/. If GODPIN A ON PI is the correct reverse inscription, then this 
would appear to be a coin of Winchester. A moneyer Godwin 
operated at Winchester between types I and VI and for the last 
type of the reign (on the other hand, Godwin A may not be the 
same moneyer). 

g. The inscription HENR.IC R.EX is only found on pennies of type V 
(with the exception of one mule of type IX/X). 

h. There is some similarity of design to the pennies of types V, VI, 
and IX. 

i. As there is no snick in the flan the period of type V or VI is more 
likely than type IX. 

j. The weight of this halfpenny is about half the average weight of 
the pennies of types V and VI. 

k. The period of type V and VI falls shortly after the 1108 procla-
mation. 

There thus seem to be good grounds for assigning this halfpenny to 
the period of the type V or VI pennies of Henry I. 



R O U N D H A L F P E N N I E S OF H E N R Y I 

By PHILIP GRIERSON and CHRISTOPHER BROOKE 

AT a meeting of the British Numismatic Society on I March 1950 Mr. 
Peter Seaby exhibited what he suggested might be a round halfpenny 
of King Henry I, and read a short note on it. In view of the interest 
created by the exhibition and the discussions to which it has given rise, 
it may be useful to examine the literary evidence for the existence of 
such coins. Ruding1 and Brooke2 both cited a number of texts in which 
the round halfpenny is mentioned, but these vary greatly in date, and 
the impressiveness of the total is seriously diminished by the fact 
that they are all manifestly copying one another. It is necessary to 
ascertain which of the references is the earliest and what is its date, and 
to determine whether its author can be regarded as a credible witness. 

The institution of the round halfpenny by Henry I is invariably 
described in the context of the currency reform of 1108. This reform 
is mentioned by Eadmer, William of Malmesbury, John (or Florence) 
of Worcester, "Symeon of Durham", the anonymous author of the 
Historia post Bedam, and Roger of Hoveden.3 The exact relations 
between these chroniclers is not quite certain, but the following genea-
logy represents the best received opinion at the moment. 

Eadmer 4 

(c. 1109) 

John of Worcester5 

(c. 1131) 
I 

" S y m e o n of D u r h a m " 
I 

Historia post Bedam 
(between 1148 and 1161) 

Roger of Hoveden7 

(c. X190) 
1 R . Ruding, Annals of the Coinage (3rd ed., 1840), i. 163, nn. 6, 7. 
2 G. C. Brooke, Catalogue of English Coins in the British Museum. The Norman Kings 

(1916), i, pp. cxli i i-cxliv. 
3 Eadmer, Historia Novorum, ed. M. Rule (Rolls Series, 1884), p. 193; William of 

Malmesbury, Gesta Regum, ed. W . Stubbs, ii (Rolls Series, 1889), p. 487; Florence of 
Worcester, Chronicon ex Chronicis, ed. B . Thorpe, ii (London, 1849), p. 57 ; Symeon 
of Durham, Historia Regum, ed. T. Arnold, ii (Rolls Series, 1885), p. 239; Historia post 
Bedam (British Museum, Royal MS. i3.A.vi , fo. 86u.); Roger of Hoveden, Chronica, ed. 
W . Stubbs, i (Rolls Series, 1868), p. 165. 

* The first edition of Eadmer's Historia Novorum went down to the death of Anselm 
in 1109 (Eadmer, p. 2 1 7 ; Will iam of Malmesbury, Gesta Regum, i. 1-2) and was used b y 
William of Malmesbury in the composition of the Gesta Regum; the last two books were 
added c. 1125. 

5 On the authorship, see below; for the date of John's first edition, which presumably 
contained this passage, see J. R . H. Weaver in The Chronicle of John of Worcester (Oxford, 
1908), p. 9 and n. 4. 

6 Cf. Stubbs, Introduction to the Gesta Regum, i, pp. x i x - x x , x l iv -x lv , lvi-lvii . 
7 For the dates and relationship of " S y m e o n " , the Historia post Bedam, and Hoveden, 

see Stubbs, Introduction to Roger of Hoveden, i, pp. x x v i ff., Ixxi. The authorship and 
exact date of " S y m e o n " are still sub iudice. 

William of 
Malmesbury6 

(1120/5) 
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With the exception of William of Malmesbury,1 the texts are so 
nearly identical that there is no doubt that they all ultimately derive 
from Eadmer. John of Worcester is the first to mention the round 
halfpenny. " S y m e o n " is at this point a mere copy of John, and from 
him the passage passed to the two later writers. It follows that Ead-
mer and John are the only relevant witnesses; the later writers can be 
disregarded. 

The text of Eadmer, with John's additions in square brackets, reads 
as follows: 

"Debased and forged coin afflicted many people in many ways. 
The king decided to reform it with such rigour, that no one who 
could be caught making forged pennies should be saved by any ran-
som but the loss of his eyes and mutilation. And since it often hap-
pened that when pennies were being selected, they were bent and 
broken and then rejected, he ordained that no penny or halfpenny 
[which he also ordained should be round, or even farthing] should 
be whole. From this for a time the whole kingdom greatly bene-
fited".2 

The meaning of the passage in brackets—John of Worcester's in-
sertion—is plain: Henry I instituted a round halfpenny. The precise 
meaning of the whole passage in Eadmer is not so clear,3 but the 
Latin cannot (at least without a great deal of emendation) be made to 
signify anything except that which is indicated in the translation given 
above. The reference is to the contemporary equivalent of biting 
coins to test their genuineness, this being done by bending them to 
and fro. This would normally affect only coins of inferior alloy, which 
would break under the strain, but sometimes good coins would crack 
as a consequence of repeated maltreatment; as a result, perfectly 
genuine money might be refused. The king therefore ordered that no 
new pennies issued by the mints henceforward should be "whole" . 
This can only refer to the practice of making an incision on the edge 
of each coin of the kind found on types V I I - X I I of Henry I ;4 the cut 
would reveal the quality of the metal, and render bending to and fro 

1 I t is probable, but not certain, that Wil l iam also derived his information on the 
reform from Eadmer. 

2 " I t e m moneta corrupta et falsa multis modis multos affligebat. Q u a m rex sub t a n t a 
[John of Worcester starts Monetam quoque corruptam et falsam sub t a n t a . . .] animadver-
sione corrigi statuit, u t nullus qui posset deprehendi falsos denarios facere aliqua redem-
ptione, quin oculos et inferiores corporis partes perderet iuvari valeret. E t quoniam 
sepissime dum denarii eligebantur, flectebantur rumpebantur respuebantur, statuit ut 
nullus denarius vel obolus [John of Worcester inserts quos et rotundos esse instituit, aut 
etiam quadrans] integer esset. E x quo facto magnum bonum ad tempus [John of Worcester 
omits ad tempus] tot i regno creatum est ." 

3 Wil l iam of Malmesbury's v e r s i o n — " W h e n he heard that broken coins, although of 
good silver, were rejected b y the merchants, he ordered them all to be broken or incised 
[omnes vel frangi vel incidi precepit]"—is even less intelligible. I t seems to imply t h a t 
Henry solved the problem b y a general mutilation of the coinage, an explanation which 
is fantastic in itself and quite inconsistent with the numismatic evidence. I t was probably 
due to a misunderstanding of Eadmer. 

4 Brooke, op. cit. ii. 279. I t appears sporadically on later types. 
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unnecessary.1 The very ingenious explanation put forward by W. J. 
Andrew, that the "nicking" was intended to prevent the unlicensed 
cutting of pennies so as to form halfpennies, can scarcely be accepted, 
since it would render pointless Eadmer's reference to the bending and 
breaking of the coins which the "nicking" was designed to prevent. 

Of Eadmer, a Canterbury monk who was one of the most dis-
tinguished historians and biographers of his day, it can fairly be said 
that he was an honest and reliable writer, and strictly contemporary 
with the events he is describing. A certain mystery attaches to the 
chronicler who has been referred to as John of Worcester. The chron-
icle is normally ascribed to Florence of Worcester, who died in 1118, 
but in the form in which it survives it is the work of his successor John. 
Professor R. R. Darlington has shown2 that there is strong reason to 
believe that the passages from Eadmer were incorporated by John 
after the death of Florence, and this passage is therefore almost cer-
tainly his work. He was, like Eadmer, reliable and well informed, and 
he was writing while Henry I was still king. There is no conceivable 
reason why he should have gone out of his way to insert the reference 
to round halfpennies unless he had known of their existence. 

There is one other mention of round halfpennies in the first half of 
the twelfth century. It comes from the "Prophecies of Merlin", com-
posed by Geoffrey of Monmouth shortly before the death of Henry I.3 

These prophecies are a collection of cryptic and not over-intelligible 
aphorisms in which Merlin is made to foretell the future. The earlier 
section, up to and including the reign of Henry I—i.e. up to the time 
when Geoffrey himself was writing—forms a somewhat obscure com-
mentary on actual historical happenings, while the later sections—i.e. 
what for Geoffrey himself was the future—are complete gibberish. At 
the end of the first section, and consequently in what was for Geoffrey 
the recent past, occurs a sentence which can be freely translated: " The 
surface of the coinage will be cleft, the halfpenny] will be round." 
The Latin is gnomic, but the double allusion to the "nicking" of the 
coins and the making of round halfpennies is clear. Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth was the most mendacious of historians, but here for once he 
had no motive for invention, and the correctness of his references to 

1 " A N u m i s m a t i c History of the Reign of H e n r y I " , Num. Chron., 4th Series, i (1901), 
10-12, 54-56, 492; developed in " A Numismatic History of the Reign of S t e p h e n " , Brit. 
Num. Journ. vi i i (1911), 132-3. The argument is that , since the " n i c k i n g " did not follow 
the arms of the cross, along which the cutt ing of the penny into halfpennies would nor-
m a l l y — p e r h a p s compulsor i ly—be done, the illegitimate division of a " nicked " coin would 
provide the culprit wi th one good hal fpenny and one bad ( " n i c k e d " ) one. The latter 
would in any case probably break on account of the cut which had already been made in it. 

2 In his introduction to The Vita Wulfstani of William of Malmesbury (Camden Third 
Series, xl , 1928), pp. xvi—xvii. 

3 " F i n d e t u r forma commercii, dimidium rotundum e r i t " (ed. E . Faral, La Legende 
Arthurienne, 1. iii (Paris, 1929), p. 193; ed. A . Griscom, The Historia Regum Britanniae 
of Geoffrey of Monmouth (New Y o r k , 1929), p. 387). For the date of the prophecies, see 
Faral , op. cit. 1. ii. 9 - 1 0 ; for the interpretation cf. ibid., pp. 5 6 - 5 7 : " l e s demi-pieces de 
monnaie prenant la forme arrondie" . T h e passage has recently been discussed b y A. 
Blanchet, "Monnaies coupees et monnaies ' rondes ' en Angle terre" , Revue numismatique, 
5th series, xi i (1950), 206-9, though without arriving a t any useful conclusion. 
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occurrences in Henry I's reign could only enhance the prestige of the 
"prophecies" and the " H i s t o r y " in which they were embedded. 

The evidence of John of Worcester and of the "Prophecies of Mer-
l in", therefore, must be regarded as sufficient to establish the existence 
of round halfpennies in the time of Henry I. It is true that no speci-
mens have up to the present been recorded, but this does not warrant 
our disbelieving in their existence.1 Many coins, of which only small 
issues were struck, have been known from literary or documentary 
sources long before specimens were discovered: cases in point are 
the gold florin of Edward III of England, whose existence was 
doubted until two specimens came to light in 1857, and the ange d'or 
of Louis I of Flanders. A coin of low value, when only a small quan-
tity has been struck, is always more likely to disappear than one of 
high value, since there is less inducement to hoard it, and the curiously 
haphazard rarity of particular denominations in many series of ancient 
and medieval coins is a well-known fact. There is no reason to suppose 
that Henry's issue was a large one, extending over a long period. It is 
not even certain that the round halfpennies were first struck in 1108, 
for John of Worcester's reference to them is merely a casual comment, 
suggested by Eadmer's account of the currency reform of 1108, and 
cannot be taken as evidence for their striking in this year rather than 
any other.2 Their existence at some period in the reign must, however, 
be regarded as certain. 

1 W . J. Andrew {Num.. Chron., 4th Series, i (1901), p. 12) argues that there could h a v e 
been no round halfpennies in Henry I 's reign, because t h e y were not known before John 
issued his Irish halfpennies in 1210. The evidence for this is a passage in Roger of Wend-
over's Flores Historiarum (ed. H. O. Coxe, iii (London, 1841), p. 234) which describes 
John's coinage as a fulfilment of the "Prophecies of Mer l in" quoted above. The passage 
in Wendover cannot be made to bear Andrew's interpretation, nor is Wendover (writing 
in the early thirteenth century) sound evidence for what did or did not happen in the 
reign of Henry I. Andrew makes the further suggestion (ibid., p. 11) t h a t the non-
existence of these coins is to be explained b y the supposition that the order was purely 
permissive: if the moneyers struck halfpennies in future, t h e y should be round and not 
cut ones, and in fact t h e y did not strike them, because it would have been less profitable 
than striking pennies. If his general interpretation of the passage were correct, this would 
be quite a reasonable explanation. 

2 The "Prophecies of Merl in" , however, also couple the " n i c k i n g " of the coins with 
the creation of the round halfpennies, which strengthens the case for supposing that both 
were ordered at the same time. 



T H E COINAGE OF H E N R Y V I I I A N D E D W A R D VI IN 
H E N R Y ' S NAME (concluded). 

By C. A. WHITTON 

(c) H E N R Y V I I I A N D E D W A R D V I , B A S E COINAGE, 1544-51 

T H I S paper will consider the silver coins bearing Henry's name and 
full-face portrait, all of base metal of gradually deteriorating quality, 
and of all mints save Bristol which will be discussed later in a separate 
article. Some reference will also be made to the base groats and lesser 
coins with Edward's name and profile portrait. 

The coins which will come under notice are: 
1. The first base issue, the Fourth Coinage, dating from 1544, from 

the Tower mint, consisting of coins of 9 oz. fine. The Third 
Coinage, of 10 oz. fine, was presumably not issued but melted 
down. 

2. The second base issue, the Fifth Coinage, dating from 1545, 
coming from the mints at the Tower, Southwark, Canterbury, 
and York. The coins are 6 oz. fine. 

3. The third base issue, the Sixth Coinage, dating from 1546 and of 
4 oz. fine, from the same mints as the issue of 1545 with the addi-
tion of Bristol. This coinage continued, as will appear, uninter-
ruptedly after the death of Henry VIII , probably until 1551. 

A primary difficulty in the classification of these different coinages is 
that they cannot be divided into watertight compartments. Though 
their inward content was different yet the outward marks on them, 
bust, privy marks, &c., in some cases overlapped so that coins of 
different quality, and so of different dates, had the same marks in 
common. Therefore the whole Base Coinage is here described as one 
continuous series, with the outward changes noted as they took place. 

Before any description of the coins is attempted attention must be 
drawn to an essential difference between the earlier initial marks on 
the gold and silver. The Lis, it is true, is common to both, but the 
Annulet-with-pellet and the Southwark letters S and e common on 
many gold coins, do not occur as initial marks on groats and half-
groats though the two letters so appear on rare pence. On the testoons, 
however, the initial marks are the same as on the gold. 

But the Annulet-with-pellet and the letters S and 6 do appear on 
groats (and the letters on rare half-groats); they were placed in the 
forks of the cross-ends on the reverse, and Evans was no doubt right 
in suggesting that such coins correspond to the gold and testoons with 
these symbols as initial marks. The groats with Annulet-with-pellet 
in the forks have i.m. Lis and they, and in particular some testoons 
with i.m. Lis and Annulet-with-pellet side by side, stress the affinity 
already noted between these two marks. 

On the deterioration of the silver from its inception to the death of 
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Henry V I I I instructive light is thrown by the experiments in assay1 

arranged by Henry Symonds, some of the results of which are still pre-
served in concrete form at the British Museum. I give all the relevant 
figures with what seem legitimate inferences from them: 

1. Groat, i.m. Lis, a coin which has been regarded as a mule with 
obverse Base Coinage (Fourth Coinage), reverse Second Coinage, 
with saltires in the forks; fineness 9 oz. 2 dwt. 12 grs. This coin 
even if not a mule is at least a reliable index to the fineness of the 
earliest undoubted true groats of the first base silver, which all 
have a small neat Annulet in the forks. Some of these groats, 
however, may be of 6 oz. fine, since it is possible that the symbol 
of the Annulet in the forks overlapped into the coinage of 1545. 

2. Groat, i.m. Lis, with Annulet-with-pellet in the forks; two coins 
of 4 oz. 4 dwt. 12 grs. and 4 oz. o dwt. 12 grs. Another, however, 
recorded by Evans,2 is known to be 6 oz. 1 dwt. 12 grs. It is thus 
a fair inference that i.m. Lis remained in force until the end of 
Henry's reign. 

3. Groat, with no initial mark, but S in the forks; 6 oz. 5 dwt. 12 grs. 
It is noteworthy that this specimen has Roman letters; it is thus 
clear Henry VIII did make use, about 1545, of Roman letters on 
his coins. This could not be a coin of Edward VI since that king 
made no better groats than 4 oz. fine. But some coins with i.m. S 
may also be of 4 oz. fine. 

4. Groat, with no initial mark, but 0 and S in the forks; fineness 
4 oz. 5 dwt., doubtless intended for 4 oz. fine. This agrees with 
the evidence of the gold that the privy use of the letter e, whether 
combined or not with S, is later than the use of S alone. 

The above details show approximately the course of the debasement 
during Henry's lifetime. As regards which were the last coins struck 
by Henry before his death some uncertainty is inevitable. Any abrupt 
change of bust, lettering, or stops is inherently unlikely. Mr. Carlyon-
Britton has recently shown,3 for instance, that Lombardic lettering 
was continued by Edward VI for a time after his father's death. I 
have in my description of the coins, somewhat arbitrarily perhaps, 
taken as a starting-point for Edward's coins the use of mascle or 
lozenge stops. 

I propose to describe the coins as follows: first, the testoons, 
c. 1544-7, then the groats, 1544-51, taking the mints in order, London, 
Southwark, Durham House, Canterbury, and York; then the other 
denominations, from half-groats to halfpence, following the same plan. 

Testoons 
The testoons of Henry VIII were first ordered in the secret inden-

ture of May 1542, the proclamation of which was delayed until May 
1544. It may be supposed that the earliest coins were of the same 9 oz. 

1 Brit. Num. Journ. x. 166. 
3 Spink's Num. Circ., July 1949. 

2 Num. Chron., 1886, p. 138. 
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fineness as the groats of 1544. This was the only quality of silver and 
the only year which Brooke allowed for the testoons, but surviving 
coins clearly show both to the eye and to the touch that baser silver 
than 9 oz. fine was also employed, and it is a reasonable inference that 
they were struck simultaneously with groats with Annulet-and-pellet, 
or S, or S and e in the forks, since they show all these symbols as 
initial marks. In particular it is evident from the variation in the 
stops and the quality of the silver, doubtless changing from 9 to 6 and 
4 oz. fine, that i.m. Lis started in 1544 and was used throughout 
Henry's lifetime, and was from 1545 accompanied by Annulet-and-
pellet and that the latter if not Lis also was continued for a short time 
on testoons in Edward's reign. Simultaneously coins were struck also 
at Southwark, at first with i.m. S, later with i.m. 6 and rarely E. 

Brooke supposed that Edward VI struck no testoons, but the evi-
dence of lozenge stops on a few coins suggests the contrary. However, 
the documentary evidence is a little conflicting. When Sharington, 
the Bristol mint master, was arraigned in 1549 confessed that 
during the months of May to July 1547 he had coined testoons " t o a 
great sum " in defiance of the prohibition against striking such pieces.1 

It is difficult to believe that testoons were already illicit at Bristol 
when in the indenture of April 1547 they were again authorized for 
Edward's first coinage at the Tower. It is true that testoons were 
demonetized soon afterwards, but the earliest recorded date of this is 
February 15 48.2 

Apart from the Bristol coins which are described later in this paper 
the testoons are divisible into two classes according to the reverse 
legend (normally in Lombardic lettering): 

Tower coins with Posvi devm adivtorivm mevm and i.m. Lis or 
Annulet-with-pellet, or both together; 

Southwark coins with Civitas London and i.m. S or 0 or E. 

The ornaments of the crown are, save on Bristol coins, a cross patty 
flanked by two fleurs-de-lis; the arch above the crown is usually deco-
rated by crockets, rarely by large pellets. 

Plate XVIII includes four testoons only since these coins were ex-
tensively illustrated (though the stops were somewhat misdescribed) 
in vol. xxiv of the British Numismatic Journal (p. 116). Reference is 
made to these illustrations in the lists. All the dies there shown to-
gether with those in the British Museum have here been considered. 

Two main varieties of the well-known facing bust were employed, 
on the later of which the side locks of hair are less prominent (PI. 
XVIII, 2 and 3). The abbreviation mark after the king's name is 
the query-shaped manuscript symbol for -vs, save, as usual, on coins 
with sleeve stops when it is a comma. After the Roman numeral VIII 
the same query mark appears but after the Arabic 8 nothing but the 
normal stop. 

1 Num. Chron., 1911 , p. 336- 2 Brit. Num. Journ. xi . 132. 
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T O W E R , Posvi, &c. 
The earliest coins show the letter-punches of the first sovereign of 

the Fourth Coinage (23 ct., large module) and like this coin have 
saltire stops, changing shortly to trefoils, on pieces evidently parallel 
to the first sovereigns of small module which also show trefoil stops. 
These testoons have i.m. Lis, with, on several reverse dies, a Lis at 
the end of the legend, and read Hemic VIII. Some reverses show 
seemingly deliberate misspellings in Adivtorevm, Adivtoerivm, each of 
which appears on different dies. 

The next coins with i.m. Lis have a small, neat, Annulet-with-pellet 
at the end of the legend (e.g. B.N.J, xxiv, Fig. 9). These scarce coins 
correspond probably to the gold crowns with the small neat i.m. 
Annulet-with-pellet and thus should be of 6 oz. fine just as the crowns 
are probably of 22 ct., thus dating from 1545. They are the last 
testoons to show the Roman numeral VIII. 

Later coins with i.m. Lis alone show an Arabic 8 after the king's 
name and as with the groats it is probable that i.m. Lis, occurring as 
it does with both trefoil and sleeve stops, continued until the end of 
the reign. Some coins also change the Roman M on the reverse to a 
Lombardic one, and while some may be of 6 oz. fine, probably most 
are 4, and certainly those with sleeve stops. 

Another series undoubtedly 4 oz. fine is a second one with i.m. Lis 
and Annulet-with-pellet side by side, with trefoil stops. Then the 
Annulet-with-pellet appears alone, and some of these coins have an 
annulet on the inner circle like certain gold coins and groats. The 
stops are trefoils or sleeves or, rarely, lozenges; the last, despite their 
Lombardic letters, were probably struck under Edward VI. Mules are 
known with obv. Lis, rev. Annulet-with-pellet (Pl. XVIII, 2), and obv. 
Lis and Annulet-with-pellet, rev. Annulet-with-pellet. On all these 
coins the lettering is like that on contemporary sovereigns, Lombardic 
with an occasional Roman letter. 

SOUTHWARK, Civitas London 
The words of the reverse legend are divided by groups of three large 

florets which are the only stops on that side. The initial marks are 
S, e , and E (Pl. XVIII, 3 , 4 ) . Muling occurs frequently both ways 
between S and 0 , and i.m. E (perhaps over 0) is found only on a reverse 
which has obverse i.m. S. On the first coins with i.m. S the lettering 
(as on the parallel groats) is mainly Roman, but soon changes to Lom-
bardic, which remains the normal fount for all coins. The stops on 
coins with i.m. S are trefoils, with i.m. 0 either trefoils or sleeves. 
Ruding (Pl. viii, 7, no i.m.) shows a reading Londonie, perhaps mis-
reading i.m. 0 as part of the legend. 

The manufacture of testoons was condemned, says Henry Symonds, 
because "fraud and corruption had led to the falsifying of coins then 
current, especially pieces of i2d., commonly named testons . . . by 
stamping them or casting them in great multitude".1 Some of these 

1 Ibid. xi. 134. 
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contemporary imitations are to be found today. Later, with corrup-
tion of another kind, genuine pieces were sometimes fraudulently 
altered by tooling the king's bust. One such coin was illustrated by 
the late Mr. Lawrence in one of his articles on forgeries.1 The obverse 
there shows the king's bust in high relief, but the same die is illus-
trated in its original form in the Murdoch sale, i. 443. Another of these 
curious productions is in Winchester Cathedral Library, where it has 
been almost certainly since the year 1770, affording some evidence of 
the date of such activities. 

Groats 
As we have seen, the groats divided soon after the issue of Henry's 

Fifth Coinage of March 1545 into two streams, which continued to run 
in parallel channels through the remainder of Henry's reign and into 
that of Edward, perhaps until the year 1551. The two streams are 
distinguishable by their reverse legends; that which had started in 
1544 continues to read Posvi Devm, &c.; the stream which joined it 
in 1545 reads Civitas London, or Cantor or Eboraci. The Civitas London 
stream is now identified with the Southwark mint which was opened 
almost at the same time as the two provincial mints. The working life 
of the various supplementary mints was as follows: 

Southwark, June 1545-December 1550.2 

Canterbury, June 1545-February 1550.3 
York, from May 1545 and open throughout the reign of Edward VI.4 

Bristol, April 1546-October 1549.5 

Durham House, December 1548-October 1549.6 

The classification of the coins is of course based on other criteria 
than the fineness of the silver, though this must be taken into account. 
These criteria are the busts, the stops, the lettering, the cross-ends, 
and naturally the initial marks. 

Busts. Evans7 drew attention to five different busts of Henry which 
he attempted to place in order. But his order is not quite right, and 
is here amended, and the number increased to six. The probable order 
of them is as follows: 

1. Pl. XVIII, 5 and 6 (var.) (Evans 1). There are several variants. 
2. Pl. XVIII, 7 (Evans 2). 
3. Pl. XVIII, 8 (Evans 4). 
4. Pl. XVIII, 14 (Evans 3). 
5. Pl. XIX, 2 (Evans 1). This bust was used throughout by Edward 

at the Tower from Arrow to second Lis, also at Southwark, 
Canterbury, and York. 

6. Pl. XIX, 8 (Evans 5). This bust was used by Edward only with 
Grapple and Martlet marks and on Durham House groats, and 
on contemporary groats at Southwark, Canterbury, and York. 

1 Brit. Num. Journ. iv. 314. 
5 Ibid. x . 134. 

2 Ibid. xi . 145. 
6 Ibid. xi . 37. 

3 Ibid. 141. * Ibid. 160. 
1 Num. Chron., 1886, p. 137. 
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Pairs of consecutive busts were generally in use together, e.g. 1 and 
2, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, 5 and 6. Busts 1, 2, and 3 are peculiar to Henry 
VIII . Bust 4 was possibly in use just before Henry's death, though 
Mr. Carlyon-Britton thinks it was first used by Edward VI. It was 
certainly Edward's first bust and nos. 5 and 6 are peculiar to Edward. 
It will be seen that a variant of no. 1 closely resembles no. 5, and 
Evans mistakenly assumed they were the same. 

Lettering. The view has grown up, perhaps based on an over-hasty 
reading of Evans's work and not entirely corrected by Brooke, writing 
partly for the general reader, that the coins struck in Henry's lifetime 
have Lombardic letters and those struck by Edward in his father's 
name Roman letters. This, however, is only a rough approximation 
to the truth, for Henry himself certainly struck coins in 1545 of both 
gold and silver with Roman letters. Likewise Mr. Carlyon-Britton has 
recently shown that for some of his first groats Edward used Lom-
bardic letters. Moreover, later in his reign we find Lombardic letters 
on a few rare groats foreshadowing that of the fine coinage of 1551. 

Stops. The stops play an important part in establishing the sequence 
of the groats. Henry began with the saltires with which his Second 
Coinage ended; then followed trefoils of two sorts, with and without 
stems (the former resembling saltires). There was then apparently 
a reversion to saltires. Lastly come sleeves (which Brooke termed 
hooks). Lozenges (mascles) are evidently border-line cases, but should 
probably be assigned to Edward VI only. Mr. Carlyon-Britton very 
reasonably thinks sleeves also were used by Edward. Early in 
Edward's reign the lozenges were followed or accompanied by what 
have been called "incurved mascles" and what Brooke calls pierced 
crosses (Pl. XIX, 2, 5). These stops are usually mingled with saltires. 
The ordinary lozenges soon develop into diamond-shaped solid pellets 
which in turn become smaller before finally becoming round pellets. 

Supplementary criteria to the stops include two other marks, the 
abbreviation mark after the king's name and the copula. On groats 
of Henry VIII the abbreviation mark is the query-shaped manuscript 
symbol for -vs, save on those with sleeve stops when it is a comma. 
On Edward VI's groats the mark is almost always a comma. The 
copula on all Henry's groats and most of Edward's is the letter Z, but 
on some of Edward with i.m.s Arrow and K and on the contemporary 
Canterbury and York coins and those of Southwark (i.m. E) the copula 
appears as the monogram "E (Pl. XIX, 5). It is almost invariably 
accompanied by pierced crosses for stops. 

Cross-ends. The cross-ends of Henry's coins present no problems at 
first, the Annulets or Annulets-with-pellets or letters, or the open forks 
of Canterbury and York are easily recognizable. But Mr. Carlyon-
Britton has shown that the cross-ends of Edward's first groats (bust 4) 
showed the Annulet-with-pellet of Henry's last. Later in Edward's 
reign identification becomes easier. Edward placed in the forks at first 
a sort of crescent (actually a penannular object) and later a half-rose. 

A further point is that the arms of the long cross on the reverse of 
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groats struck in Henry's lifetime are smooth and of uniform thickness; 
Edward's groats with crescents in the forks have usually smooth cross-
arms tapering towards the point of intersection, but most have a knop, 
as on the stem of a wineglass, just on the inner circle. On those with 
roses in the forks the knop is more pronounced and is just within the 
inner circle (PI. XIX, 13). Evidence of the order of these two marks, 
crescents and roses, is supplied by the contemporary Dublin groats 
(or "sixpences"). All these show roses (some with Boar's Head have 
a special mark) but never crescents in the forks, and all have the knop 
in the same position as the English groats with roses in the forks. The 
Dublin groats began to be struck in February 1548 and probably 
therefore crescents in the forks were obsolete before that date. 

Initial marks. The London coins of Henry have i.m. Lis which 
probably continued throughout the reign. The Southwark groats have 
no initial marks, but the letters S o r e and S in the forks. 

But Mr. Carlyon-Britton has shown that on Edward's first groats 
both at the Tower (i.m. Lis) and Southwark (0 and S) these marks 
were for a time continued. Such groats are recognizable by the pecu-
liar bust without shoulders, no. 4 (PI. XVIII, 8, &c.) and have either 
sleeve or lozenge stops, and similar groats were struck also at York. 
But at Canterbury they are absent, and it was this fact together with 
the knowledge that groats were not ordered at Canterbury for Edward's 
First Coinage of 15471 that enabled Mr. Carlyon-Britton to associate 
this bust with Edward's First Coinage. 

But there is another groat absent from the Canterbury series. No 
Canterbury groat is known of Henry's Sixth Coinage of 1546, i.e. with 
bust 3. The explanation is probably traceable to the indenture of 
March 1545. Here at Canterbury the king at first ordered no groats, 
but on 28 May 1545 apparently as an afterthought they were ordered 
to be struck until All Saints Day following, i.e. until 1 November 
1545.2 After that, i.e. in the indenture of 1546, we hear nothing about 
the denominations struck at Canterbury and must infer that groats 
ceased to be struck there on 1 November 1545 and thus are missing 
from Henry's coinage of 1546. 

The rest of the groats in Henry's name can safely be assigned to 
Edward. The clue is supplied by the half-sovereigns in Henry's name 
but with the young face of Edward, which show that the coins with 
i.m.s Arrow, K, Grapple, Martlet, and Lis, together with Southwark 
coins with i.m. E and those of Durham House with i.m. Bow, were 
struck not by Henry but by his son. Evans's suspicions that Edward 
struck coins in Henry's name were confirmed later by Henry Symonds, 
who showed that as late as February 1550 Edward ordered old tes-
toons to be recoined into pieces of smaller denomination "made and 
printed with the hole face and inscripcion of our most dear late 
father". A few of these groats both of the Tower and Southwark 
mints have in fact no initial mark. 

Finally we have to consider the groats in Edward's own name, with 
1 Brit. Num. Journ. x i . 129. 2 Ibid. x . 159. 
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i.m.s Arrow, E, or no mark. As I have already said, these were prob-
ably issued simultaneously with the earliest groats with the same 
marks in Henry's name. Then after a brief issue they were discon-
tinued. Their period, to judge from their early lozenge stops, was 
probably between April 1547 and February 1548. There is other 
evidence that a portrait coinage of Edward had engaged the attention 
of the mint as early as 1547, namely the pattern pieces dated that 
year. These are usually described as shillings, but from their size 
were perhaps in some cases trial pieces for a groat. 

It remains to add that on all groats of this period the crown orna-
ments are a cross patty and two fleurs-de-lis. Mr. Carlyon-Britton has 
shown that on some early coins of Edward, including the portrait 
pieces, the arch of the crown was decorated with large pellets instead 
of the usual crockets. 

To recapitulate, the groats of this period may be tabulated as shown 
below. Tower coins with i.m. Arrow and Southwark coins with i.m. E 
show both crescents (lozenge stops) and roses (pellet stops) in the 
forks, and so it seems reasonable to infer, as the gold coins have sug-
gested, that they were used continuously after Henry's death. Thus 
Arrow is here shown as simultaneous with other marks, K , Grapple, 
Martlet, and Lis, while the only mark at Southwark was i.m. E. 

Henry VIII 
1544. Tower, Annulet in forks (bust 1), i.m. Lis. No coinage elsewhere. 
1545. Tower, Annulet or Annulet-with-pellet in forks, i.m. Lis (busts 1 and 2); 

Southwark, S in forks (busts 1 and 2); Canterbury and York, similar to South-
wark but open forks. 

1546. Tower, Annulet-with-pellet in forks, i.m. Lis (busts 2, 3, and 4); Southwark, 
S (?) or 0 and S in forks (busts 2, 3, and 4); York, as Southwark, but open 
forks; Canterbury missing. 

Edward VI 
1547- Tower, Annulet-with-pellet in forks, i.m. Lis (bust 4); Southwark, 0 and S 

in forks (bust 4); York, i.m. Lis (bust 4); Canterbury missing. 
1 5 4 7 - 5 1 (?) 

Crescents in forks, Tower, i.m.s Arrow1 and K (busts 4 and 5); Southwark, i.m. 
E ; 1 Canterbury and York (bust 5). 

Roses in forks, busts 5 and 6, Tower, i.m.s Arrow (bust 5) and Grapple; South-
wark, i.m. E ; Canterbury and York, no i.m. 

Roses in forks, busts 5 and 6, Tower, i.m.s Arrow (bust 5) and Martlet; South-
wark, i.m. E ; Canterbury and York, no i.m. 

Roses in forks, busts 5 and 6, Tower, i.m.s Arrow (bust 5) and Lis (bust 5); South-
wark, i.m. E ; Canterbury and York, no i .m.; some of Canterbury have i.m. 
Rose and perhaps Lis. 

1548-9. Durham House, i.m. Bow (bust 6), with Annulet or floral spike in forks. 

H E N R Y V I I I , T O W E R (.Posvi, & c . ) 

The earliest coins with i.m. Lis are probably the coins usually de-
scribed as mules, with reverses of the Second Coinage showing saltires 
in the forks (Pl. XVIII, 5). One analysed showed just over 9 oz. fine. 
It has already been shown, however, that both the larger dies and the 

1 Including coins in Edward 's name. 
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precise form of the i.m. Lis found on these reverses are never found on 
a true groat of the Second Coinage. Thus it seems likely that the re-
placement of saltires by Annulets in the forks was not simultaneous 
with the introduction of the full-face bust. In other words, these sup-
posed mules are probably the first true groats of the Base Coinage. 
As it happens this identical Lis punch, as has been said, does occur on 
other true coins of the Base Coinage; it is found on the rare half-angel 
with three Annulets on the ship, and on a quarter-angel and a penny. 

The first undoubted true coins, those with small neat Annulets in 
the forks (one has annulets struck over saltires), all show bust 1 or a 
variant of it. It seems likely that these groats are mostly 9 oz. fine 
but some seem to be slightly baser and may be 6 oz. fine. They have 
at first saltire stops, then trefoils somewhat resembling saltires. 

The later coins with i.m. Lis are of baser silver; they have an 
Annulet-with-pellet in the forks, and though some are of 6 oz. most 
of them seem to be of 4 oz. silver, i.e. of the Sixth Coinage. The stops 
are trefoils, saltires, sleeves, or rarely, and probably only on coins 
struck under Edward VI, lozenges. Sleeves too may have been used, 
Mr. Carlyon-Britton thinks, by Edward. 

Two scarce varieties of this period, with trefoil or saltire stops, have 
an Annulet on the inner circle, on both obverse and reverse when 
showing bust 2 (Pl. XVIII, 7), and on reverse only when showing bust 3 
(Pl. XVIII, 8). Another variety with bust 3 has a Roman E on reverse 
though all the other letters are Lombardic. The last coins with this 
bust have sleeve stops and these may have been the last Lis coins 
struck in Henry's lifetime. 

The next bust, no. 4, was, as Mr. Carlyon-Britton has shown, almost 
certainly the first of Edward VI, but early examples of it show all the 
usual features of late coins of Henry. Lastly come some scarce coins 
with i.m. Lis, Roman letters, and lozenge stops which can be assigned 
more confidently to Edward. A few remarkable mules among these 
pieces showing precisely similar obverse used at both the Tower and 
Southwark combined with reverses of each in turn. They are more 
fully described in the lists (Pl. XVIII, 9, 14, 15, 16). 

H E N R Y V I I I , SOUTHWARK (Civitas London) 
These coins have usually no initial mark and in this case are of two 

kinds, those having S in the forks, and their successors, those with 6 
in the upper and lower and S in the side forks. 

On the coins with S in the forks bust 2 only appears; the lettering 
at first is Roman or mixed, later Lombardic. Among the Roman 
letters is the ornamental H with a half-circle on the cross bar already 
noticed on some half-sovereigns. The stops are trefoils, rarely saltires. 
Probably most of these coins are of 6 oz. fine, though some may be 4. 

The second variety with e and S in the forks is of 4 oz. fine, and so 
presumably not struck until 1546. The busts used are nos. 2, 3, and 4 
and a curious mule with obv. i.m. Lis has 0 in the side forks. The 
lettering is Lombardic, but turns to Roman sometimes with bust 4 on 
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coins probably struck by Edward VI. The stops are trefoils, saltires, 
sleeves, or on Edward's coins, lozenges. A coin cited by Hawkins 
(.Lundinie, i.m. Boar's Head) was doubtless a Dublin piece misread. 

E D W A R D V I , T O W E R (Posvi, &c.) 

Edward's first groats with i.m. Lis, bust 4, and lozenge stops have 
been discussed. 

I.m. Arrow. Busts 4 (Pl. XIX, 1) and 5 were both employed and the 
coins have a crescent or, much more rarely, a rose in the forks of 
the reverse (Pl. XIX, 3). The stops are lozenges (mascles) or pierced 
crosses, sometimes combined with saltires or, later, pellets. The com-
monest stops are lozenges, but they are often too much worn to say 
whether they were originally an outline (mascle) or a solid diamond. 
Probably both were used, the mascles coming first. The coins with 
pierced cross-stops have the monogram "E for Z, and one variety of 
these has i.m. Arrow inverted (Pl. XIX, 2), a mark already noted on 
a gold half-crown. The mark is often mistaken for the Martlet. Mules 
occur with obverse K, reverse Arrow, and obverse Arrow, reverse Lis. 
The rare coins with Edward's name and portrait are early; they have 
lozenge stops and crescents in the forks. 

I have already suggested that i.m. Arrow was perhaps used simul-
taneously with other marks. Evidence of this appears from: 

1. The use of both crescents and half-roses in the forks. 
2. The wide variety of stops. 
3. The persistence of Arrow later in the reign on 22-ct. gold and on 

the portrait shillings of Edward. 

No initial mark. Some coins with crescents in the forks have no 
initial mark and are probably of this period; they have bust 5. 

I.m. K. The coins usually show bust 5, but some pieces with the 
initial mark on reverse only show bust 4. Thus these obverses may 
belong to the Arrow period and the coins be virtually mules. The 
coins have normally crescents in the forks, but some with no initial 
mark on reverse have roses in the forks, so that they too are possibly 
mules. The stops are lozenges or pierced crosses combined with 
saltires, the latter showing the monogram T. for Z (Pl. XIX, 5). The 
i.m. K is rarely found on both sides (Pl. XIX, 4); when on the reverse 
it is sometimes struck over Arrow. Mules occur with reverse i.m. Lis 
or reverse i.m. Arrow; also with the Southwark reverse i.m. E (and 
Civitas London). 

I.m. Grapple. The coins have the mark on reverse only and always 
roses in the forks. Crescents in that position no longer appear. The 
stops are square or round pellets. Lozenges and pierced crosses have 
likewise disappeared. Bust 6 now makes its appearance and busts 5 
and 6 were both used. One coin is unusual in showing Lombardic 
letters on obverse in a fount resembling that of the fine coinage 
of 1551 (Pl. XIX, 7). Other mints and marks also show this fount 

x 
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occasionally. A mule has obverse i.m. Lis, that is, the late Lis of the 
end of the series. 

I.m. Martlet. The coins with this mark were attributed by Brooke, 
with some hesitation but probably incorrectly, to Southwark. The 
mark falls quite easily and naturally into the Tower series, and is 
found muled with the Lis. If this obverse i.m. Lis is slightly doubtful 
the half-sovereign muled with the same mark is quite certain. All 
groats have roses in the forks and show busts 5 and 6. The stops are 
square or round pellets, or rarely saltires. The i.m. Martlet normally 
looks right, but Morrieson records a groat with Martlet looking left 
and on the reverse Lombardic letters.1 

I.m. Lis. The mark appears on both sides (PI. XIX, 10) or on reverse 
only. Busts 5 and 6 both occur and all coins have roses in the forks, 
and square or round pellets as stops. The mules with i.m.s Arrow, K, 
Grapple, and Martlet have been mentioned. This Lis on Edward's 
groats is a late mark, probably the latest, perhaps contemporary with 
the Lis-marked shillings of 1550 and 1551. Thus this coinage of groats 
of Edward both begins and ends with the Lis. But the later Lis is a 
very different mark from the earlier; it is small and slight, almost 
cruciform in shape and has no band round the stem. 

The discontinuance of bust 6 perhaps suggests that for the marks 
for which it was used, Grapple and Martlet, an additional engraver 
was employed, and since the same man evidently designed the Durham 
House groats, it may be that Grapple and Martlet coins are of the 
Durham House period, 1548-9. 

No initial mark. A coin with no initial mark and roses in the forks 
is probably of this period. 

S O U T H W A R K (Civitas London) 
I.m. E. This is the only mark found on this class of groats and 

appears on the reverse only. The coins are of two varieties, the first 
with crescents in the forks showing bust 4 (Pl. XIX, 12) and 5. These 
coins have lozenge stops or pierced crosses and saltires with the mono-
gram *E for Z. The second variety has roses in the forks (busts 5 and 6, 
Pl. XIX, 13, 14) and square or round pellet stops or, on reverse, none. 

There is of course another variety, the rare coins with Edward's 
name and portrait; they come quite early in the series and have 
lozenge stops with crescents in the forks (PL XIX, 11). 

No initial mark. A coin with no initial mark and roses in the forks 
belongs to the latter part of the reign (Pl. XIX, 15). 

Morrieson illustrates an obverse2 with alleged Annulet stops, but 
they appear to have been produced from a faulty pellet puncheon. 
Two reverse dies are remarkable, one with crescents in the forks show-
ing E struck over Arrow, and the other with roses in the forks with E 
struck over Lis. A mule between the Tower and Southwark has 
obverse K , reverse E. 

1 Brit. Num. Journ. xii. 146. 2 Ibid, xii, PL. 11, 3. 
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As with Arrow-marked Tower coins the presence of both crescents 
and roses in the forks gives reason to suppose that i.m. E was in con-
tinuous use at Southwark probably from 1547 to 1550. 

D U R H A M H O U S E 

I.m. Bow. These well-known rare coins reading Redde Cviqve Quod 
Svvm Est on the reverse have the initial mark on both sides and show 
bust 6 only. They have in the forks either a kind of crescent or a more 
elaborate mark, a sort of floral spike (Pl. XIX, 16, 17). The stops are, 
on obverse, square pellets, sometimes with a saltire on either side of 
the i.m. Bow, and, on reverse, saltires. They were presumably struck 
simultaneously with the shillings and half-sovereigns with the same 
mark but Edward's name (December 1548-October 1549). Brooke 
records as doubtful a groat with i.m. Grapple; he perhaps refers to a 
mule cited by Evans, who writes (presumably influenced by Snelling's 
Plate HI, 45) " t h e mark (grapple) occurs associated with the bow on 
a redde cviqve groat " , l I know no other reference to this coin. 

C A N T E R B U R Y , Henry VIII 
The coins have no initial mark and at first the Roman letters of 

1545, the year the mint was opened. These in turn give way to Lom-
bardic, both having either trefoil or saltire stops; there is no mark in 
the forks. Some with Roman letters read Di Gra, a variant elsewhere 
only on some contemporary groats of York. 

A privy mark on the reverse of these groats is, as Mr. Carlyon-
Britton has noted,2 a short spur or stalk joining the shield to the inner 
circle, usually in the fourth quarter (Pl. XX, 1, 3), though on some 
with Roman letters in the third (Pl. XX, 2). This ingenious mark 
might easily be mistaken for a flaw or a blundered striking of the long 
cross but can invariably be found in one of these positions. 

This spur appears in several positions on York coins also and as will 
appear is found on both half-groats and pence and possibly in another 
form on halfpence. 

The busts on Canterbury groats are nos. 1 and 2 or variants of them; 
the absence of busts 3 and 4 has already been explained. 

C A N T E R B U R Y , Edward VI 
The rest of the Canterbury groats have Roman letters and either 

crescents or roses in the forks. None of these have the spur. For these 
coins busts 5 and 6 were both used and the stops are lozenges or square 
or round pellets, or pierced crosses and saltires with the monogram ~E 
for Z. This mark is also found unexpectedly on a late groat with pellet 
stops and roses in the forks. 

A late variety with roses in the forks and bust 6 has i.m. Rose (Pl. 
XX, 6). Morrieson gives also i.m. Lis, though this is doubtful.3 

1 Num. Chron., 1886, p. 135. 
3 Ibid, xii, PL. 11, 15. 

2 Brit. Num. Journ. xxiv. 32. 
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YORK, Henry VIII 
These coins are more extensive and varied than those of Canterbury, 

The earliest coins are similar, with bust i (var.), Roman letters (Pl. 
XX, 7, 8), and trefoil or saltire stops. They include the variant Di Gra 
found at Canterbury. The lettering then becomes Lombardic (Pl. 
XX, 9), still with trefoil stops and busts i and 2. Then come coins not 
paralleled at Canterbury, as already noted. The first has bust 3 and 
trefoil stops. Al l these coins have the spur at the right-hand top 
corner of the shield on the reverse. Bust 3 now follows with sleeve 
stops (or on reverse none) and the spur at first still at the right-hand 
corner but soon changing to the left (Pl. XX, 10). These are probably 
the last coins of Henry's lifetime. Al l the coins have open forks. 

YORK, Edward VI 

The first coins are mules with obverse bust 4, Roman letters, and 
lozenge stops and a reverse of Henry V I I I with sleeve stops. A coin 
that is the converse mule has curiously reverse i.m. Lis with Roman 
letters and lozenge stops (Pl. XX, 12). A true coin with i.m. Lis (on 
obverse) has Roman letters and lozenge stops both sides (Pl. XX, 11). 
It will be seen that the spur is still in use and the forks still open. 

The rest of the coins have either crescents (busts 4 and 5) or roses 
(busts 5 and 6), and the stops are lozenges, pierced crosses, and saltires 
on coins with crescents in the forks, some of which have the mono-
gram "E for Z, or of the coins with roses in the forks round pellets. The 
types are often muled. Morrieson illustrates a groat1 with a normal 
reverse and roses in the forks, but on obverse Lombardic letters fore-
shadowing once more the fount of the fine coinage of 1551. The coin 
appears to have an initial mark but is too badly struck to be sure 
about. 

Half-groats 
The half-groats, save at Canterbury and York, are much rarer than 

the groats. Not surprisingly therefore no coin has been analysed, but 
for fineness they doubtless follow the pattern of the groats. The bust 
on all half-groats, save for a few late coins of York, is one resembling 
bust 1 of the groats. A t York, however, late in Edward's reign a 
"three-quarter" bust was employed. 

TOWER, Henry VIII (Posvi, &c.) 
The earliest and perhaps the only coins have, like the groats, i.m. Lis. 

They have saltire or trefoil stops and usually an annulet in the forks, 
though this seems to be occasionally absent. The coins are quite rare. 

TOWER, Edward VI (Posvi, &c.) 

These coins are more numerous but still scarce. Al l have Roman 
letters and no marks in the forks. The initial marks known are the 

1 Brit. Num. Journ. xii, Pl. in, 3. 
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same as on the groats save for Martlet and Lis which are unknown. 
The muling is rather remarkable, and an obverse with i.m. Arrow is 
found with three different reverses. This may be another pointer to 
the continuity of i.m. Arrow. The stops in general follow the pattern 
of the groats but are often absent on the reverse. 

I.m. Arrow. The mark occurs on both sides (Pl. XXI , 3) or on re-
verse only, but mules are known with reverses having i.m. K , Grapple, 
or E. Tire stops are lozenges on such coins as I have seen, though 
pierced crosses should occur, if not also the late pellets. 

The rare coins with Edward's name and portrait come early in this 
issue, some reading rather unexpectedly Civitas London. Perhaps as 
in the case of some groats in Henry's name with i.m. Lis essentially 
similar dies were used both at the Tower and Southwark at a period 
of some confusion. 

I.m. K. The mark is found on the reverse only and the stops are 
lozenges. Mules occur with obverse Arrow (Pl. XXI , 4) and obverse K , 
reverse E. 

I.m. Grapple. The mark occurs on reverse only (Pl. XXI , 5) or rarely 
on both sides. The mule with Arrow has already been noted. The 
stops are pellets. 

SOUTHWARK, Henry VIII (Civitas London) 
These coins are extremely rare. They occur like the groats with 

either S o r e and S (Pl. XXI , 2) in the forks. The coins with S have 
mixed letters and with 0 and S Lombardic. The stops when visible 
are trefoils. 

SOUTHWARK, Edward VI (Civitas London) 
I.m. E. An interesting mule is recorded between Tower and South-

wark dies. It has obverse Arrow, reverse E. 1 True coins have i.m. E 
on both sides (Pl. XXI , 8) or on reverse only. The series is more 
extensive than that of the Tower, and the stops include lozenges, 
pierced crosses with saltires, including again the monogram "E for Z 
(Pl. XXI , 6), and on later coins pellets. Lastly come some coins with 
no initial mark and lozenge or pellet stops. They doubtless belong 
here (Pl. XXI , 9). 

The rare coins with Edward's name and portrait are early and have 
lozenge stops, one unusual coin having i.m. not E but Arrow on both 
sides; it may have been struck at the Tower despite the anomalous 
legend Civitas London. 

D U R H A M H O U S E 

This mint produced a half-groat parallel to the groat with a short-
ened version of the Redde cviqve legend (Pl. XXI , 10). It has i.m. Bow 
and Annulets in the forks. The stops are saltires or on reverse none. 
The coin is extremely rare. 

1 Morrieson sale 274. 
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CANTERBURY, Henry VIII 

The coins have no initial mark. The earlier pieces with Lombardic 
or mixed letters have broad pierced cross-ends, and either trefoil or 
saltire stops; the later coins have open forks and sleeve stops. On the 
earlier coins the spur noted on the groats again appears in the third 
quarter ( P l . X X I , 1 1 , 1 2 ) , but in the fourth quarter it changes to a 
pellet ( P l . X X I , 1 3 ) . The later coins with Lombardic letters and sleeve 
stops have no spur or pellet ( P l . X X I , 1 4 ) . Similar pieces with lozenge 
stops were probably struck by Edward V I ( P l . X X I , 1 5 , 1 6 ) . 

CANTERBURY, Edward VI 

There are three varieties of these coins in Henry's name, the above-
mentioned coins with lozenge stops, the coins with large Roman letters 
and at first lozenge and then pellet stops ( P l . X X I , 1 7 ) , and the rare 
coins with i.m. t and small Roman letters and lozenge stops. The 
letter t is presumably the mark of Tillesworth the master at Canter-
bury mint ( P l . X X I , 1 8 ) . These are probably contemporary with the 
shillings with the same mark and dated 1549. 

The scarce pieces with Edward's name and portrait were doubtless 
struck in 1547; they have no initial mark and lozenge stops ( P l . X X I , 
1 9 ) . The form of the name Edoard is perhaps the spelling of a French 
artist who is known to have been working at the mint about that 
time.1 

It is interesting to note that the Canterbury and York Royal mints 
continued the tradition of the ecclesiastical mints in supplying the 
bulk of the half-groats needed for currency. The coins are much 
commoner than those of the Tower or Southwark. 

YORK, Henry VIII 

These are rather less numerous than Canterbury coins. The early 
coins with Lombardic letters show a parallel to the early Canterbury 
half-groats in their pierced cross-ends and to the later in their open 
forks. Once more the spur recalls, even more exactly than at Canter-
bury, the privy marking of the groats; it appears at both right- and 
left-hand top corners of the shield on the reverse ( P l . X X I , 2 0 , 2 1 ) . 
On some coins an occasional Roman letter is found. The stops are 
saltires or trefoils, but I have not found sleeve stops on a York half-
groat nor any with Lombardic letters and lozenge stops. 

YORK, Edward VI 

Edward's coins have Roman letters and lozenge or pellet stops with 
open forks ( P l . X X I , 2 2 ) . Some late coins show a "three-quarter" 
bust with falling collar ( P l . X X I , 2 3 ) . This is the only mint save 
Dublin at which this bust occurs on a half-groat. 

1 Num.. Chron., 1913, p. 349-
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Pence 
All coins both at the Tower and Southwark read Civitas London. 

TOWER, Henry VIII 
I.m. Lis. These rare coins have Lombardic letters and a facing bust; 

the cross-ends are broad and pierced and the stops saltires, trefoils, or 
on reverse none (Pl. XXII, 1). 

A coin is recorded1 with uncertain initial mark having an Annulet 
on the inner circle both sides. This coin should exist and the initial 
mark might well be Lis. 

No initial mark. In addition, coins are found with no initial mark, 
some with mixed or Roman letters, and trefoil or sleeve stops (Pl. 
XXII, 5). They have open forks. 

TOWER, Edward VI 

Coins which can safely be attributed to Edward have the following 
marks: all have open forks: 

I.m. Arrow. Coins in Henry's name have the mark on obverse (Pl. 
XXII, 7) or reverse (Pl. XXII, 8). The letters are Roman, with an 
occasional Lombardic H for the king's initial, and the stops lozenges. 

The coins in Edward's name have also lozenge stops and Roman 
letters (Pl. XXII, 6). 

I.m. K. The mark is found on reverse only and the stops are 
lozenges (Pl. XXII, 9). 

I.m. Grapple. The mark is found on obverse (Pl. XXII, 10) or reverse 
(Pl. XXII, 11). The stops are pellets and the Roman letters are smaller 
and neater. 

I.m. Lis (?). So Montagu sale ii. 771. Morrieson says the initial mark 
appears on reverse only.2 

No initial mark. Some of Edward's pieces have no initial mark. 
The earlier have large Roman letters and lozenge stops and there is a 
piedfort of this type at the British Museum which weighs 16-3 grs. 
The later coins have small neat Roman letters and square or round 
pellet stops and include a variety with the late "three-quarter" bust 
and falling collar (Pl. XXII, 13). 

SOUTHWARK, Henry VIII 
Pence of this type were not recorded at all by Brooke. 
I.m. S. This is evidently the earliest coin; the coin shown (Pl. XXII, 

2) is in the Fitzwilliam Museum. The cross-ends are broad and pierced 
and the lettering mixed Roman and Lombardic with trefoil stops. 
This coin is extremely rare, but may not be unique. 

I.m. 6. The mark is found on obverse (Pl. XXII, 4) or reverse (Pl. 
XXII, 3). The latter is doubtless the earlier coin in this case with its 
broad pierced cross-ends and apparently trefoil stops; the former has 
sleeve stops and open forks. These are the only two specimens known 
to the writer, but others may well exist. 

1 Spink, Num. Circ., N o v . 1910. 2 Brit. Num. Journ. xii. 147. 
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S O U T H W A R K , Edward VI 
I.m. E. Coins with this mark in Henry's name were overlooked by 

Brooke. They have lozenge stops and open forks (Pl. XXII, 12). 
About four specimens are known to exist. 

The same i.m. E is found also on the rare penny with Edward's own 
name and portrait. 

D U R H A M H O U S E 

There is also a very rare penny of Durham House reading in effect 
Redde Cviqve, &c. (Pl. XXII, 14). It reads H 8, &c., and has pellet 
stops. 

C A N T E R B U R Y , Henry VIII 
The coins have no initial mark. Those with Lombardic letters are 

comparatively scarce; they have the facing bust and broad pierced 
cross-ends and some have the spur below the third quarter of the 
shield on the reverse (Pl. XXII, 15, 16). These coins are early and 
have trefoil or saltire stops. Later coins have no spur and some have 
sleeve stops. 

C A N T E R B U R Y , Edward VI 
Edward's coins have either large Roman letters and lozenge stops 

(Pl. XXII, 17) or small Roman letters and pellet stops and on these 
there may be either a facing or a "three-quarter" bust (Pl. XXII, 
18, 19). 

Y O R K , Henry VIII 
The earlier coins run true to type and have broad pierced cross-ends, 

and some with Lombardic letters and also Roman letters show the 
spur joining the right-hand top corner of the shield to the inner circle 
(Pl. XXII, 20, 21). The stops are trefoils, saltires, sleeves, or none. 

Y O R K , Edward VI 
Edward's coins may have large letters and lozenge stops with open 

forks (Pl. XXII, 23) or small letters, Roman of course, and pellet stops, 
again including on some the "three-quarter" bust (Pl. XXII, 24). The 
reading Eborac occurs under both kings (Pl. XXII, 22). 

Halfpence 
All halfpence I have seen have a facing bust and the old reverse with 

three pellets in each angle of a cross. The coins rarely have a visible 
initial mark, but a Lis appears on the coin shown on Pl. XXII, 25. A 
London coin recorded (Montagu ii. 771) to have i.m. Lis and a "three-
quarter" bust would presumably be a late coin of Edward VI, but 
Pl. XXII, 26 shows how the cross above the King's crown may some-
times resemble a Lis. 
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LONDON, Henry VIII 
Southwark coins are not distinguishable from those of the Tower. 
I.m. Lis or none. The coins with Lombardic letters are Henry's, 

some showing trefoil stops (Pl. XXII, 25). The cross-ends may be 
either forked or a plain cross patty. 

L O N D O N , Edward VI 
The coins with Roman letters have open forks or plain broad ends. 

Stops, where visible, are lozenges or pellets (Pl. XXII, 26). 
A coin unrecorded by Brooke is the profile halfpenny of Edward VI, 

though two specimens are known and have been illustrated.1 There 
is no initial mark visible. 

C A N T E R B U R Y , Henry VIII 
Some coins with Lombardic letters have trefoil stops and broad 

cross-ends. Some show what may be the privy spur extending from 
the upright of the cross to one of the pellets on the reverse. 

C A N T E R B U R Y , Edward VI 
Again the forks may be open or plain and broad. Pl. XXII, 27 

shows mostly Lombardic letters, but the stops are lozenges. Saltire 
stops are also known on some coins with Roman letters. The smaller 
Roman letters also occur (Pl. XXII, 28). 

Y O R K , Henry VIII 
The coins with Lombardic letters or mixed have again both kinds 

of cross-end. Stops are rarely visible. What is perhaps the spur 
appears as on some Canterbury coins. 

Y O R K , Edward VI 
Both large and small (Pl. XXII, 29) Roman letters are found on 

these coins. Both open and plain broad cross-ends are found and the 
stops are lozenges or pellets or none. Again, on some coins the reading 
Eborac occurs. 

Farthings 
These coins appear in the indentures, but are unknown. 

L I S T S 

Base silver coins in the name of Henry VIII, 1544-51 

TESTOONS 

Two portraits (with variants): 1. With prominent side locks and wide open eyes. 
2. With closer-cropped hair and half-closed eyes. Legends (mainly Lombardic): 
Hemic VIII (8) Di Gra (D G) Agl Fra Z Hib Rex and Posvi Devm Adivtorivm 
(Adivtorevm, Adivtoerivm) Mevm or Civitas London. 

1 Wheeler sale, 330, and Num. Circ., July 1949, Pl. 11, 8. 
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T O W E R ( P o s v i , & c . ) . 

A. Hemic VIII Di Gra, &c. Bust i , saltire or trefoil stops. 
(1) I.m. Lis, saltire stops, normal coin (Adivtorivm, Pl . X V I I I , 1). 

Variants: Adivtoerivm; a(i). Rev. i.m. Lis, saltire stops, Roman M. 
alii). Rev. i.m. 2 Lis, saltire stops, Roman M (B.N.J. 

xxiv. 116, Fig. 7). 
a(iii). Rev. i.m. Lis, trefoil stops, Roman M (Roth, 

i- 253)-
Adivtorevm; b(i). Rev. i.m. 2 Lis, saltire stops, Roman M (Morrie-

son 249). 
b(ii). Rev. i.m. Lis, trefoil stops, Roman M, Roman 

or Lombardic E (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 6). 
(2) I.m. Lis with Annulet-with-pellet at end of legends, trefoil stops, Roman M 

and E (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 8). Variant: Adivtorevm (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, 
Fig- 9)-

B. Hemic 8 D G, &c. Busts 1 and 2, trefoil or sleeve stops. 
(1) I.m. Lis with Annulet-with-pellet at end of legends, trefoil stops or, on 

reverse, none. 
Variant: Adivtorevm, Roman M and E (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 14). 

(2) I.m. obv. Lis with Annulet-with-pellet, rev. Annulet-with-pellet, trefoil stops 
both sides. 

(3) (?) I.m. Lis both sides, sleeve stops (not noted, not in B.M.). 
(4) I.m. obv. Lis, rev. Annulet-with-pellet, sleeve stops both sides (Pl. X V I I I , 2). 
(5) I.m. Annulet-with-pellet, trefoil stops both sides, Roman or Lombardic E 

(B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Figs. 10 and 15). 
(6) I.m. Annulet-with-pellet, trefoil stops both sides, Annulet on inner circle 

both sides, Roman E (Hib Hib for Hib Rex; B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 12). 
(7) I.m. Annulet-with-pellet, obv. sleeve stops, rev. trefoils, Annulet on inner 

circle on reverse (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 13). 
(8) (?) I.m. Annulet-with-pellet, sleeve stops both sides (not noted, not in B.M.). 
(9) Struck under EDWARD VI, i.m. Annulet-with-pellet. Obv. lozenge stops, 

rev. sleeves (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 16). 
(10) Struck under EDWARD VI . Obv. no i.m., sleeve stops, rev. i.m. Annulet-

with-pellet, lozenge stops (B.M.). 

SOUTHWARK (Civitas London with florets as the only stops). 
Hemic 8 D G, &c. Busts 1 and 2, stops on obv. trefoils, saltires, or sleeves. 

(1) I.m. S, (chiefly) Roman letters on obv. (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 19) or on rev. 
(B.M.). 

(2) I.m. S, Lombardic letters (Roman or Lombardic E), trefoil stops, rarely 
saltires (Pl. X V I I I , 3). 

(3) Obv. i.m. S, trefoil stops, rev. i.m. 0 (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 18). 
(4) Obv. i.m. S, trefoil stops, rev. i.m. E (over 0?) . Struck under EDWARD VI 

(Montagu, ii. 769 and B.M., ex L. A. Lawrence collection). 
(5) Obv. i.m. 0 , trefoil stops, rev. i.m. S. 
(6) Obv. i.m. 0 , sleeve stops, rev. i.m. S (B.N.J, xxiv. 116, Fig. 17). 
(7) I.m. 0 both sides, trefoil stops. 
(8) I.m. 0 both sides, sleeve stops (Pl. X V I I I , 4). 

GROATS 

Six busts: No. 1, P l . X V I I I , 5, 6, and 10. No. 2, Pl . X V I I I , 11 . No. 3, Pl . X V I I I , 8. 
No. 4, Pl . X V I I I , 9. No. 5, P l . X I X , 2. No. 6, P l . X I X , 8. 

Legends: Hemic 8 D.G. Agl Fra Z Hib Rex and Posvi Devm Adivtore' Mevm (Mev') 
or Civitas London, Cantor or Eboraci, or Redde Cviqve Qvod Svvm Est. 
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TOWER (Posvi, &c.). I.m. Lis both sides, Lombardic letters unless otherwise stated. 

Henry VIII 
A. 1. Saltire in forks, bust 1, saltire stops; one analysed, 9 oz. 2 dwt. 12 grs. (Pl. 

X V I I I , 5). 
2. Annulet in forks (one has annulet over saltire), bust 1 or 1 (var.), saltire 

stops. 
3. Annulet in forks, bust 1 (var.) or 2, trefoil stops (Pl. X V I I I , 6). 

B. Annulet-with-pellet in forks. Variants: 
1. Bust 2, trefoil or saltire stops. 
2. Bust 2, trefoil or saltire stops, annulet on inner circle both sides (Pl. 

X V I I I , 7). 
3. Bust 3, trefoil or saltire stops, annulet on inner circle on rev. (Pl. X V I I I , 8). 
4. Bust 3, trefoil stops, Roman E on rev. 
5. Bust 3, sleeve stops; a variant has i.m. on obv. only. 
6. Bust 4, perhaps struck by Edward VI , sleeve stops. 

Mules with Edward VI 
1. I.m. Lis both sides, obv. Henry V I I I , bust 3, sleeve stops, rev. Edward VI , 

Annulet-with-pellet in forks, Roman letters, lozenge stops. 
2. I.m. Lis both sides, obv. Edward VI , bust 4, Roman letters, lozenge stops, rev. 

Henry VIII , Annulet-with-pellet in forks, sleeve stops (Pl. X V I I I , 9). 

Edward VI 
(a) I.m. Lis, bust 4, lozenge stops, Lombardic or Roman letters, Annulet-with-

pellet in forks. Variants: 
1. Obv. Lombardic letters, rev. Roman letters. 
2 (?) Obv. Roman letters, rev. Lombardic letters (not noted, but should exist). 
3 (?) Roman letters both sides (not noted, but should exist). 

(b) I.m. Arrow, Roman letters; the first has Edward's name and portrait, the rest 
Henry's. Variants: 
1. Crescent in forks, Edward 6, &c., lozenge stops (English Coins, PL. XL, 8). 
2. Crescent in forks, bust 4, lozenge stops (Pl. X I X , 1). 
3. ,, „ bust 5, stops pierced crosses and saltires, TL for Z. 
4. Crescent in forks, bust 5, i.m. Arrow inverted, stops, pierced crosses and 

saltires, "E for Z (Pl. X I X , 2). 
5. Crescent in forks, obv. no i.m., pellet stops, rev. i.m. Arrow, stops, pierced 

crosses and saltires. 
6. Rose in forks, bust 5, pellet stops (Pl. X I X , 3). 

Mule. Obv. i.m. K , rev. i.m. Arrow (Morrieson 263). 
(c) I.m. K , stops, lozenges or pierced crosses and saltires, one analysed, 4 oz. 

dwt. 12 grs., crescent or rose in forks. Variants: 
1. Crescent in forks, bust 4, i.m. K on rev. only, sometimes over Arrow, 

lozenge stops. 
2. Crescent in forks, bust 5, i.m. K on obv. only, lozenge stops. 
3. As no. 2, but stops pierced crosses and saltires, "E for Z (Pl. X I X , 5). 
4. Crescent in forks, bust 5, i.m. K both sides, lozenge stops (Pl. X I X , 4). 
5. Rose in forks, bust 5, i.m. K on obv. only, stops, obv. lozenges, rev. pellets. 

(d) I.m. Grapple on rev. only, rose in forks, busts 5 and 6 (Pl. X I X , 6), stops, 
square or round pellets or, on rev., none; one analysed, 4 oz. 8 dwt. 12 grs., 
one obv. die has Lombardic letters and square pellet stops (Pl. X I X , 7). 

(e) I.m. Martlet (normally facing right) on both sides or rev. only; rose in forks, 
busts 5 (Pl. X I X , 9) and 6 (Pl. X I X , 8), stops, saltires, or square or round 
pellets or, on rev., none; one analysed, 4 oz. 1 dwt. 12 grs. 

For a coin with i.m. Martlet facing left, with Lombardic letters and rose in 
forks, see B.N.J, xii. 146. 
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Mules with i.m. Lis. 
1. Obv. Arrow, rev. Lis, bust 5, rose in forks, lozenge stops on obv. 
2. Obv. K , rev. Lis, bust 5, rose in forks, lozenge stops on obv. 
3. Obv. Lis, rev. Grapple (Spink, Num. Circ., March 1894). 
4. Obv. Lis, rev. Martlet, bust 5, rose in forks, pellet stops (C. A. W.). 

(/) I.m. Lis both sides (Pl. X I X , 10) or on rev. only, bust 5, rose in forks, stops 
square or round pellets. 

(g) No i.m., bust 5, either crescent in forks, stops, obv. pellets, rev. lozenges 
or rose in forks, "E for Z omitting D G, stops on obv., pierced crosses and sal-
tires. These coins are apparently both mules between early and late dies. 

SOUTHWARK (Civitas London). No i.m. or, rarely, Lis. 
Henry VIII 

1. S in forks, bust 1 (var.) or 2, letters, either mixed or Roman (Pl. X V I I I , 10, 
some read Hibe, one analysed, 6 oz. 5 dwt. 12 grs.); or Lombardic (Pl. X V I I I , 
11) ; stops trefoils or, rarely, saltires. 

2. 0 in upper and lower, S in side forks, busts 2, 3, and 4, letters, rarely Roman 
(often with Lombardic on rev.; one analysed, 4 oz. 5 dwt. 12 grs.) or Lom-
bardic, stops trefoils (bust 2, P l . X V I I I , 12), sleeves (bust 3, Pl . X V I I I , 13) 
or on rev. none (bust 4, Pl . X V I I I , 14), one reads Divitas. 

Mules (all read Civitas London). 
1. Lombardic letters, obv. i.m. Lis (Tower die), bust 4, sleeve stops, rev. 0 and S 

in forks. 
2. Obv. i.m. Lis (Tower die of Edward VI), bust 4, Roman letters, lozenge stops, 

rev. Lombardic letters, 0 and S in forks, sleeve stops (Pl. X V I I I , 15). 
3. Similar to no. 2, but the rev. has 0 in side fork (B.M.). 
4. Lombardic letters, obv. no i.m., bust 4, sleeve stops, rev. i.m. Lis, lozenge 

stops, nothing in forks (Pl. X V I I I , 16). 

Edward VI 
1. As Henry V I I I , 0 and S in forks, obv. bust 4, Lombardic letters, lozenge stops, 

rev. Roman letters, no stops (C. A. W.). 
2. I.m. E, the first has Edward's name and portrait, the rest, Henry's with i.m. E 

on rev. only. Variants: 
(a) Crescent in forks, Edward 6, &c., lozenge stops (Pl. X I X , 11). 
(b) Crescent in forks, bust 4, lozenge stops (Pl. X I X , 12). 
(c) As (b) but with bust 5. 
(d) Crescent in forks, bust 5, stops, pierced crosses and saltires, TE for Z (one 

analysed, 4 oz. 2 dwt. 12 grs.). 
(e) Rose in forks, bust 5, pellet stops, one has i.m. E over Lis. 
(/) As (e) but bust 6 (Pl. X I X , 14). 

3 (a) No i.m., Edward's name and portrait, S in forks (B.N.J, xii, Pl. v, 6). 
(b) No i.m., Henry's bust 5, rose in forks, pellet stops (Pl. X I X , 15). 

DURHAM HOUSE, Hemic 8, &c., and Redde Cviqve (Cviq) Qvod (Q) Svvm Est. 
I.m. Bow both sides ("reverse Grapple", recorded by Snelling, Pl. ill, 45); bust 6, 

in forks, either crescent or floral spike, stops, obv. square pellets, sometimes 
with saltire before and after i.m. Bow, rev. saltires (Pl. X I X , 16, 17). 

CANTERBURY (Civitas Cantor). 
Henry VIII 

(a) No i.m., busts 1 (var.) or 2, trefoil stops, open forks, Roman or mixed letters 
(some with Di Gra) often muled with Lombardic letters on rev., a spur from 
shield to inner circle below 3rd or 4th quarter (Pl. X X , 1 ,2) . 
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(6) No i.m., bust 2, trefoil stops, open forks, Lombardic letters (D G), spur from 
shield to inner circle below 4th quarter (Pl. X X , 3). No groats known at Canter-
bury with busts 3 or 4. 

Edward VI 
(c) Not known, see York. 
(d) No i.m., bust 5, crescent in forks, stops, lozenges (Pl. X X , 4, Civitan), pierced 

crosses with saltires (~E for Z), or on rev. none. 
(e) No i.m., busts 5 and 6, rose in forks, pellet stops (Pl. X X , 5); a coin with bust 

5 and pellet stops has ~E for Z, exceptionally. 
(/) I.m. Rose, bust 6, rose in forks, round pellet stops (Pl. X X , 6). 

YORK (Civitas Eboraci). 
Henry VIII 

(a) No i.m., busts 1 (var.) or 2, open forks, trefoil or saltire stops, Roman or mixed 
letters (some with Di Gra), often muled with Lombardic letters on rev., spur 
from right-hand top corner of shield to inner circle (Pl. X X , 7, 8). 

(ib) No i.m., bust 2 or 3, open forks, Lombardic letters, stops, trefoils or sleeves 
(bust 3), usually a spur from top left- or right-hand corner of shield to inner 
circle (Pl. XX, 9, 10). 

Edward VI 
(c) 1. Mules with rev. of Henry V I I I ; obv. bust 4, Roman letters, lozenge stops, 

rev. Lombardic letters, trefoil stops (spur at top right corner), sleeves or 
none (spur at top left corner of shield), open forks. 

2. Mule with obv. of Henry V I I I ; obv. bust 4, Lombardic letters, sleeve stops, 
rev. i.m. Lis, Roman letters, lozenge stops (spur at top left corner of shield), 
open forks (Pl. X X , 12). 

3. I.m. Lis on obv., bust 4, Roman letters and lozenge stops both sides, spur 
at top left corner of shield, open forks (Pl. X X , 11). 

(d) No i.m., busts 5 and 6, crescent in forks (Pl. X X , 13), stops lozenges or pierced 
crosses with saltires (~E for Z). 

(e) No i.m., busts 5 and 6, rose in forks (Pl. X X , 14), stops pierced crosses and sal-
tires ("E for Z), square or round pellets or on rev. none. One has Lombardic 
letters and perhaps an i.m. (B.N.J, xii, Pl. in, 3). 

H A L F - G R O A T S 

Bust as no. 1 on groats or, on late coins of York, as no. 6 on groats. 
Legends: Hemic 8DG Agl (Ag, A) Fra (Fr, F) Z Hi(b) Rex and Posvi, &c., or Civitas 

London, Cantor, or Eboraci; or Redde cviqve, &c. 

TOWER (Posvi, &c.) . 

Henry VIII 
I.m. Lis both sides, annulet in forks, Lombardic letters, trefoil or saltire stops 

(Pl. X X I , 1). 
Edward VI. 1547-51, all with Roman letters and open forks. 

(a) I.m. Arrow. Variants: 
1. Edward's name and portrait, Edward 6, &c., lozenge stops (B.N.J, xii, 

Pl. V, 7); for Civitas London legend see Southwark. 
2. Henry's name and portrait, lozenge or pellet stops, i.m. both sides (Pl. 

X X I , 3) or on rev. only. 
(b) Mule obv. Arrow, square pellet stops, rev. K (Mr. R. C. Lockett, Pl . X X I , 4). 

I.m. K on rev. only, lozenge stops. 
(c) Mule, obv. Arrow, rev. Grapple (B.N.J, xii. 146). 
(d) I.m. Grapple both sides (R. Carlyon-Britton sale 206), or on rev. only, pellet 

stops (Pl. X X I , 5). 
Mule, Tower/Southwark. 

Obv. Arrow, rev. E, lozenge stops (Spink, Num. Circ., Nov. 1910). 
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SOUTHWARK (Civitas London). 

Henry VIII 
1. No i.m. S in forks, mixed letters, stops, trefoils (?). 

2. No i.m., 0 in upper and lower, S in side forks, trefoil stops (Pl. X X I , 2). 

Edward VI 
1. I.m. Arrow both sides (B.N.J, xii, Pl. v , 8), Edward's name and portrait, 

lozenge stops, Civitas London. 
2. I.m. E . Variants: 

(a) Edward's name and portrait, open forks, lozenge stops (see Wheeler 324). 
(b) Henry's name and portrait, i.m. E both sides, pierced cross stops, ~E for Z 

(Pl. X X I , 8). 
(c) As (b), but i.m. on rev. only (Pl. X X I , 6). 
(d) As (c), but lozenge stops (Pl. X X I , 7). 
(e) I.m. E on rev., round pellet stops. 

3. No i.m., Henry's name and portrait, stops, lozenges (Pl. X X I , 9), pierced 
crosses (R. Carlyon-Britton sale 200 (g)), or round pellets. 

DURHAM HOUSE. Henric 8 D G Agl Fra Z Hi Rex and Redd' Cviq' Qd Svvm Est. 
I.m. Bow on rev., bust as no. 1 on groats, stops, saltires, or on rev. none (Pl. 

X X I , 10). 

CANTERBURY (Civitas Cantor). All have bust as no. 1 on groats. 
Henry VIII 

(a) No i.m., Lombardic letters, saltire or trefoil stops, pierced cross-ends; either 
spur from shield to inner circle below 3rd quarter of shield (Pl. X X I , 11 , 12) , 
or pellet (vice spur) below 4th quarter of shield (Pl. X X I , 13). 

(b) No i.m., Lombardic or mixed letters, pierced cross-ends or open forks (no spur 
or pellet), stops saltires, trefoils, sleeves (Pl. X X I , 14), or none. 

Edward VI 
(c) Lombardic or mixed letters, open forks, lozenge stops (Pl. X X I , 15, 16). 
(d) Edward's name and portrait, no i.m., Edoard and as variants, Canton, Castor, 

lozenge stops (Pl. X X I , 9). 
(e) Henry's name and portrait; no i.m., open forks, stops round pellets, or none 

(Pl. X X I , 17). 
(/) Henry's name, &c. ; i.m. t on obv. or rev.; small neat letters, open forks, 

lozenge stops (Pl. X X I , 18). 

YORK (Civitas Eboraci). Bust as groats no. 1 or no. 6. 
Henry VIII 

(a) No i.m., Lombardic or mixed letters, pierced cross-ends or open forks, stops, 
saltires or trefoils, spur from top right or left corner of shield to inner circle 
(Pl. X X I , 20, 21). 

Edward VI 
(b) No i.m., Roman letters, large with lozenge stops (Pl. X X I , 22) or small with 

pellet stops, open forks. 
(c) Bust as groats no. 6, smaller Roman letters, pellet stops, open forks (Pl. 

X X I , 23). 

P E N C E 

Busts, either facing or on late coins "three-quarter" (as on groats 6); legends: H D G 
Rosa Sine Spina (Spine, Spinis, Spini), usually abbreviated, and Civitas London, 
Cantor, or Eborac (i). London coins with no i.m. may be either Tower or South-
wark. 
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T O W E R 

Henry VIII 
(а) I.m. Lis both sides, facing bust, Lombardic letters, pierced cross-ends, stops 

saltires (Pl. X X I I , 1) or trefoils, or on rev. none. 
Variant: A coin is recorded (Spink, Num. Circ., Nov., 1910) with annulet 

on inner circle both sides and uncertain i.m. 
(б) No i.m., facing bust, Lombardic or mixed letters or on rev. Roman, pierced 

cross-ends or open forks, stops, trefoils, sleeves (Pl. X X I I , 5), or none. Some 
read Londen. 

Edward VI 
(c) I.m. Arrow, coins with Edward's name and portrait, open forks, lozenge stops ; 

E D G Rosa, &c. (Pl. X X I I , 6). 
(d) I.m. Arrow, Henry's name, &c., i.m. on obv. (Pl. X X I I , 7) or on rev. (Pl. 

X X I I , 8), facing bust, lozenge stops, open forks. 
(e) I.m. K on rev., facing bust, lozenge stops, open forks (Pl. X X I I , 9). 
(/) I.m. Grapple on obv. (Pl. X X I I , 10) or rev. (Pl. X X I I , 11), facing bust, 

open forks, stops square or round pellets, smaller letters. 
(g) No i.m., facing bust, large letters with lozenge stops or small letters with 

pellet stops (var. Spini, Spinis), open forks. A piedfort at B.M. with large 
letters weighs 16-3 grs. 

(h) No i.m., "three-quarter" bust, small letters, pellet stops (Pl. X X I I , 13). 

S O U T H W A R K 

Henry VIII 
(a) I.m. S on obv., facing bust, chiefly Roman letters, trefoil stops, pierced cross-

ends (Pl. X X I I , 2, Fitzwilliam Museum). 
(b) I.m. 0 on obv. (Pl. X X I I , 4, C. A. W.), sleeve stops and open forks, or on 

rev. (Pl. X X I I , 3), trefoil stops and pierced cross-ends; Lombardic or mixed 
letters. 

(c) I.m. E, coins with Edward's name and portrait, E D G, &c. 
(d) I.m. E, coins with Henry's facing bust, open forks, pellet stops (Pl. X X I I , 12). 

DURHAM HOUSE. H 8 D G Rosa, &c. , and Red Cviq Q S Est; i .m. B o w (?) on rev. , 
facing bust, square pellet stops, ornamental cross-ends (Pl. X X I I , 14). 

CANTERBURY (Civitas Cantor). 
Henry VIII 

(a) No i.m., facing bust, Lombardic letters, pierced cross-ends, spur below 
3rd quarter of shield (Pl. X X I I , 15, 16, Cantas), or open forks and no spur, 
stops, saltires, trefoils, or sleeves. 

Edward VI 
(b) No i.m., facing bust, Lombardic letters, lozenge stops. 
(c) No i.m., facing bust, Roman letters, either large with lozenge stops (Pl. 

X X I I , 17, some with Lombardic H), cross-ends patty or open forks, or small 
letters with pellet stops, open forks (Pl. X X I I , 18). 

(d) No i.m., "three-quarter" bust, small letters, pellet stops, open forks (Pl. 
X X I I , 19). 

YORK (Civitas Eboraci). 
Henry VIII 

(a) No i.m., facing bust, Lombardic or chiefly Roman letters (Pl. X X I I , 20), 
some with spur from right-hand top corner of shield to inner circle (spur, P l . 
X X I I , 20, 21, without spur, Eborac, P l . X X I I , 22), all with pierced cross-ends 
and saltire or trefoil stops; or with open forks and sleeve stops or none. 
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(b) No i.m., facing bust, either large Roman letters and lozenge stops (Pl. 

X X I I , 23), or none, or small Roman letters and pellet stops or none; all with 
open forks. 

(c) No i.m., "three-quarter" bust, small Roman letters and pellet stops, open 
forks (Pl. X X I I , 24). 

H A L F P E N C E 

Legends: H D G Rosa Sine Spina (abbrev.) and Civitas London, Cantor, or Eborac(i); 
all reverses have cross and pellets. Southwark coins are indistinguishable. 

T O W E R 

Henry VIII 
(a) I.m. Lis (PL X X I I , 25) or none, facing bust, Lombardic letters, trefoil stops, 
cross-ends patty, Annulet-with-pellet in centre of rev.; some read Londen. 

Edward VI 
(b) I.m. uncertain, Edward's own name and portrait, E 6 D G, &c. (Wheeler 

330, ill.). 
(c) No i.m., facing bust of Henry, Roman letters, pellet stops, cross-ends patty 

or open (Pl. X X I I , 26, with cross above arch of crown showing fortuitous 
resemblance to Lis). 

(d) I.m. Lis, "three-quarter" bust, recorded only in Montagu ii. 7 7 1 ; perhaps 
doubtful. 

CANTERBURY (Civitas Cantor). 
Henry VIII 

(a) No i.m., facing bust, Lombardic or mixed letters, stops, trefoils, saltires 
or none, cross-ends patty, some read H 8, &c. 

Edward VI 
(b) No i.m., facing bust, Roman letters, stops, lozenges, pierced crosses, saltires, 

pellets or none, some read H 8, &c., cross-ends patty (Pl. X X I I , 27, 28). 

YORK (Civitas Eborac[i)). 
Henry VIII 

(a) No i.m., facing bust, mixed letters, trefoils stops, cross-ends patty. 

Edward VI 
(ib) No i.m., facing bust, Roman or mixed letters, lozenge or pellet stops, cross-

ends patty or open, some read Eborac (Pl. X X I I , 29). 

P A R T 4. T H E B R I S T O L MINT U N D E R H E N R Y V I I I A N D E D W A R D VI 

The Bristol coins of this period are treated separately for two 
reasons: first, because, with few exceptions, they show a marked 
difference from those of other mints, and secondly, because, unlike 
other provincial mints, Bristol struck both gold and silver. 

The history of the Bristol mint under Henry V I I I and Edward VI 
has been recorded by the late Henry Symonds in the Numismatic 
Chronicle of 1911, p. 331. The same writer made further reference to 
the subject in his account of the Irish coinage of this period (ibid., 
1915, p. 207), and again in the British Numismatic Journal, x. p. 134 and 
xi. p. 123). The Bristol mint probably opened in April 1546 and re-
mained in operation until October 1549. Presumably, therefore, all 
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Bristol gold is of 20 ct. and the silver 4 oz. fine. The mint accounts 
extend nominally until Lady Day 1550, the formal reckoning day for 
the closure of the accounts, but the last six months were occupied with 
the winding up of the work; by January 1550 the mint was already dis-
solved and the workmen either discharged or transferred to London.1 

Henry V I I I died on 28 January 1547, with the mint in full pro-
duction, and it is not possible to draw a clear dividing line between 
the last Bristol coins of Henry and the first coins of Edward VI. The 
Master, William Sharington, or as he is styled in the Bristol docu-
ments the Under-treasurer, struck precisely similar coins under both 
kings, and placed his monogram WS as initial mark on all coins large 
enough to receive it, that is, on all coins save pence and halfpence. 

The supposition that Sharington struck coins after Henry's death 
is not based on inference alone. Early in 1549, as already noted, 
Sharington was taxed with certain irregularities in his work at the 
mint, whereupon he admitted, among other derelictions, that during 
May, June, and July 1547 (some six months after Henry's death) he 
had coined testoons " t o a great sum" in defiance of the prohibition 
against striking such pieces. No doubt other denominations were also 
struck. 

In February 1549 Sharington was replaced in his office by Thomas 
Chamberlain, who for some time probably continued to use the irons 
of his predecessor, including the i.m. WS. His own coins, the groats 
and half-groats bearing the monogram TC, Henry Symonds supposes 
to have been struck between May and October 1549. Apart from this 
initial mark the coins are substantially the same as Sharington's. 

Chamberlain also issued certain shillings with monogram TC2 as 
initial mark dated 1549 a n d bearing the name of Edward VI. These 
too have reasonably been assigned to Bristol, although they show no 
mint name; but documentary evidence exists establishing a com-
mission authorizing Chamberlain to strike shillings of 6 oz. fine.3 The 
new term "shill ing" is of some importance; it represents an attempt 
to escape the obloquy attaching to the baser testoons and the illicit 
copies of them. 

Lastly there are the rare Bristol pence and halfpence with Edward's 
name and portrait, and these also were perhaps struck by Chamberlain 
in 1549, though bearing no monogram or initial mark. In any case it 
is clear that after Henry's death in January 1547 Bristol coins were 
issued in both Henry's and Edward's name. The coins show, moreover, 
that Edward's order of February 1550 to recoin old testoons into 
smaller coins with the "hole face and inscripcion of our most dear late 
father" had been anticipated at least at Bristol, and indeed suggests, 
as Symonds also does,4 that the order of 1550 merely regularized a 
widely accepted fait accompli. 

1 Brit. Num. Journ. xi . 140. 
2 This monogram should be distinguished from the fortuitous combination on some 

shillings of a small t struck seemingly over G ; this G is unknown as an independent mark. 
3 Brit. Num. Journ. xi . 140. 
4 Num. Chron., 1911, p. 346. 

Y 
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The organization of the Bristol mint was from the outset remarkable 
in one respect. It included the appointment of a special die-engraver, 
whose name we know was Giles Evenet. Hitherto all dies, wherever 
the coins were to be struck, had been engraved in London. But though 
Evenet designed the bulk of the Bristol dies, some of them continued 
to be produced by the engraver at London. Evenet's lettering is prob-
ably represented by the picturesque Lombardic fount which in several 
styles and adorned with an exuberant variety of stops is found on 
almost all Bristol coins. A few dies, however, in most denominations 
show the lettering and stops of the normal London coins. These 
London-made dies are all rather scarce, and their continued issue until 
Henry's death and even afterwards is puzzling. It may be that the 
issue of dies from London was not wholly for the benefit of Bristol, but 
was an assertion of the London engraver's intention to maintain the 
full privileges of his appointment. It may be added that the Irish harp 
groats struck at Bristol with Sharington's monogram during this 
period also similarly reveal the work of two different engravers, Evenet 
of Bristol and the London official. 

The elaborate Lombardic fount which was probably the work of 
Evenet I have called " Bristol lettering " ; the Lombardic letters which 
resemble those of the London coins I have called "London lettering". 
All coins with London lettering which include the English title pre-
serve the London spelling Agl or Aglie; Evenet restores the N and 
always writes Angil) or Anglie. Some coins, generally with London 
lettering, read Bristoli. Another, a penny, reads Bristole and is unusual 
in showing Roman lettering and was probably struck by Edward V I ; 
a variety of it shows Evenet's lettering on obverse. 

Indeed, once the London-made dies reached Bristol they were com-
bined indiscriminately with Evenet's own dies. A testoon and a groat 
are illustrated (Pl. XXIII, 9 and Pl. XXIV, 2) showing London and 
Bristol lettering on either side, while two of the crowns (Pl. XXIII, 
4 and 5) show the same reverse die combined, first with an obverse 
of London lettering, and then with one of Evenet's dies. Evenet 
clearly worked, moreover, for both Sharington and Chamberlain, for 
his handiwork is visible on coins with both their monograms WS and 
TC. Indeed documentary evidence confirms this.1 All groats and half-
groats of Evenet's work also show his version of the fashionable query-
shaped abbreviation mark after the king's name; they include perhaps 
the only groats and half-groats of Edward VI to show this mark. At 
other mints a comma is used by Edward for this purpose. 

It has already been remarked2 that all the groats and half-groats 
with Bristol lettering have a very small pellet in the field below the 
third or lower left-hand quarter of the shield on the reverse (the Irish 
groats have a pellet beside the harp also). On the testoons the pellet 
is placed below and to left of the large rose on the reverse. Some dies 
of the crowns have the pellet below the rose or the shield but others, 

1 Num. Chron., ign, p. 341. 
2 B y Mr. R. Carlyon-Britton, Brit. Num. Journ. xxiv. 32. 
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and all half-crown dies, omit it. Evenet's groats and half-groats also 
have a pellet at about " 5 o'clock" on the inner circle of the reverse. 
Evenet also designed his own busts, varying slightly on the groats but 
apparently uniform on the half-groats; the penny shows head and 
shoulders and the halfpenny a small facing head. On the groats with 
London lettering two London busts were used, nos. 2 and 3; on the 
half-groats the bust with fur collar and on the penny the facing bust. 

The coins struck at Bristol include: gold: of Henry VIII , sovereign, 
half-sovereign, crown, and half-crown; of Edward VI, sovereign, 
crown, and half-crown; silver: of both kings, testoon, groat, half-
groat, penny, and halfpenny; and in addition, portrait pieces in 
Edward's name, the shilling of 1549 (i-m- TC, Pl. XXIV, 16) and the 
penny (Pl. XXIV, 15) and halfpenny (Brooke, English Coins, Pl. XL, 
16). Some of these portrait pieces, though strictly beyond the scope 
of this paper, are illustrated here for the sake of completeness. 

Sovereigns 
Some of these are difficult to classify. Bristol sovereign dies show 

two entirely different styles. Both were produced for Sharington and 
bear his monogram WS, though neither reveals the handiwork of 
Evenet. One of them shows almost the same Lombardic lettering and 
workmanship as, and so is probably contemporary with, London sove-
reigns with i.m. Lis or Annulet-with-pellet, and these coins can safely 
be assigned to the early Bristol period as being struck in Henry's life-
time (Pl. XXIII, 1). The other type of sovereign has Roman letters 
and rosette stops (Pl. XXIII, 3). Brooke assigns these partly to the 
same period and partly to that of Edward's First Coinage. They seem 
out of place in Henry's reign, for it does not seem likely that dies of 
such importance and costliness and two such totally different styles 
would be contemporary products from the London engraver's work-
shop. I have already explained why I think the Bristol sovereigns 
with Roman letters and rosette stops can be exclusively reserved to 
the First Coinage of Edward VI. The rosette stops can be matched by 
those on some of the profile gold in Edward's own name, and the 
lettering and other details by that on undoubted pieces of Edward V I . 
Nevertheless, these sovereigns, and the Lis-marked London sovereigns 
which resemble them (Pl. VI, 1-3), remain something of an enigma 
and indeed all, as Brooke thought possible, may have been struck at 
Bristol. One curious feature of the coins with i.m. WS is the wide 
divergence in their weight. A coin at the British Museum weighs 
196-4 grs. (wrongly given by Kenyon, Evans, and Grueber as 199-5 
grs.), and Mr. Fred Baldwin has exhibited one to the Society weighing 
195 grs.; another at the Museum weighs 185 grs., but another in a 
private collection is as low as 172 grs. 

Half-sovereigns 
Only one pair of dies is known. They are of rather rough work 

and show London Lombardic letters and trefoil stops; and like the 
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corresponding sovereign have the i.m. WS on the obverse only (Pl. 
XXIII, 2). Evenet's lettering is unknown on a half-sovereign. 

Crowns 
On all coins the crown above rose or shield is decorated with a 

central leaf and two fleurs-de-lis. A few coins of poor workmanship 
show London Lombardic lettering and trefoil stops (Pl. XXIII, 4), but 
most coins, and they are fairly plentiful, show Evenet's work; the dies 
showing the two types are also muled (Pl. XXIII, 4 and 5, same reverse 
die). Evenet's dies are remarkable not only for their fine, if somewhat 
precious, lettering but for their elaborate stops, the legend being freely 
interspersed with different shapes and sizes of roses, lis, trefoils, crosses 
as well as saltires, annulets, and pellets. There seems to be no discern-
ible theme in their arrangement. The i.m. WS is usually placed on the 
reverse only, but rarely on the obverse also. The earlier coins show a 
barred London-type A, the later a Bristol-type A. A few coins show 
the Roman numeral VIII , but most of them have the Arabic 8, some 
of the latter reading Henricvs in full. All coins omit Rutilans. Some 
dies show a small pellet below the rose on obverse and below the shield 
on reverse. Some crowns and half-crowns were perhaps struck under 
Chamberlain, but they cannot be distinguished from Sharington's. 

Half-crowns 
The crown over rose or shield shows a cross patty and two fleurs-de-

lis. All coins apparently show Evenet's lettering in a smaller fount. 
The stops are less elaborate and seem uniform, being saltires on ob-
verse and pellets on reverse. The i.m. WS is now on the obverse and 
the legends show the same transposition as the London coins, the rose-
type obverse reading Rutilans Rosa, &c., and the shield-type reverse 
Henric 8, &c. Perhaps for lack of space the pellet below the rose and 
shield is omitted. I have seen only Lombardic A on these coins; this 
and their comparative scarcity may suggest that their issue was early 
discontinued. 

Testoons 
Both London and Bristol lettering are found on these coins and the 

two are sometimes combined (Pl. XXIII, 9). The London-made dies 
show trefoil stops and record the spelling Bristoli. Evenet's dies show 
the crown over rose on reverse decorated with an elaborate leaf instead 
of the cross patty. They also have the usual elaborate lettering and 
stops and include the small pellet below the rose. A perhaps early die 
shows the abnormal spelling Bristollie (Pl. XXIII, 9); the normal spell-
ing has one L. 

Groats 
Dies are again found with both Bristol and London lettering. The 

scarce London dies have trefoil or sleeve stops with open cross-ends; 
some again reading Bristoli. The i.m. WS is on the reverse only, but 
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one London-made obverse (Pl. XXIV, 2) shows the H of Henric appa-
rently struck over WS. On Evenet's dies the lettering and stops 
closely follow the pattern of the crowns. In the forks there are usually 
either annulets, lis, or trefoils, and below the third quarter of the 
shield there is a small pellet; also, as noted above, a pellet on the inner 
circle. But early reverse dies of Evenet's, like those made at London, 
show open forks and rather different lettering and stops, e.g. an un-
barred A and a small rose in the legend. They also omit, like the 
London-made dies, the pellet below the shield, and the diamond stops 
are unusual (Pl. XXIV, 2, rev.). 

The coins with i.m. TC have a slightly different bust but are other-
wise similar to those with W S ; they have trefoils in the fork and the 
usual pellets on the reverse. 

Half-groats 
The crown ornaments on all Bristol groats and half-groats are a 

cross patty and two fleurs-de-lis. Most coins are struck from Evenet's 
dies. The stops are chiefly pellets or saltires, but there is an occasional 
cross, lis, or trefoil in the legend. A few scarce coins, however, are 
struck from London-made dies and have trefoil stops and again in-
clude the reading Bristoli. The initial mark again appears on the 
reverse only; those with WS have lis quatrefoils or trefoils in one of 
the forks but sometimes have open cross-ends. I have seen no half-
groats with annulets in the forks, but contrariwise quatrefoils in the 
forks seems to occur on half-groats only. The coins with i.m. TC, not 
mentioned by Brooke, have trefoils or no mark in the forks but are 
otherwise similar. Evenet's but not the London-made dies show 
pellets on the reverse like groats. 

Pence 
The coin with Roman letters of London make has been mentioned. 

Lombardic letters of London style are also known, with sleeve stops, 
but most dies are of Evenet's work and insert the numeral thus: 
He 8 D G, &c., and show a variety of elaborate stops. Some, but not 
all, have trefoils in the forks on the reverse. The initial mark is 
omitted; it was wrongly given as WS by Brooke. The pellet below 
the shield is likewise absent. 

Halfpence 
This piece was not included by Brooke in English Coins in 1932, but 

had been recorded in the Numismatic Circular in May 1909, and has 
since appeared in the Longbottom sale, 232 (Sotheby, May 1934). Mr. 
Carlyon-Britton had another. The reverse shows a cross and pellets 
and reads Bristoli, and the dies are by Evenet (Pl. XXIV, 14). 

Of the portrait coins in Edward's name the pence and halfpence 
clearly show the characteristics of Evenet's work, especially the fine 
Lombardic lettering, but the lettering on the shilling is apparently 
the same as that on the Tower shillings. Yet these Bristol shillings do 
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show an echo of Evenet's exuberance. In the legend on either side is 
placed, as on many Bristol groats, an ornamental rose. This occurs 
on no other profile shilling. 

L I S T S 

All coins of Henry V I I I have Lombardic lettering; either the "London lettering" 
of contemporary London coins, or the "Bristol lettering" of Giles Evenet; the former 
are exclusively Henry VIII 's , the latter are shared also by Edward VI. All gold is 
20 ct. fine; all silver is 4 oz. fine, save the shillings of Edward V I which are 6 oz. fine. 

HENRY V I I I (1546-7) 
Sovereign. As London sovereign II (B), small module; i.m. WS on obv. only. Wt. 

192 grs. Obv. King seated, holding sceptre and orb, on a throne with pillars 
adorned with birds; a rose at his feet; rev. crowned shield with supporters, HR 
(monogram) below; London Lombardic lettering but Roman E and R ; trefoil 
stops. (Pl. X X I I I , 1.) 

Henric 8 Di Gra Agl Franci Z Hiber Rex. 
Ihs Avtem Transiens per Medivm Illorv lb at. 

Half-sovereign. Wt. 96 grs. Similar to sovereign; i.m. W S on obv. only, similar 
lettering but all Lombardic letters, trefoil stops (Pl. X X I I I , 2). 

Henric 8 D G Agl Francie Z Hib Rex. 
Ihs Avt Transiens Per Medi Illor Ibat. 

Crown. Wt. 48 grs. Obv. Crowned rose with h R both crowned, king's name and 
titles, rev. crowned shield with h R crowned, Rutilans omitted. 

1. London Lombardic lettering, i.m. W S on rev., trefoil stops (Pl. X X I I I , 4, same 
rev. die as P l . X X I I I , 5). 
Obv. Henric 8 Rosa Sine Spine. 
Rev. Dei Gra Aglie Fra Z Hib Rex. 

2. Bristol lettering; i.m. W S on rev., rarely on obv. also, stops, pellets, varied by 
annulets, saltires, trefoils, crosses, lis, or roses. 
Obv. Henric VIII or 8 (Henricvs 8) Rosa Sine Spine (Spina). 
Rev. Dei Gra Angl Franc (D G Anglie Fra) Z Hib Rex. 
Variants: 1. I.m. W S on obv.; rev. from same die as Pl. X X I I I , 4, with London 

lettering (Pl. X X I I I , 5). 
2. Henricvs (Pl. X X I I I , 6). 
3. Pellet below rose and shield (Pl. X X I I I , 6). 
4. R h beside shield (Pl. X X I I I , 7). 

Half-crown. Wt. 24 grs. As Crown but with Bristol lettering only; letters HR on 
both sides are uncrowned; i.m. W S on obv. only (showing crowned rose); stops 
obv. saltires, rev. pellets (Pl. X X I I I , 8). 

Obv. Rutilans Rosa Sine Spi. 
Rev. (Crowned shield) Henric 8 D G Ang Fr Z Hib Rex. 

Testoon. Wt. 120 grs.; i.m. W S on rev. only. 
1. London Lombardic lettering (Pl. X X I I I , 9, obv.), stops, trefoils: 

Obv. Henric 8 D G Agl Fra Z Hib. Rex. 
Rev. Civitas Bristoli(e). 

2. Bristol lettering (Pl. XXIII , 10 and 9, rev.), stops, pellets varied by roses, lis, 
crosses, trefoils, &c.; pellet below rose on rev. 
Obv. Henric 8 D G Ang Franc Z Hib Rex. 
Rev. Civitas Bristolie (Bristol, Bristollie, Pl . X X I I I , 9). 
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Groat. Wt. 40 grs.; i.m. W S on rev. 
1. London lettering; busts 2 and 3; stops, trefoils or sleeves, nothing in forks 

(Pl. X X I V , 1 and 2, obv.). 
Obv. Hemic 8 D G Agl Fra Z Hib Rex. 
Rev. Civitas Bristoli (e). 

2. Bristol lettering; stops, lozenges (Pl. X X I V , 2, rev.), or pellets, varied by 
crosses, trefoils, lis, roses, &c.; pellet below 3rd quarter of shield and on inner 
circle; in forks either no mark (Pl. X X I V , 2, rev.), annulets (Pl. X X I V , 3), lis 
(Pl. X X I V , 5), or trefoils (Pl. X X I V , 4). 
Obv. Hemic 8 D G Ang(l) Fra Z Hib Rex. 
Rev. Civitas Bristolie. 

Half-groat. Wt. 20 grs. I.m. W S on rev. only. 
1. London lettering; trefoil stops, with a trefoil (?) in forks (Pl. X X I V , 7). 

Obv. Hemic 8 D G Agl Fr Z Hib Rex. 
Rev. Civitas Bristoli. 

2. Bristol lettering; stops, pellets, with quatrefoils, crosses, or trefoils in legend; 
in forks, lis, trefoils, quatrefoils or nothing; pellet below 3rd quarter of shield 
and on inner circle (Pl. X X I V , 8, 9). 
Obv. Hemic 8 D G Ang Fra Z Hib Re(x). 
Rev. Civitas Bristolie. 

Penny. Wt. 10 grs. I.m. none. 
1. London bust and London Lombardic lettering, Roman N, sleeve stops (obv. 

only, none on rev.); open forks (Pl. X X I V , 11). 
Obv. H D G Rosa Sine Spine. 
Rev. Civitas Bristoli. 

2. Bristol lettering; stops, pellets or saltires, with trefoils, quatrefoils, or crosses 
in legend; in forks, trefoils or nothing (Pl. X X I V , 12, 13). 
Obv. He 8 D G Rosa Sine Spina, Spine, Spna; one die omits Sine. 
Rev. Civitas Bristolie. 

Halfpenny. Wt. 5 grs. I.m. none (?), Bristol lettering, pellet stops; double leaf in 
forks on rev. which has cross and three pellets in each quarter (Pl. X X I V , 14). 

Obv. . . . G Rosa Sine Spin. . . . 
Rev. Civitas Bristoli. 

E D W A R D V I ( 1 5 4 7 - 9 ) 

Sovereign. Similar to London sovereigns of Edward V I (i.m. Lis with feelers) in 
Henry's name. Wt. 192 grs. (Jan. 1547-Jan. 1549). Lm. W S both sides; 
Roman lettering; rosette stops (Pl. XXIII , 3). 

Obv. Hemic Dei Gra Agl Fran Z Hib Rex. 
Rev. Ihs Avtern Transiens Per Medivm Illor Ibat. 

Crowns and Half-crowns. As the coins of Henry VIII . 

Testoon. Wt. 120 grs. (Jan. 1547-Jan. 1549 ('))• As testoon of Henry VIII , i.m. W S 
on rev. 

Shilling. Wt. 80 grs.; 6 oz. fine (May-June 1549). I.m. TC obv., profile portrait of 
Edward, rev., garnished shield with E R ; lozenge stops with roses in legends ; 
Roman letters, dated 1549 (Pl. X X I V , 16, Mr. R. Carlyon-Britton). 

Obv. Edward VI D G Agl Fra Z Hib Rex. 
Rev. Timor Domini Fons Vite Mdxlix. 
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Groat. Wt. 40 grs. 
1. (Jan. 1547-Jan. 1549), as groat of Henry VIII , i.m. W S on rev. 
2. (Jan.-Oct. 1549), similar to groats of Henry VIII , but with i.m. TC on rev.; 

Bristol lettering, pellet stops but roses, quatrefoils, &c., in legend; pellet below 
3rd quarter of shield and on inner circle; trefoils in forks (Pl. X X I V , 6). 

Obv. Henric 8 D G Ang Fra Z Hib Rex. 
Rev. Civitas Bristolie. 

Half-groat. Wt. 20 grs. 
1. (Jan. 1547-Jan. 1549), as half-groats of Henry V I I I ; i.m. W S on rev. 
2. (Jan.-Oct. 1549), similar to half-groats of Henry VIII , but i.m. TC on rev.; 

Bristol lettering; stops, pellets on obv., none on rev., quatrefoils or trefoils in 
legend; trefoils or nothing in forks; pellet below 3rd quarter of shield and on 
inner circle (Pl. X X I V , 10). 

Obv. Henric 8 D G Ang Fr Z Hib Rex. 
Rev. Civitas Bristolie. 

Penny 
1. Wt. 10 grs. (c. 1547-8). No i.m., London bust, Roman letters, lozenge stops; 

also muled with an obv. of Evenet's. 
Obv. H D G Rosa Sine Spi. 
Rev. Civitas Bristole. (B.N.J, xii, Pl. 11, 12.) 
2. Wt. 10 grs. (Jan.-Oct. 1549). I.m. none; profile portrait, Bristol lettering; 

stops, pellets or saltires with trefoil or quatrefoil in legend; trefoils in forks. 
Obv. E(D) 6 D G Rosa Sin(e) Spin(a). 
Rev. Civitas Bristolie (Pl. X X I V , 15). 

Halfpenny. Wt . 5 grs. (Jan.-Oct. 1549). I.m. none; profile portrait, rev. type, cross 
and pellets; Bristol lettering; stops, pellets or saltires; double leaf in forks. 

Obv. E 6 D G Rosa Sie Spin. 
Rev. Civitas Bristoli. (English Coins, Pl. XL, 16.) 

K E Y TO T H E P L A T E S 

PLATE I. Sovereigns, obverses, First and Second Coinages. 
1. Sovereign of Henry VII , obv. i.m. Lis, rev. i.m. Crosslet. 
2. False Ryal of Henry VIII , a contemporary foreign (?) imitation. 
Oia. Obv. of ist Coinage, i.m. Portcullis. 
O16. Obv. of 2nd Coinage, i.m. Sunburst over Portcullis, same die as O i a. 
Oic. „ ,, i.m. Lis over Sunburst (i), same die as O i a. 
O2. „ „ i.m. Lis, new die. 
Oi^. ,, ,, i.m. Lis over Sunburst (ii), same die as Oi«, but recon-

structed. 
Oie. Obv. of 2nd Coinage, as Oid, but cross over orb of crown tooled (?). 

PLATE II. Sovereigns, reverses, First and Second Coinages. 
R i . Rev. of is t Coinage, i.m. Portcullis, ist die, Transiens, E unbroken. 
R2. ,, ,, i.m. Portcullis, 2nd die, Transiens, E broken. 
R3«. ,, ,, i.m. Portcullis, 3rd die, Transiens, E broken. 
R36. Rev. of 2nd Coinage, i.m. Sunburst over Portcullis, same die as R3«. 
R3C. „ „ i.m. Lis over Sunburst, same die as R3«. 
R4. „ „ i.m. Lis, new die A, large saltires in spandrels. 
R5. „ ,, i.m. Lis, new die B, small ,, 
R6. „ „ i.m. Lis, new die C, saltires in spandrels partly erased, 

perhaps die B altered. 
R7. „ ,, i.m. Arrow die A, double tressure. 
R8. „ „ i.m. Arrow die B, single tressure. 
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PLATE III. Sovereigns, Third Coinage. 

A. Obv. i.m. Lis, Class I, 200 grs., 23 ct., large module, saltire stops. 
B. Obv. i.m. Lis, either Class lla, 200 grs., 23 ct., small module, trefoil stops; Angl; 

or (same die) Class IIJ, 192 grs., 22 ct. 
C. Obv. i.m. Lis, Class I K , 192 grs., 20 (?) ct., small module, sleeve stops; Agl. 
D. Obv. i.m. Annulet-with-pellet, Class 116, 192 grs., 22 (?) ct., trefoil stops; Agl\ 

Roman E and R. 
E . Obv. i.m. S, Class 116, 192 grs., 22 (?) ct., trefoil stops; Agl \ Roman E and R. 
a. Rev. i.m. Lis, Class I, 200 grs., 23 ct., large module, saltire stops. 
b. ,, ,, either Class lla, 200 grs., 23 ct., small module, trefoil stops; or 

(same die) Class 116, 192 grs., 22 ct. Roman M, Transiens [s«c], 
c. Rev. i.m. Lis, similar in all respects to b but reads Transiens. 
d. Rev. i.m. Lis, similar to b and c but Roman E and new Roman M; new trefoil 

stops; 192 grs. and 22 ct. only; Transiens. 
e. Rev. i.m. Lis, Class 116, 192 grs., 20 (?) ct., sleeve stops; Roman R. 
f. Rev. i.m. S, Class 116,192 grs., 22 (?) ct . ; same lettering and stops as d, but reads 

Transiens. 
g. Rev. i.m. 0 with 0 below shield, Class 116, 192 grs., 20 (?) ct., sleeve stops and 

same lettering as e. 

PLATE I V . Hal f-sovereigns (i), H e n r y V I I I . 

1. I.m. Lis, Class II«, 100 grs., 23 ct., small Roman letters, small saltire stops, 
E T for Z. 

2. I.m. 0 , Class 116, 96 grs., 22 ct., obv. small Roman letters, small saltire stops, 
E T for Z ; rev. large Roman letters, trefoil stops. 

3. I.m. O, Class 116, 96 grs., 22 ct., similar to 2 but small saltire stops both sides, 
and Z. 

4. I.m. ©, similar to 3 but Lombardic S on reverse. 
5. I.m. 0 , similar to 4 but new mixed lettering, obv. small saltire stops, rev. trefoils. 
6. I.m. 0 , similar to 5 but trefoil stops both sides. 
7. I.m. 0 , Class 116, 96 grs., 22 ct., larger mixed lettering, saltire stops both sides. 
8. I.m. O, large mixed lettering, trefoil stops, 22 (?) ct., similar to 7. 
9. I.m. O, Class 116, 96 grs., 20 ct., annulet on inner circle (obv.), Lombardic letters, 

trefoil stops. 
10. I.m. O, similar to 9, annulet on inner circle; another die. 
11. I.m. O, similar to 10, but no annulet and sleeve stops. 

PLATE V. Half-sovereigns (ii), Henry V I I I and Edward VI . 

1. I.m. S, Class 116, 96 grs., 22 ct., small Roman letters, trefoil stops, cf. PL. IV, 5 
and 6; no letter below shield. 

2. I.m. S, Class 116, large mixed letters, Roman M, trefoil stops, 22 (?) ct . ; no letter 
below shield. 

3. I.m. S, similar to 2, but Lombardic M. 
4. I.m. S, with 0 below shield, Class 116, 20 (?) ct., large mixed letters, obv. trefoil 

stops, rev. saltires. 
5. I.m. S, with 0 below shield, similar to 4, but obv. saltires, rev. trefoils. 
6. I.m. S, with 0 below shield, similar to 5, but Lombardic letters and trefoil stops. 
7. I.m. obv. S, rev. 0 , with 0 below shield, Class 116, 20 ct., obv. mixed letters, 

saltire stops, rev. Lombardic letters, sleeve stops. 
8. I.m. 0 , with 0 below shield, Class 116, 20 ct., Lombardic letters, sleeve stops. 
9. I.m. 0, with 0 below shield, Class 116, 20 ct., obv. Roman letters and lozenge 

stops, rev. Lombardic letters, sleeve stops. 
10. Mule with rev. of Edward V I ; i.m. obv. 0 trefoil stops, Lombardic letters, rev. 

i.m. E (over Arrow) with E below shield, Roman letters, lozenge stops. 
11. Edward VI , i.m. Arrow, name of Henry, lozenge stops, same rev. die as 12. 
12. Edward VI, i.m. Arrow, name of Edward, lozenge stops, same rev. die as 11. 
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PLATE VI. Sovereign and Half-sovereigns (iii), 20 ct., Edward VI, all in Henry's name. 

1. Obv. of sovereign, i.m. "Lis with feelers", Roman letters, rosette stops, 192 grs. 
2, 3. Revs, of sovereign, i.m. "Lis with feelers" ; Tranciens (one die with C over S). 
4. Half-sovereign, obv. arrow, rev. © (Henry VIII , Lombardic letters, sleeve stops). 
5. ,, i.m. Arrow, lozenge stops, 96 grs. 
6. ,, i.m. Arrow, stops, pierced crosses and saltires, Angl, TE for Z. 
7. „ i.m. K on rev., with K below shield, lozenge stops. 
8. „ no i.m., but K below shield, same obv. die as no. 9, lozenge 

stops. 
9. ,, no i.m., but grapple below shield, same obv. die as no. 8, stops, 

obv. lozenges, rev. pellets. 
10. ,, i.m. Grapple both sides, with grapple below shield, pellet stops. 
11. ,, i.m. Martlet both sides, pellet stops. 
12. „ obv. Martlet, rev. Lis, pellet stops (Fitzwilliam Museum). 
13. ,, i.m. Lis both sides, pellet stops. 

PLATE VII . Half-sovereigns (iv), Edward VI. 
1. I.m. E over Arrow (rev. only), name of Henry, same rev. die as 2. 
2. I.m. E both sides (over Arrow on rev.), name of Edward, same rev. die as 1. 
3. I.m. E on rev., with 0 Lombardic below shield. 
4. I.m. E on rev., E Roman below shield. 
5. I.m. E (broken, like square C) on rev. and same E in legend and below shield. 
6. I.m. E both sides and E reversed below shield, reading Dei Gra, with small neat 

lettering on rev. (cf. P l . VI , 7 , with i.m. K). 
7. I.m. E over Arrow (rev. only); obv. pierced cross stops, Angl and "E for Z 

(obscure). 
8. I.m. E both sides, on rev. over a stop or Arrow (?); nothing below shield. 
9. I.m. E both sides, E below shield, large round pellet stops. 

10. I.m. E on rev. only, E below shield, pellet stops, no sceptre. 

PLATE V I I I . Crowns (i), 1526-44. 

1. Crown of the Rose, i.m. Rose. 
2. Crown of the Double Rose, i.m. Rose, H K on obv., mixed letters obv. and rev. 
3. ,, „ ,, i.m. Rose ,, ,, ,, „ on obv. 
4. ,, ,, ,, i.m. Rose ,, ,, ,, ,, on rev. 
5. ,, ,, ,, i.m. Rose ,, ,, Lombardic letters only. 
6. „ „ ,, obv. Rose, rev. Lis, H K both sides. 
7. „ ,, ,, i.m. Lis, H K both sides, Roman N on obv. 
8. ,, „ ,, i.m. Lis ,, „ „ Roman N on rev., Agl. 
9. ,, ,, ,, i.m. Lis ,, ,, ,, Lombardic letters, Aglie. 

10. ,, ,, ,, i.m. Arrow (on obv. over Lis), H K both sides. 
11. ,, ,, ,, i.m. Arrow, obv. H K , rev. HA. 
12. „ „ ,, i.m. Arrow, obv. HA, rev. H K . 
13. „ „ ,, i.m. Arrow, HA both sides. 
14. ,, ,, ,, i.m. Arrow, obv. H K , rev. HI. 
15. „ ,, „ i.m. Arrow, HI both sides. 
16. ,, ,, ,, i.m. Arrow, obv. HR, rev. HI. 
17. ,, „ ,, i.m. Arrow, H R both sides. 
18. ,, ,, „ i.m. Pheon, H R both sides, reading Hib Rex. 

(For obv. HA, rev. HR, i.m. Arrow, see p. 173.) 

PLATE I X . C r o w n s (ii), 1 5 4 4 - 5 1 ; H a l f - c r o w n s , 1 5 2 6 - 9 (?). 

1. I.m. 0 , trefoil stops, Lombardic letters but H R both sides; 22 (?) ct . ; neater 
work. 

2. I.m. 0 , trefoil stops, Rvtilans omitted, annulet on inner circle; hR both sides. 
3. I.m. O, trefoil stops, Rvtilans omitted. 
4. I.m. ©, sleeve stops, Rvtilans omitted. 
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5. I.m. S both sides, trefoil stops, Rvtilans omitted (Ashmolean Museum), hR both 
sides. 

6. I.m. 6 both sides, trefoil stops, Rvtilans omitted. 
7. I.m. obv. E, rev. S, stops, obv. trefoils, rev. saltires (Roman letters). 
8. Edward VI, i.m. Arrow both sides, Roman letters, lozenge stops. 
9. ,, i.m. Arrow (rev. only), legends transposed, King's numeral omitted, 

pellet stops. 
10. Obv. Edward VI, i.m. Arrow, E R in field, rev. Henry VIII , i.m. 0 . 
11. Edward VI, i.m. K , both sides, lozenge stops (Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
12. ,, i.m. Grapple both sides (?), pellet stops; D G, &c. 
13. „ i.m. Martlet both sides, pellet stops. 
14. ,, i.m. E both sides, legends transposed, pellet stops (Baldwin). 
15. Henry VIII , Half-crown, i.m. Rose, no initials in field, same rev. die as next, 

mixed letters both sides. 
16. Henry VIII , Half-crown, i.m. Rose, H K on obv., same rev. die as last, mixed 

letters on rev. 

PLATE X . Half-crowns, 1529-51. (Type, obv. Rose, rev. Shield.) 

.m. obv. Rose, rev. Lis (over Rose), H K both sides, 

.m. Lis, H K both sides, Roman N on rev. 

.m. Lis ,, ,, all Lombardic letters, 

.m. Arrow (on rev. over Lis, same rev. die as no. 3), H K both sides, 

.m. Arrow, HI both sides; I with pellets on obv. 

.m. Arrow, HI ,, ,, ,, ,, rev. 

.m. Pheon, HR ,, ,, reading Hib Rex. 

.m. O, neat work, trefoil stops, 22 ct. 

.m. ©, coarser work, stops, obv. trefoils (Roman N), rev. saltires. 

.m. O, stops, obv. trefoils, rev. sleeves, 

.m. O, trefoil stops, annulet on inner circle, 

.m. ©, Roman letters, lozenge stops, 

.m. S, Roman letters, trefoil stops, 

.m. 6 , legends transposed, Rvtilans omitted. 
Edward VI, i.m. obv. 0, rev. Arrow, Roman letters, lozenge stops both sides. 

i.m. Arrow, rev. H. D G Rosa, &c., obv. lozenges, rev. pellets, 
i.m. Arrow inverted, saltire stops, T for Z, hR both sides, 
i.m. Arrow, lozenge stops, E R in field, 
i.m. K (obv.), lozenge stops, 
i.m. Grapple (obv.), square pellet stops, 
i.m. Martlet both sides, pellet stops, 
i.m. E (obv.). H R both sides, pellet stops. 

PLATE X I . Angels . 

1. First Coinage, i.m. Pheon. 
2. „ ,, i.m. Castle with pellet, both sides. 
3. „ ,, i.m. Castle both sides. 
4. ,, „ obv. i.m. Castle with towers, rev. Castle with saltires. 
5. ,, ,, i.m. Portcullis (with saltire on obv.). 
6. ,, ,, i.m. Portcullis, countermarked with arms of Zeeland. 
7. ,, ,, i.m. Portcullis, rose omitted on rev. 
8. Second Coinage, i.m. Sunburst, unique (?). 
9. ,, ,, i.m. Lis. 

10. Third Coinage, i.m. Lis, reading Hib Rex, no annulet by halo or on ship, saltire 
stops. 

11. ,, „ i.m. Lis, reading Hib Rex, annulet by halo and on ship, saltire 
stops. 
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12. Third Coinage, i.m. Lis, reading Hib Rex, annulet by halo but not on ship, 
stops, slipped trefoils, resembling saltires. 

13. ,, ,, i.m. Lis, reading Hib Rex, annulet by halo and on ship, stops, 
slipped trefoils. 

PLATE XII . Half-angels, George Nobles, and Half-George Noble. 

1. First Coinage, i.m. Castle, King's numeral omitted. 
2. „ „ obv. i.m. Castle with pellet, rev. Castle. 
3. „ „ i.m. Castle. 
4. ,, ,, i.m. Castle with towers both sides. 
5. ,, ,, obv. i.m. Portcullis, rev. i.m. Rose, a die of Henry VII . 
6. ,, ,, i.m. Portcullis, King's numeral omitted. 
7. ,, ,, i.m. Portcullis. 
8. Second Coinage, i.m. Lis, the only two dies known, same rev. die as next. 
9. Third Coinage, i.m. Lis, reading Hib Rex (and He'ric), obv. saltire stops, rev. 

annulet stops struck over saltires on the same die as no. 8; 
no annulet on ship. 

10. „ ,, i.m. Lis, reading Hib Rex, stops, obv. saltires, rev. annulets, 
three annulets on ship. 

11. ,, ,, i.m. Lis, reading Hib Rex, annulet on ship, stops, obv. slipped 
trefoils, rev. annulets. 

12. Quarter-angel, i.m. Lis, angel of old style, Roman N both sides, stops, slipped 
trefoils resembling saltires. 

13. „ i.m. Lis, angel of new style, stops, slipped trefoils resembling 
saltires. 

14. George Noble, i.m. Rose, Hibernie. 
15. ,, ,, i.m. Rose, Hiberi. 
16. Half-George Noble, i.m. Rose, Hybe, Roman letters save Lombardic H (British 

Museum). 

PLATE XIII . First and Second Coinages, Groats. 

First Coinage, i.m. Pheon. 
„ ,, i.m. Castle, on obv. with pellet. 
„ ,, i.m. Portcullis, pellet before Gra, no chains on rev. 
,, ,, i.m. Portcullis, on obv. with pellet, pellet in legend before Gra\ 

Portcullis without chains on rev. (Mr. E. J. Winstanley). 
„ „ i.m. obv. Portcullis over C ; trefoils in forks (ex R. Carlyon-

Britton collection). 
Second Coinage, i.m. Rose, Roman letters on obv. save Lombardic H, early bust, 

saltires in cross-ends, 
i.m. Rose, flower in cross-ends on rev. 
i.m. Rose, Roman D and E on rev., saltires in forks, inter-

mediate bust (Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
i.m. Rose, later bust, Adivtoe. 
i.m. obv. Rose, rev. Lis, Adivtoe. 
i.m. obv. Lis, rev. Rose, flat-topped H and broken M, as on nos. 

9 and 10. 
i.m. Lis, C-like E as on Sunburst, 
i.m. Sunburst, Franc, C-like E (C. A. W.). 
i.m. Sunburst, Fra, C-like E. 
i.m. Lis (revived?), E and N as on Arrow coins, 
i.m. obv. Lis, rev. Arrow (Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
i.m. Arrow with barbs both sides (on obv. over Lis, Mr. L. A. 

Lawrence). 
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2. 
3-
4-

5-

7. Second Coinage, Half-groat, 
8. 

9-
10. 
1 1 . 
12. 
13-
14-

15 . 

16. 
17-

PLATE X I V . First and Second Coinages, Groats to Farthings. 
I. Second Coinage, i.m. obv. Lis, rev. Pheon. 

i.m. obv. Pheon, rev. Lis. 
i.m. Pheon. 
with legend Hib Rex of Third Coinage, i.m. Pheon (Mr. C. E. 

Blunt). 
with legend Hib Rex of Third Coinage, i.m. obv. Pheon, rev. Lis 

(Mr. E. J. Winstanley). 
6. First Coinage, Half-groat, i.m. Portcullis. 

i.m. Rose, some Roman letters on obv. 
i.m. Rose, Lombardic letters, 
i.m. Rose on obv. only, 
i.m. obv. Rose, rev. Lis, saltires in forks, 
i.m. obv. Lis, rev. Rose, 
i.m. Lis, obv. only, 
i.m. Lis both sides. 
i.m. Arrow, on rev. over Lis, Roman M on rev. 

(C. A. W.). 
i.m. Sunburst on obv. only, Roman M, saltires in 

forks (Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
i.m. Arrow, on obv. over Lis. 
with legend Hib Rex of Third Coinage, i.m. Pheon 

(Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
18. First Coinage, Penny, i.m. Castle. 
19. ,, ,, Penny, i.m. Portcullis. 
20. Second Coinage, Penny, i.m. Rose. 
21. „ ,, Penny, i.m. Sunburst (unique ?, Mr. L. A. Lawrence). 
22. „ ,, Penny, i.m. Arrow. 
23. First Coinage, Halfpenny, i.m. Portcullis. 
24. Second Coinage, Halfpenny, i.m. Lis. 
25. ,, ,, Halfpenny, i.m. Sunburst. 
26. First Coinage, Farthing, i.m. Portcullis, Rose on rev. 
27. Second Coinage, Farthing, i.m. ?, cross and 4 pellets on rev. 
28. „ ,, Farthing, i.m. Arrow, Rose on rev. 

PLATE X V . Ecclesiastical Coins (i). 
1. First Coinage, Canterbury Half-groat, Warham, i.m. Rose, no initials, Posvi, 

&c. (Mr. E. J. Winstanley). 
2. ,, „ ,, „ Warham, i.m. Martlet, W A over shield, 

Posvi, &c. 
3. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. Cross Fitchy, W A beside 

shield, Posvi, &c. (Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
4. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. obv. Cross Fitchy, rev. Lis, 

W A beside shield, Civtas Cantor. 
5. ,, „ ,, ,, Warham, i.m. Pomegranate, W A beside 

shield, Civitas Cantor. 
6. ,, „ York Half-groat, Bainbridge, i.m. Martlet, on obv. over Rose, 

keys below shield (Mr. E. J. Winstanley). 
7. ,, „ „ „ Bainbridge, i.m. Martlet, keys below shield. 
8. „ ,, ,, „ Bainbridge, i.m. Martlet, X B beside shield, no 

keys. 
9. ,, ,, ,, ,, Wolsey, i.m. Radiant Star, keys and hat below 

shield, Posvi, &c. 
10. ,, ,, ,, ,, Wolsey, i.m. Radiant Star, keys and hat below 

shield but Civitas Eboraci (C. A. W.). 
II . (( „ Wolsey, i.m. Plain Star, otherwise as no. 10. 
12. „ „ „ „ Wolsey, i.m. Pansy, otherwise as no. 10. 
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13. First Coinage, York Half-groat, Wolsey, i.m. Escallop, otherwise as no. 10. 
14. ,, „ „ „ Wolsey, i.m. obv. Cross voided, rev. Escallop, 

otherwise as no. xo (Mr. L. A. Lawrence). 
15. ,, ,, „ ,, Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided, otherwise as no. 10 

(Mr. E. J. Winstanley). 
16. ,, „ ,, ,, Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided, keys below, and 

T W beside, shield. 
17. Second Coinage, York groat, Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided, T W beside, hat below, 

shield. 
18. ,, „ „ ,, Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided as no. 17, but no saltires 

in forks. 
19. ,, ,, ,, „ Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided, no initials (Mr. E. J. 

Winstanley). 
20. ,, ,, ,, ,, Wolsey, i.m. obv. Cross voided, rev. Acorn, rev. as 

no. 18, without saltires in forks. 
21. ,, ,, ,, „ Wolsey, i.m. Acorn, T W beside, hat below, shield. 

PLATE X V I . Ecclesiastical Coins (ii). 

1. Second Coinage, Canterbury Half-groat, Warham, i.m. obv. Warham's (uncer-
tain) mark, rev. Rose, W A by shield 
(Mr. R. C. Lockett). 

2. ,, ,, „ ,, Warham, i.m. Warham's (uncertain) 
mark, no initials, saltires in forks, 
Roman E on obv. 

3. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. Warham's mark, obv. 
only, saltires in forks, Roman N on 
rev., W A beside shield. 

4. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. Warham's mark both 
sides, W A beside shield. 

5. „ „ „ „ Warham, i.m. Cross Patonce, W A be-
side shield. 

6. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. Cross Patonce, W A be-
side shield. 

7. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. obv. Cross Patonce, rev. 
T, W A beside shield. 

8. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. obv. Cross Patonce, rev. 
T, W A beside shield. 

9. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. T, W A beside shield. 
10. ,, ,, ,, ,, Cranmer, i.m. Wheel, TC beside shield. 
11. ,, ,, ,, ,, Cranmer, i.m. Wheel, obv. only, TC by 

shield. 
12. ,, ,, York Half-groat, Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided, T W by shield. 
13. ,, ,, ,, ,, Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided with pellet, TW 

by shield. 
14. ,, ,, „ ,, Sede Vaeante (?), i.m. Key, no initials. 
15. ,, „ „ „ Lee, i.m. Key, E L beside shield. 
16. „ ,, ,, „ Lee, i.m. Key, L E beside shield. 

PLATE X V I I . Ecclesiastical Coins (iii). 

1. First Coinage, Canterbury Penny, Warham, i.m. Martlet, W A over shield (Mr. 
C. E. Blunt). 

2. ,, ,, ,, ,, Warham, i.m. Pomegranate, W A by shield. 
3. Second Coinage ,, ,, Warham, i.m. Warham's mark, W A by shield 

(Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
4. ,, ,, „ ,, Warham, i.m. Cross Patonce, W A by shield 

(Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
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5. Second Coinage, Canterbury Penny, Warham, i.m. T, W A by shield (Mr. R. C. 
Lockett). 

6. ,, „ „ ,, Cranmer, i.m. Wheel, TC by shield. 
7. ,, ,, York Penny, Abp. Lee, i.m. Key, E L by shield (Mr. R. C. 

Lockett). 
8. First Coinage, Durham Penny, Ruthall, i.m. Lis, T D over shield. 

Ruthall, i.m. Lis, T D by shield, above line. 
„ Ruthall, i.m. Lis, T D by shield, below line. 
„ Ruthall, i.m. Radiant Star, T D by shield 

(C. A. W.). 
,, Wolsey, i.m. Spur rowel, D W by shield, hat 

below (Mr. C. E. Blunt). 
Wolsey, muled with obv. of First Coinage, i.m. 

obv. Spur rowel, rev. Trefoil, T W by shield, 
hat below (Mr. E. J. Winstanley). 

,, Wolsey, i.m. Trefoil, T W by shield, hat below. 
,, Wolsey, i.m. obv. Crescent, rev. Trefoil, T W by 

shield, hat below. 
,, Wolsey, i.m. Crescent (obv. only), T W by shield, 

hat below. 
,, Wolsey, i.m. Star (obv. only), T W by shield, hat 

below. 
,, Sede Vacante (?), i.m. Star (obv. only), no initials. 
,, Tunstall, i.m. Radiant Star (obv. only), CD by 

shield, Roman M in Dvrram. 
„ Tunstall, i.m. Star (obv. only), CD by shield. 

21. First Coinage, Canterbury Halfpenny, Warham, i.m. Pomegranate, W A by 
bust. 

22. Second Coinage ,, ,, Warham, i.m. (?), W A by bust. 

9-
10. ,, 

1 1 . „ 

12. „ 

13. Second Coinage 

1 4 . 

15-

1 6 . 

17-

1 8 . 
1 9 . 

20. 

23-

2 4 . 

25-
2 6 . 

2 7 . 

, ,, Warham, i.m. T, W A by bust; rev. of 
First Coinage. 

,, ,, Cranmer, i.m. Wheel, TC by bust. 
York Halfpenny, Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided (?), T W by bust. 

,, ,, Wolsey, i.m. Cross voided, K e y below, no 
initials (? Sede Vacante). 

,, ,, Abp. Lee, i.m. Key, E L by bust. 

PLATE X V I I I . Base Coinage, Tower and Southwark Testoons and Groats (i). 
1. Testoon, Tower, i.m. Lis, saltire stops. 
2. ,, ,, obv. Lis, rev. ©, sleeve stops. 
3. „ Southwark, i.m. S, trefoil stops. 
4. ,, ,, i.m. 0, sleeve stops. 
5. Groat, Tower, i.m. Lis, saltire in forks, bust 1, saltire stops. 
6. ,, ,, i.m. Lis, annulet in forks, bust 1 (var.), trefoil stops. 
7. „ „ i.m. Lis, 0 in forks, bust 2, saltire stops, annulet on inner circle 

both sides. 
8. ,, ,, i.m. Lis, O in forks, trefoil stops, bust 3, annulet on inner circle 

on rev. 
9. Groat of Edward VI, Tower, i.m. Lis., © in forks, bust 4, obv. Roman letters, 

lozenge stops, rev. Lombardic letters, sleeve stops. 
10. Groat, Southwark, no i.m., S in forks, bust 1 (var.), Roman letters (1545), 

trefoil stops. 
11. ,, ,, no i.m., S in forks, bust 2, Lombardic letters, trefoil stops. 
12. ,, ,, no i.m., 0 and S in forks, bust 2, Lombardic letters, trefoil 

stops. 
13. „ „ no i.m., 0 and S in forks, bust 3, Lombardic letters, sleeve 

stops. 
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14. Groat, obv. Tower, i.m. Lis, sleeve stops, bust 4, rev. Southwark, 6 and S in 

forks. 
15. Groat, obv. Tower (Edward VI), i.m. Lis, lozenge stops, bust 4, rev. Southwark, 

6 and S in forks, sleeve stops. 
16. Groat, Southwark, obv. no i.m., trefoil stops, bust 3, rev. i.m. Lis, lozenge stops, 

nothing in forks (Edward VI). 

PLATE X I X . Base Coinage, Tower and Southwark Groats (ii), Edward VI. 
1. Groat, Tower, i.m. Arrow, annulet in forks, lozenge stops, bust 4. 
2. „ ,, i.m. Arrow inverted, annulet in forks, bust 5, stops, pierced 

crosses and saltires, TL for Z (Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
3. „ „ i.m. Arrow, rose in forks, bust 5, pellet stops (C. A. W.). 
4. ,, „ i.m. K both sides, annulet in forks, bust 5, lozenge stops. 
5. „ ,, i.m. K on obv., annulet in forks, bust 5, stops, obv. pierced crosses 

and saltires, ~E for Z, rev. lozenges. 
6. „ ,, i.m. Grapple, roses in forks, bust 5, pellet stops. 
7. „ ,, i.m. Grapple, rose in forks, bust 6, pellet stops, Lombardic letters 

on obv. 
8. ,, ,, i.m. Martlet both sides, rose in forks, bust 6, pellet stops. 
9. ,, ,, i.m. Martlet on rev., rose in forks, bust 5, pellet stops. 

10. „ ,, i.m. Lis both sides, rose in forks, bust 5, pellet stops. 
11. Groat, Southwark, i.m. E, Edward's name and portrait, lozenge stops. 
12. „ „ i.m. E, Henry's bust 4, annulet in forks, lozenge stops. 
13. ,, „ i.m. E, bust 5, rose in forks, pellet stops. 
14. ,, „ i.m. E, bust 6, rose in forks, pellet stop (one only). 
15. „ ,, no i.m., bust 5, rose in forks, pellet stops. 
16. Groat, Durham House, bust 6, annulet in forks, stops obv. pellets, rev. saltires. 
17. „ „ „ as no 16 but floral spike in forks. 

PLATE X X . Base Coinage Groats, Canterbury and York, 1544-51. 
1. Canterbury, no i.m., open forks, Roman letters, trefoil stops, spur under 3rd 

quarter. 
2. ,, no i.m., open forks, Roman letters (mixed on rev.), trefoil stops, 

spur under 4th quarter. 
3. ,, i.m., open forks, Lombardic letters, trefoil stops, spur under 4th 

quarter. 
4. ,, Edward VI , no i.m., annulets in forks, lozenge stops, obv. only, 

Civitan [sic]. 
5. ,, ,, no i.m., roses in forks, square pellet stops. 
6. ,, „ i.m. Rose, roses in forks, round pellet stops. 
7. York, Henry VIII , no i.m., open forks, Roman letters, Di Gra, trefoil stops, 

spur over 2nd quarter. 
8. „ ,, no i.m., similar to no. 7 but D G and different lettering. 
9. „ ,, similar to no. 8 but Lombardic lettering. 

10. „ ,, no i.m., open forks, sleeve stops, spur over is t quarter. 
11. „ Edward VI, i.m. Lis on obv., open forks, Roman letters, lozenge stops, 

spur over is t quarter. 
12. ,, „ i.m. Lis on rev., open forks, Roman letters on rev., stops, obv. 

sleeves, rev. lozenges, spur over is t quarter. 
13. „ „ no i.m., annulets in forks, stops, obv. pellets, rev. pierced 

crosses. 
14. „ ,, no i.m., roses in forks, lozenge stops. 

PLATE X X I . Base Coinage Half-groats, Tower, Southwark, Canterbury, and York, 
1544-51-

1. Henry VIII , Tower, i.m. Lis, annulet in forks, saltire stops. 
2. „ Southwark, no i.m., 6 and S in forks, trefoil stops. 
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3-
4-
5-
6; 
7-
8. 

9-
10. 
11. 

12. 

13-

14-
15-

16. 

17-
18. 

19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 

23-

Edward VI, Tower, i.m. Arrow, lozenge stops. 
„ obv. Arrow, rev. K , lozenge stops (Mr. R. C. Lockett). 
,, i.m. Grapple, pellet stops. 

Southwark, i.m. E, stops, obv. pierced crosses and saltires, ~E for Z. 
„ i.m. E, lozenge stops. 
„ i.m. E, both sides, pellet stops, 

no i.m., pellet stops. 
Durham House, i.m. Bow, annulet in forks, saltire stops. 
Henry VIII , Canterbury Half-groat, no i.m., saltire stops, pierced cross-ends, 

spur below 3rd quarter. 
„ no i.m., sleeve stops, pierced cross-ends, 

spur below 3rd quarter. 
,, no i.m., trefoil stops, pierced cross-ends, 

pellet below 4th quarter. 
„ no i.m., sleeve stops, open forks, no spur. 

Edward V I ,, ,, no i.m., mixed letters, lozenge stops, open 
forks, no spur. 

,, no i.m., Lombardic letters, lozenge stops, 
open forks, no spur. 

,, no i.m., pellet stops, open forks. 
„ i.m. t (obv.) square pellet stops (Mr. R. 

Carlyon-Britton). 
„ no i.m., Edward's name and portrait. 

Henry VIII , York Half-groat, no i.m., trefoil stops, pierced cross-ends, spur 
above 2nd quarter. 

,, „ „ no i.m., saltire stops, pierced cross-ends, spur 
above 2nd quarter. 

,, ,, ,, no i.m., stops (?), open forks, spur above ist 
quarter. 

Edward V I „ „ no i.m., square pellet stops, open forks, bust. 

PLATE X X I I . Base Coinage, Pence and Halfpence. 
1. Henry VIII , Tower Penny, i.m. Lis, trefoil stops, pierced forks. 
2. „ Southwark Penny, i.m. S, trefoil stops, mixed letters, open forks 

(Fitzwilliam Museum). 
3. „ „ „ i.m. 0 (rev.), trefoil stops, pierced forks. 
4. „ „ „ i.m. 0 (rev.), sleeve stops, open forks (E.J. W.). 
5. „ Tower (?) Penny, no i.m., sleeve stops, open forks. 
6. Edward VI, Tower Penny, i.m. Arrow, Edward's name and portrait. 
7. „ „ ,, i.m. Arrow (obv.), lozenge stops. 
8. ,, „ ,, i.m. Arrow (rev.), lozenge stops, Lombardic H. 
9. ,, ,, „ i.m. K , lozenge stops. 

10. ,, „ „ i.m. Grapple (obv.), pellet stops. 
11. „ ,, „ i.m. Grapple (rev.), pellet stops. 
12. „ Southwark Penny, i.m. E, pellet stops. 
13. „ Tower Penny, no i.m., bust, pellet stops. 
14. ,, Durham House, i.m. ?, pellet stops, H 8 d g; Red. Cviq., &c. 
15. Henry VIII , Canterbury Penny, no i.m., saltire stops, pierced forks, spur below 

3rd quarter. 
16. ,, „ „ as no. 15 but trefoil stops. 
17. Edward V I ,, ,, large Roman letters, plain cross-ends. 
18. „ „ ,, small Roman letters, open forks, pellet stops, 
ig. „ ,, ,, as no. 18 but three-quarter bust. 
20. Henry VIII , York Penny, no i.m., trefoil stops, Roman letters on obv., pierced 

forks, spur above 2nd quarter. 
21. „ ,, „ as no. 20 but saltire stops and Lombardic letters. 
22. ,, „ „ no i.m., pierced forks, trefoil stops, no spur. 

z 
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23. Edward VI , „ „ large Roman letters, lozenge stops. 
24. ,, ,, ,, square pellet stops, small letters. 
25. Henry VIII , Tower Halfpenny, © in centre of rev., i.m. Lis (E. J. W.). 
26. Edward V I „ ,, small Roman letters, pellet stops (cross above 

crown resembles a lis). 
27. „ Canterbury Halfpenny, H 8, &c., lozenge stops, mixed letters. 
28. „ ,, ,, H 8, &c., stops, pierced crosses. 
29. ,, York Halfpenny, large Roman letters, lozenge stops. 

PLATE X X I I I . Bristol (i), Gold and Testoons, 1546-9. 
1. Henry VIII , Sovereign, i.m. W S monogram on obv., Lombardic letters, trefoil 

stops. 
2. ,, Half-sovereign, i.m. W S monogram on obv., Lombardic letters, 

trefoil stops. 
3. Edward VI, Sovereign, i.m. W S both sides, Roman letters, rosette stops. 
4. Henry VIII , Crown, i.m. W S on rev., London lettering, trefoil stops (Mr. L. A . 

Lawrence). 
5. „ ,, i.m. W S both sides, obv. Bristol lettering and stops, rev. 

London lettering, trefoil stops, same rev. die as 4. 
6. „ ,, i.m. W S on rev., Bristol lettering and stops, pellet below 

rose on obv. and below shield on rev., Henricvs 8. 
7. „ „ i.m. W S on rev., similar to 6 but no pellet and reads Henric 

VIII, and has Rh (for hR) on rev. 
8. „ Half-crown, i.m. W S on obv., stops, obv. saltires, rev. pellets. 
9. „ Testoon, i.m. W S on rev., obv. London lettering, trefoils stops, rev. 

Bristol lettering, Bristollie. 
10. ,, ,, i.m. W S on rev., Bristol lettering and stops both sides. 

PLATE X X I V . Bristol (ii), Groats to Halfpence, Shilling of Edward VI, 1546-9. 

1. Henry VIII , Groat, i.m. W S on rev., London lettering and trefoil stops both 
sides, open forks. 

2. ,, ,, i.m. W S on rev., obv. London letters and trefoil stops, rev. 
Bristol letters and stops, open forks. 

3. „ ,, i.m. W S on rev., Bristol letters and stops, annulets in forks, 
no pellet below shield. 

4. ,, ,, i.m. W S on rev., Bristol letters and stops, trefoils in forks, 
pellet below 3rd quarter on rev. 

5. ,, ,, as no. 4 but with varying stops and lis in forks. 
6. „ „ i.m. TC on rev., trefoils in forks, pellet below 3rd quarter 

on rev. 
7. Henry VIII , Half-groat, i.m. W S on rev., obv. London lettering and trefoil stops, 

rev. Bristol lettering, trefoils in forks. 
8. ,, ,, i.m. W S on rev., Bristol letters and stops, open forks, 

pellet below 3rd quarter. 
9. „ „ i.m. W S on rev., Bristol letters and stops, quatrefoils 

in forks, no pellet below shield. 
10. Edward V I ,, i.m. TC on rev., Bristol letters and stops, pellet below 

3rd quarter of shield. 
11. Henry VIII , Penny, no initial mark, London letters, sleeve stops on obv., reads 

Bristoli (C. A. W.). 
12. ,, ,, no i.m., Bristol letters and stops, open forks. 
13. ,, ,, similar to no. 12 but trefoils in forks (C. A. W.). 
14. ,, Halfpenny, no i.m., Bristol letters, trefoils in forks, reads Bristoli 

(Baldwin). 
15. Edward VI , Penny, no i.m., Bristol letters and stops, trefoils in forks (Seaby). 
16. ,, Shilling, i.m. TC monogram, London Roman lettering but roses in 

both legends, dated 1549 (Mr. R. Carlyon-Britton). 



J f i a t e A V i i i 

FESTOONS, B A S E GROATS (i), H E N R Y V I I I A N D E D W A R D VI, 
T O W E R A N D S O U T H W A R K 





Plate XIX 

B A S E G R O A T S (ii), E D W A R D VI, T O W E R , S O U T H W A R K 

D U R H A M HOUSE 





Plate XXIII 

B A S E COINAGE GROATS, C A N T E R B U R Y A N D Y O R K , H E N R Y VIII , 
E D W A R D VI 





Plate X X I I I 

B A S E COINAGE HALF-GROATS, T O W E R , S O U T H W A R K , 
C A N T E R B U R Y , Y O R K , H E N R Y VIII , E D W A R D V I 





Plate X X I I I 

B A S E C O I N A G E ; P E N C E A N D H A L F P E N C E , T O W E R , S O U T H W A R K , 
C A N T E R B U R Y A N D Y O R K , H E N R Y VIII , E D W A R D V I 





Plate X X I I I 

B R I S T O L (i), GOLD A N D FESTOONS, H E N R Y VIII , E D W A R D V I 





Plate X X I I I 

B R I S T O L (ii), GROATS TO H A L F P E N C E , S H I L L I N G ; H E N R Y VIII , 

E D W A R D V I 





S E V E N T E E N T H - C E N T U R Y T O K E N S : T H E B R O W N E 
W I L L I S C A B I N E T 

By J. GRAFTON MILNE, D.LITT. 

THE Oxford University collection of seventeenth-century tokens was 
started by Browne Willis of Christ Church, who gave in 1741 a cabinet 
containing over 1,100 specimens, with the proviso that they should be 
kept as a separate collection, though others might be added to it. 
The cabinet was housed in the Bodleian Library, and a fair number of 
coins were so added in the next few years by Willis himself and his 
friends, amongst them George Ballard. Interest in coins, however, 
seems to have waned in Oxford in the nineteenth century, and little 
was done with the tokens till E. W. B. Nicholson, appointed Bodley's 
Librarian in 1882, began to take opportunities of acquiring local issues. 
In 1921 the Bodleian cabinets were transferred to the Ashmolean 
Museum, which had already started acquiring Oxfordshire and Berk-
shire tokens as an essential part of its material for the study of the 
history of its district: thus purchases were made at the Hodgkin and 
Napier sales. A notable further addition came from Messrs. A. H. 
Baldwin and Sons in the Oxfordshire and Berkshire series from the 
collection of the late Mr. A. H. Baldwin. The result is that the Browne 
Willis cabinet (not the original one, which has had to be superseded by 
a larger) now contains an almost complete set of the issues of the two 
counties. 

Some of the collaborators in the preparation of the second edition of 
Boyne consulted the collections in the Bodleian for the records of 
their special districts ; but Willis had cast his net far and wide, as will 
appear from the list of collectors of tokens known to him printed 
below. Not a few of his tokens do not find a place in Boyne, though 
they are recorded by Willis in the "Alphabetical Series" of all the 
varieties that had come under his notice, which is bound up in a 
miscellaneous gathering of numismatic notes and papers now known 
as MS. Willis 63. His collection was naturally strongest in his home 
counties, Oxford and Buckingham; but he had diligent correspon-
dents in London, Warwickshire, and Yorkshire. So far as concerns 
the two counties first named, and also Berkshire, the material supple-
mentary to the second edition of Boyne has been fully treated in 
recent years: but it seems desirable to record those from other 
counties for the use of the compilers of the long-desired new edition. 
Four of them have already been published elsewhere, but three with-
out illustrations and the fourth in a journal not ordinarily consulted 
by numismatists; so it may be helpful to republish them. 

The "Alphabetical Series" mentioned above was apparently drawn 
up in the first instance by a son of Browne Willis about 1740, but 
additions were made for at least nine years, with the result that the 
entries are perplexingly tangled: the son wrote a clear hand, which 
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is more than can be said for his father. From other papers it is 
gathered that the collection was originally intended for the son, but 
he " slighted " it, and the University benefited. Some of the notes are 
merely side-lights: for instance, on Markham's token of 1672 (London 
1085), "This is the last trader, they being this year cryed down. This 
cost 6d.", and on the King's Head token of 1648 (London 3220), "This 
is the first ever coined. Mr. West gave 5sh. for it and presented it to 
me." Others maybe useful for the identification of issuers or places, and 
are copied out below. 

On p. 23 verso is an entry "Collectors of traders' peices some in all 
cabinets but chiefly in : 

Sir Hans Sloan 
Mr Sadler 
Mr West 
Mr Yarrow of Yorksh 
Mr GiH of York 
Mr Collins of Hunts begins 
Dr of Colchester 
Dr Du Carrell of Drs Comms 

Dr Warren of Cambridge 
Capt Battle has some 
Mr Leek Clarencieux 
Mr Mussell of Bednall Green 
Mr Smith of the Tower 
Mr East of Bedf Row 
Mr Bush of the Tower 
Mr Giffard of Ormd Square" 

A paper at the end of MS. Willis 63, in the hand of Francis Wise, sub-
librarian at the Bodleian and afterwards librarian of the Radcliffe 
Library, has notes of tokens shown to him, presumably for communi-
cation to Willis. Of these six were shown by Mr. Drake, in November 
1749, London or Southwark, of which two are not in Boyne, viz. 

Richard Igorfei in | Pickadilly grocer 1671 His Halfe-penny 
William Sands at | ye (3 Pidgeons) in More Lane 

and one Welsh, not in Boyne, by Mr. Richard Langford 
James Hughes in Cardiff 1668 

I H I 
1 |D 1 

These do not appear to have been added to the Willis cabinet. 

N O T E S IN THE " A L P H A B E T I C A L S E R I E S " , pp. 16-22, M S . Willis 63 
p. s.v. 
16. Aylesbury. 

ijv. Derby. 

18. Gloucester. 
2iv. Stathern. 
17. Coleshill. 

19. London. 

W.D.E. i.e. Will Dawney at the King's Head in Aylesbury 
1659 (so in Manton, p. 24) 

Darby juxta Leverpool co. Lancaster (apparently refers to 
Derby 51. John Bancroft) 

S A G C i.e. Samuel Allen Grocer in Gloucester City no date 
Stathorne co. Leicester in Stathorne sadler 
Coleshill parish John Cotterell of Bacon's Inne his halfpeny 

( = Boyne3, London 105) 
John Gidley of London Chirurgeon born May 21 1632 
S L Surye R 1656 with the sign of the Gridiron N B In 1737 

these 90 years this sign with the King's head added to it 
hath subsisted and tis now as then a noted Beefstake House 

R K E The Castle in Cornhill 1657 
John Reading 1666 in Grays Inn Lane his halfpenny 
William Hadden at the Adam & Eve St James's Market 

Pewter 
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p. S.V. 
22v. Walton. 
21. Presteign. 

22V. Welshpool. 
21. Stratford-on-Avon. 

Only I K on it John Kyler of Walton in Surey 
Hugh Howell mercer in Presteign Radnorshire his halfpenny 

1668 
Richard J mercer in Welshpool his halfpenny 
I Brook in Stratford mercer ( = Boyne2, Suffolk 217) 

ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM S E V E N T E E N T H - C E N T U R Y T O K E N S NOT IN 
B O Y N E 

Bedfordshire 
1. Woburn Obv. THOMAS . H I L L . O F 

Rev. W O O B V R N E . 1664 

Scales 

T - H - A 

Essex 
2. High Easter Obv. I AMES . S C R V B I E 

Rev. O F . H I G H E S T R . 

Gloucestershire 
3. Newnham Obv. I A M E S . I E F R Y E S . IN 

Rev. NVNOM . G L O S T E R S H E A R 

Lancashire 
4. Bolton Obv. W I L L I A M . S M A L L S H A W 

Rev. OF . B O V L T O N . 1669 

Lincolnshire 

Obv. W I L L I E L M V S . T I N G C O M B E 

Rev. E C C E . SIGNVM . 1659 

London 
Obv. A T . T H E . K A T R I N G . W H I L L 
Rev. IN . A L D E R S G A T E . S T R E E T 
Obv. W I L L I A M . H A R T E 
Rev. IN C O L M A N S T R E T 

8. Drury Lane Obv. D R V R Y . L A N E . E N D . S T R A N D 
Rev. T. P. 

1653 
Obv. B R O O K E 

E L I Z . S P A R K 
IN . N E W G A T E 
M A R K E T 

Rev. Floral device 
10. New Street, Obv. THOMAS . H O G G A R D . IN . N E W 

Covent R e v S T R E E T . IN . CO V E N T . G A R D E N 
Garden 

5. Spilsby 

6. Aldersgate 
Street 

7. Coleman 
Street 

Newgate 
Market 

I - S 
Dove with olive 

branch 

Rose 

I I A 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

Two pipes and roll (3) 
of tobacco crossed. 

HIS H A L F P E N Y 

S P I L S B Y 

Cross 

Wheel 

Deer 
Heart 
T. P. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

11. Nightingale Obv. IOHN . H A L L . IN 
Lane Rev. N I G H T I N G A L E . L A N E 

Griffin 

HIS 
H A L F 
P E N Y 

T H M 

Wheatsheaf 
r H • M 
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12. Smithfield Obv. R O B E R T . C V R D . FISHMONGER Fishmongers Arms 

Bars Rev. A T . S M I T H F I E L D . B A R R S HIS 
H A L F E 
P E N N Y 

r " 9 ' S 
13. Thames Obv. W I L L H A D D O W 

Street A T Y E A D A M 
& E V E 

Rev. (ex.) IN . T H A M E S 
S T R E T 

14. Whitecross Obv. E S T E R . C R A W L E Y . IN 
Street Rev. W H I T E . CROS . S T R E E T 

Obv. NICHOLVS . W A R E . A T Y E LIONS 

(7) 

I5-

16. Staines 

17. Uxbridge 

18. Rothwell 

19. 

20. Darlaston 

21. Leek 

22. Rowley 
Regis 

23. Denbigh 

Rev. H E A D . IN . W H I T E C R O S S T R E E T 

Middlesex 
Obv. R I C H A R D . B A R N A T T . IN 
Rev. S T A N E S . M A L L S T E R 
Obv. E D M V N D . NICHOLAS . IN 
Rev. V X B R I D G . C H A N D L E R . 58 

Northamptonshire 
Obv. W I L L I A M . MASON 

Rev. IN . R O D W E L L 

Southwark 
Obv. MILES . R E I L L Y . A T . Y E 
Rev. SVN . IN . S O V T H W A R K E 

Staffordshire 
Obv. W I L L I A M . K E E L I N G 
Rev. IN . D A R L A S T O N 
Obv. IOHN . W A R D L E . 1669 
Rev. IN 

L E E K E 
HIS . H A L F 

P E N N Y 
I - W - E 

Obv. IOHN . S I D A W A Y . IN 

Rev. R O W L E Y . R E G I S . 59 
Wales 

Obv. R O B E R T . R O B E R T S 

Rev. IN . D E N B I G H . 1666 

Adam and Eve 

E. C. 
HIS 

H A L F E 
P E N Y 

N W M round Lion's 
Head 

Arms 
R B e 

E - N - E 

Three lapwings 

W M A 
1666 
HIS 

H A L F 
P E N Y 

Sun 
M. R. 

W K S 

1657 
Mercers Arms 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Man carrying parcel 
on head 

I S E 

Mercers' Arms between 
R R 

HIS 
P E N Y 
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Wiltshire 
24. Great Obv. THOMAS . G R E E N E 

Bedwyn R e v 0 F G R E A T . B A D E N 

Ireland 
25. Ballymote Obv. R O G E R . H O R R O G H I E 

Rev. OF . B A L L Y M O T E . MAR 

Notes 
1. Essex Review, July 1945. 
2. Farthing size of Boyne2, Gloucs. 135. 
3. Octagonal. 
4. See Boyne2, Cornwall 107 and Uncertain 52. 
5. 6, 7. Lead. 
8, 9, 10. W. Gilbert in Num. Chron., 1927, 356 and 360. 

Three rabbits 
1669 

Woolpack 
id. 

U N P U B L I S H E D S E V E N T E E N T H - C E N T U R Y T O K E N S 
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